Art & Photographer Biographies

6801528 TWO GUYS NAMED JOE: Master Animation Storytellers Joe Grant and Joe Ranft, By John Canemaker. Explores the interplay between personal creativity and the craft of animation storytelling, as seen through the lives and work of two of animation’s most original artists. Both Grant and Ranft had great insight into characters and personalities that ultimately entertained audiences worldwide. Fully illus., many in color. 208 pages. Disney. 10x10 x1/2. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

6776191 WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES: The Shape of Films to Come. By James Curtis. Menzies was known for his visual flair and love of adventure and fantasy films—a true innovator who meticulously preplanned the color and design of each film through a series of sketches. With access to original artwork, correspondence, scrapbooks, unpublished writings, and illustrations, this is an inside look at a major figure of this time. 416 pages. Pantheon. 7x9/12. Pub. at $35.00 $19.95

6791263 LICHTENSTEIN IN NEW YORK: A Pop Art Life. By Mark P. Bernardo. Explores Lichtenstein’s life and work from the Prohibition era through the postwar era, and countercultural revolution to the well-heeled iconoclast of the 1980s and 1990s, and examines not only his critically acclaimed art but also the controversies his work provoked. 202 pages. Roaring Forties. 51/2x81/2. Pub. at $31.95 $14.95


★ 6833699 PICASSO AND THE PAINTING THAT SHOCKED THE WORLD. By Miles, J. Unger. The fascinating story of an artistic genius with a singular creative gift, filled with heartbreak and triumph, despair and delirium—all played out against the backdrop of the world’s most captivating city, Paris in the early 1900s. Illus., some in color. 470 pages. S&S. 61/2x9 1/4. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

6865135 LIVES OF THE GREAT MODERN ARTISTS. By Edward Lucie-Smith. Presented here are some of the most engaging life stories of our time. Short biographies, grouped according to style and era, are illustrated with works, self-portraits and photographs. 368 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $34.95 $14.95

★ 6728774 LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Walter Isaacson. Drawing on thousands of pages from Leonardo’s astonishing notebooks and new discoveries about his life and work, the acclaimed author weaves a narrative that connects his art to his science. A magnificent biography of one of the most extraordinary human beings of all time. Illus. in color. 599 pages. S&S. 6x9 1/2. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

★ 6596775 SAMUEL PALMER: The Sketchbook of 1824. Ed. by Martin Butlin. Presents all of the 162 surviving pages of Palmer’s visionary sketchbook, the only one not destroyed by his son after the artist’s death in 1861. This volume vividly illustrates the crucial period when the nineteen-year-old artist first experienced his revelatory vision of a divinely ordered Heaven on Earth. 221 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95

★ 6713699 FROZEN LIVES: Karl and Anna Kuerner, Andrew Wyeth’s Iconic Couple. By LyLyne Streeter. The Kuerners would be a major source of Andrew Wyeth’s inspiration for more than seventy years. This intimate portrait includes bucolic farm life, difficult yet laughter filled childhoods, deeply felt and unexpected political dynamics. Photos are included as well as some of the major Wyeth paintings the Kuerners inspired. Illus., many in color. 126 pages. Schiffer. 8x6. $16.95

★ 6598573 GEORGIA O’KEEFFE AT HOME. By Alice Inez Guzman. Despite O’Keeffe’s assertions that a biographical interpretation of her work will yield little insight, it is plain to see the landscapes and buildings she called home had a huge influence on her work. Features artwork and original photographs of her surroundings taken by notable friends and contemporaries. Fully Illus., many in color. 175 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9x10 1/4. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

★ 6893335 VAN GOGH AND MUSIC: A Symphony in Blue and Yellow. By Natasha Vlasova. A first -depth investigation of the integral role that music and sound played throughout Vincent van Gogh’s life. From psalms and hymns to the operas of Richard Wagner to simple birdsong, music represented to van Gogh the ultimate form of artistic expression. Illus., some in color. 176 pages. $27.95

★ 5762618 THE BRUEGELS: Lives and Works in 500 Images. By Nigel Rodgers. Features the history of Peter Bruegel the Elder, who was one of the world’s most original artists, and who founded what became a dynasty of painters who continued his style, often with only minor variations for almost a century after his death. Included is a wide-ranging gallery of over 500 works of the Bruegel family. 256 pages. Lorenz. 81/4x11 1/4. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95
274 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00
3.95

6931516 AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT. Ed. by Stephen Brennan. Based in part on his own writings, this is the true story of one of America’s most beloved presidents. Complete with drawings and photographs, this semi-autobiography offers a rich history of an iconic man’s life, from his early days as a home-schooled sickly child to his history-making run as a candidate for the presidency. All 392 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95. 4.95

6509444 HIT ME! Fighting the Las Vegas Mob by the Numbers. By John Lewis. With M. D’Orso. Tells John Lewis’ compelling story. A boy from rural Alabama whose activist journey took him from the Deep South to the White House, and whose vision and perseverance opened a nation. 16 pages of photos. 526 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. 4.95

5910404 THE MAN WHO NEVER DIED: The Life, Times, and Legacy of Joe Hill, American Labor Icon. By Linn Washington. At 59, Joe Hill’s remarkable transformation from itinerant and anonymous immigrant to world-renowned bard of the working class, labor icon, and legend. Reviving the spirit of an age and providing a fresh perspective on contemporary issues. All 267 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95. 6.95

5789897 BLACK JUDGES ON JUSTICE: Perspectives from the Bench. By Linn Washington. Chronicles how George Washington saved the United States by coming out of retirement to lead the Constitutional Convention and serve as our first president. Lills own words. 366 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00. 6.95

6560342 MOST BLESSED OF THE PATRIARCHS: Thomas Jefferson and the Empire of the Imagination. By A. Gordon-Reed & P.S. Onur. Through a close reading of Jefferson’s own words, this examination of Jefferson fundamentally challenges much of what we have come to accept about him. Neither hypocrite nor saint, this review will introduce you to the most influential founding father of all, a man more gifted than most but uncomplicated in just the ways we all are. 370 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95. 9.95

5785383 THE RETURN OF GEORGE WASHINGTON: Uniting the States, 1783-1789. By Edward J. Larson. In this groundbreaking new look at our Founding Father, Larson masterfully chronicles how George Washington saved the United States by coming out of retirement to lead the Constitutional Convention and serve as our first president. Lills own words. 366 pages. HMH. Pub. at $16.99. 4.95

6843380 CHIEF ENGINEER: Washington Roebeling—The Man Who Built the Brooklyn Bridge. By Erica Wagner. A biography of one of America’s most distinguished engineers, revealing a determined man whose long life was a model of courage in the face of adversity. Sweeping and illuminating, it captures the highs and lows of this iconic man who gave us one of New York’s most enduring and iconic structures. 16 pages of photos, some color. 364 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00. 7.95

5792541 JOHN FRANK STEVENS: Civil Engineer. By Clifford Fou rest. John Frank Stevens was one of America’s foremost civil engineers, whose reputation was made in the Pacific Coast and Great Northern lines. He was hired by Theodore Roosevelt as the chief engineer of the Panama Canal and served as a consultant in the construction of the Hoover Dam. Photos. 337 pages. Illus. in PBP. Pub. at $39.00. 5.95


6816300 MY LIFE, MY LOVE, MY LEGACY. By Coretta Scott King as told to B. Reynolds. In love and devoted to shared Christian beliefs, Coretta Scott married Dr. King, and events promptly thrust her into the spotlight. A profound examination of the nature of celebrity, violence, and survival. Photos. 202 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $24.95. 5.95

5792304 COLD SWEAT: My Father James Brown and Me. By Yvonne Brown with R.S. Fielder. Through the lens of celebrity and American history, the focus of this eloquent narrative is an issue faced by millions of women—domestic violence. Dealing with a complex and famous father eventually took a backseat to coping with her own deceitful and abhorrent marriage. A profound examination of the nature of celebrity, violence, and survival. Photos. 202 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $24.95. 5.95

6558897 WILLIAM WELLS BROWN: An African American Life. By Ezra Greenspan. Setting Brown’s life in the richly rendered context of his times, Greenspan’s masterful biography is a fascinating portrait of an inventive writer who dared to challenge the racial orthodoxies of his times, and explore the racial complexities of 19th-century America. Illus. 614 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00. 6.95


4628993 FATHER LINCOLN: The Untold Story of Abraham Lincoln and His Boys—Eddie, Willie, and Ted. By Alan Manning. An insightful and revelatory narrative of how Abraham Lincoln cared for, educated, disciplined, entertained, loved, and grieved for his children. It follows Lincoln from his law practice in Springfield through the turbulent war years in the White House, demonstrating how he balanced a successful career with paternal responsibilities. Photos. 264 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $32.00. 14.95

4694136 LOUIS D. BRANDEIS: American Prophet. By Jeffrey Rosen. Brandeis was the most important Supreme Court opinion. A boy from the Deep South to the White House, and whose vision and perseverance opened a nation. 16 pages of photos. 526 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 11.95
Spies & Espionage


★ 6877648  THE MAN WHO WAS GEORGE SMILEY: The Life of John Bingham. By Michael Jago. Investigator, interrogator, agentTurner’s perfect inspiration for the perfect spy. Traces the life of the remarkable John Bingham, the man behind John le Carré’s George Smiley. He joined MI5 in 1940, taking part in many of MI5’s wartime missions. He became mentor to many a young MI5 officer, including le Carré. Photos. 368 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

6924913  THE MAN WITH THE POISON GUN: A Cold War Spy Story. By Serhi Plokyh. Just hours before the border closed, KGB assassin Bogdan Sloshinsky, crossed into West Berlin and spilled his secrets to authorities. His trial revealed gripping accounts of exploding parcels, fake identities, forbidden love and a daring midnight escape, offering insights into the world of Cold War espionage. 365 pages. OneWorld. Import. Pub. at $17.95  $7.95

2696536  A VERY PRINCIPLED BOY: The Life of Duncan Lee, Red Spy and Cold Warrior. By Mark A. Bradley. A Rhodes Scholar, patriot, and descendant of one of America’s most distinguished families, Duncan Lee was the best-placed mole ever to infiltrate U.S. intelligence. Bradley traces the tangled roots of Lee’s betrayal and reveals his harrowing struggle to stay one step ahead of America’s spy hunters. 420 pages. Dutton. Import. Pub. at $29.95  $16.95

677054  STALIN’S ROMEO SPY: The Remarkable Rise and Fall of the KGB’s Most Daring Operative. By Emil Draitser. Dmitri Bystrolyotov led a life that might seem far-fetched—a KGB agent, who was an enemy dancer in Paris, but who defies fiction. One of a team of Soviet secret agents who operated in Western countries, Dmitri was a dashing man whose missions often relied on the seduction of women. This is his incredible story. 266 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Import. Pub. at $16.95  $9.95

★ 6713556  A TANGLED WEB: Mata Hari. By Mary W. Craig. Mata Hari was a woman whose adult life was a web of lies, half truths and magnetic sexuality that captivated men. Following the death of a young son and a bitter divorce, she reinvented herself as an enemy dancer in Paris, taking up the life as a courtesan. Her decision to become embroiled in espionage during WWI, would end in her execution. Photos. 288 pages. Historical Press. Pub. at $21.95  $12.95

★ 6902723 ODETTE: World War Two’s Darling Spy. By Penny Starns. A fascinating biography that delves into SOE personnel files to reveal the true story of this wartime heroine and the officer who posed as her husband. From her life as a French housewife in Occupied Paris, to her work undercover, to her arrest and unlikely survival in Ravensbruck Concentration Camp, Starns reveals the truth of Odette’s mission. Photos. 248 pages. Historical Press. Pub. at $21.95  $12.95

★ 4581040  A VERY DANGEROUS WOMAN: The Lives, Loves and Lies of Russia’s Most Seductive Spy. By D. McDonald & J. Dronfield. Russian aristocrat Baroness Moura Budberg was born to indulgence, pleasure and selfishness, but that changes in 1918. She meets a British diplomat and spy, spies on him for the Bolsheviks, but when he is exposed risks everything to save him. Based on letters, diaries and secret documents, this vivid biography reveals the lost story of Moura Budberg. Photos. 400 pages. OneWorld. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

★ 6888892  A SPY NAMED ORPHAN: The Enigma of Donald Maclean. By Roland Philipps. In a gripping tale of blind faith and heroic loyalty, alongside dangerous duplicity and human vulnerability, Philipps reveals Maclean’s extraordinary story—one of the most treacherous spies of the Cold War era and a key member of the infamous “Cambridge Five” spy ring. 16 pages of photos. 440 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $19.95  $12.95


Politicians, Statesmen & Revolutionaries

6702678 VICTORIA: A Life. By A.N. Wilson. Queen Victoria died in 1901, ending a reign of nearly 64 years, but the fascination with her life story continues to this day. This exhaustively researched and definitive biography reveals a wealth of new material from previously unseen sources to show the Queen as she’s never been seen before. 642 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $36.00  $9.95

3605663 BISMARCK: The Story of a Fighter. By Emil Ludwig. In this Bismarck biography, with a fresh approach to one of world’s most intriguing political figures, Ludwig focuses on the role Bismarck played in the creation of the German Empire. The story of a daring, charismatic leader who is a man of great moral courage. This compelling history offers a brave look into the real Bismarck. Photos. 429 pages. Berkley. Import. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

684836  FREDERICK THE GREAT: The Arts of Power. By Lynne Cheney. This biography of the fascinating Frederick the Great, who is often depicted as a tyrant, offers a fresh, engaging portrait of the great German monarch. This biography reveals rich insights into this conflicted and complex man. Photos. 384 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $26.99  $16.95

6905218 THE KENNAN DIARIES. By George F. Kennan. A spectacular journey spanning eighty-eight years in the life of a great American diplomat who had a profound influence on American foreign policy. It brims with keen political and moral insights, philosophical ruminations, poetry, and vivid descriptions. 16 pages of photos. 712 pages. Random. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95

6845878 JAMES MADISON: A Life Reconsidered. By Lynne Cheney. Cheney highlights Madison’s friendships and rivalries with other Founding Fathers and offers insights into the nuanced political thought that was pivotal to shaping the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. This biography is an intimate portrait of the leader who did more than any other to create the nation we know today. 16 pages of photos. 564 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00  $4.95

6892418 OBAMA: The Historic Presidency of Barack Obama, 2,920 Days. By David Tait et al. Explores Barack Obama’s journey in pictures, with more than 200 photographs that portray the President’s remarkable rise to power, spanning the last days of his presidency in 2017. Complete with excerpts from seven historic speeches and contributions from notable historians, business leaders, community leaders, and journalists, this hardcover book is a memorable visual retrospective. 208 pages. Sterling. 9½x11. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

6816339 HERTBERT HOOVER IN THE WHITE HOUSE: The Ordeal of the Presidency. By Charles Rappleye. Charts the untold story of a president and a nation in crisis. Herbert Hoover struggled to respond to the Great Depression and the challenges that came with it. This biography explores the president and a nation in crisis. The 31st president and author of this compelling biography, Rappleye draws on fresh sources to reveal a different Hoover than the often misjudged and maligned. 16 pages of photos. 554 pages. S&S, Paperback. Pub. at $18.00  $4.95

6483808 ISABELLA OF CASTILE: Europe’s First Great Queen. By Giles Tremlett. An acclaimed historian chronicles the colorful and remarkable life of Isabella of Castile, the queen who transformed Spain into a global power and sponsored Columbus’s voyage that would open the New World. A luminous, richly textured portrait of a monarch who paved the way for Elizabeth I, Columbus and Queen Victoria. Over 600 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

6726577 LINCOLN’S BATTLE WITH GOD: A President’s Struggle with Faith and What It Meant for America. By Stephen Mansfield. Shows how Lincoln journeyed from his early skepticism to faith in God and the path of Christian faith, but also to a sustained personal encounter with the God of the Bible. This story of Lincoln’s faith is vital for our times and perhaps vital for our souls. SHOPWORN. Illus. 242 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99  $5.95
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6910831 ELIZABETH & MARY: Cousins, Rivals, Queens. By Jane Dunn. The first dual biography of two of the world’s most remarkable women, Elizabeth of England and Mary of Scots. Reveals the extraordinary rivalry between the regal cousins, each embodying dramatically opposing qualities of character, ideas of women and (shades of sexuality) and divinely ordained kingship. 24 pages of color illus. 453 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

936940 THE LAST MANCHU. By H. Pu Yi & P. Kramer. The autobiography of Henry Pu Yü, the last emperor of China. He ascended to the throne at the age of two and was forced to abdicate at the age of five. He spent 13 years in Peking’s Forbidden City, was forced to flee to a Chinese warlord, and ended up in a Russian prison in Siberia years later. Photos. 310 Great pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4580125 EXPLORING LINCOLN: Great Historians Reappraise Our Greatest President. Ed. by Harold Holzer et al. Collection of 16 papers presented at the Lincoln Forum symposia over the past three years. Shining new light on particular aspects of Lincoln and his tragically abbreviated presidency, these papers present a compelling snapshot of current Lincoln scholarship and a window into understanding America’s greatest president. Illus. 296 pages. Fordham. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $1.95


5722969 A FULL LIFE: Reflections at Ninety. By Jimmy Carter. The 39th President, Nobel Peace Prize recipient, international humanitarian, and fisherman reflects on his full and happy life with pride, humor, and a few second thoughts. At 90 years old, he tells his tale with verve and candor, offering insight and detail he’s never shared before. Photos. 21 color. 256 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

5596479 VENDETTA: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa. By James Netf. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa channeled nearly all of their considerable powers into destroying each other. Here Netf has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venon and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. 377 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

5792723 VENDETTA: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa. By James Netf. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa channeled nearly all of their considerable powers into destroying each other. Here Netf has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venon and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. 377 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

599090X SCALIA: A Court of One. By Bruce Allen Murphy. The author of three other Supreme Court biographies provides a brilliant assessment of the best-known and most controversial justice of our time. He documents Scalia’s life and legacy, and provides an insightful analysis of the Supreme Court’s influence on American life over the past quarter-century. 644 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

4589087 A ROYAL EXPERIMENT: The Private Life of King George III. By Janice Hadlow. Presents a magnificent and wonderfully readable biography of King George III of Great Britain. Below the surface of George’s attempt to achieve what none of his forebears had accomplished: a happy family life, 16 pages of photos, most color. 682 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 $4.95

163119 MRS. JEFFERSON’S WOMEN. By Jon Krakauer. A riveting study of a complex man, this provocative volume offers a look at Thomas Jefferson’s relationships with women, both personal and political. Illus. 279 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

6955849 THE REVOLUTION OF ROBERT KENNEDY: From Power to Protest After JFK. By John R. Bohrer. Bohrer’s account of Robert Kennedy on the journey from memorializing his brother’s legacy to defining his own. His rich and insightful portrayal of a man struggling to find his place within the Johnson administration invites readers into the heart of one of America’s great leaders. 16 pages of photos. 372 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

6883314 CLOSEST COMPANION: The Unknown Story of the Intimate Friendship Between Franklin Roosevelt and Margaret Suckley. By Geoffrey C. Ward. Offers the secret diary of FDR’s sixth cousin, “Daisy” Suckley, who spent more private time with him during his years in the White House than any other person. Running from FDR’s 1933 Inauguration to his death in 1945, the diary is joined by 38 letters FDR wrote to Daisy. 16 pages of S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

5927068 THE KING’S GRAVE: The Discovery of Richard III’s Lost Burial Place and the King’s Own History. By Martin D. L. F. By Geoffrey C. Ward. Offers the secret diary of FDR’s sixth cousin, “Daisy” Suckley, who spent more private time with him during his years in the White House than any other person. Running from FDR’s 1933 Inauguration to his death in 1945, the diary is joined by 38 letters FDR wrote to Daisy. 16 pages of S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

6819932 MAGNIFICO: The Brilliant Life and Violent Times of Lorenzo de’ Medici. By Miles J. Unger. Drawing on primary research from Italian sources and an intimate knowledge of Florence, Unger gives us a biography of a true Renaissance man known for his prodigious talents, magnetic personality, and political ruthlessness. Illus. 513 pages. S&S. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

6845967 MARY: England’s First Queen. By Anna Whitelock. She was born a princess, the daughter of Henry VIII, but in the wake of Henry’s break with Rome Mary was declared a heretic and a bastard. Refusing to accept her new status, she faced imprisonment and even death. Against the odds, Mary successfully reclaimed her rightful place in the line of succession. Photos. 402 pages. Penguin. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95
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Lady to her rightful place in American history. 16 pages of photos. 485 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

578206 THE RESISTIBLE RISE OF BENJAMIN NETANYAHU. By Neill Lochery. The first major English-language biography of the divisive and controversial Prime Minister of Israel, chronicling not only his life but also the issues his career encompassed: the enigmatic messianic idealism, the politics of oil, America's changeable role in the Middle East; and more. 16 pages of photos. 378 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

561440 HUCKABEE: The Authorized Biography. By Scott Lamb. Lamb reaches into the vaults of Mike Huckabee's past to show us the man behind the political public persona. Perusing hundreds of press clippings, including dozens of exclusive interviews with family and friends, he presents the definitive story of one of the most influential figures of our time. 16 pages of photos, most color. 344 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.00

583732 WILSON. By A. Scott Berg. One hundred years after his inauguration, Woodrow Wilson still stands as one of the most influential figures of the 20th century, and one of the most enigmatic. After more than a decade of research, Berg, using the most penetrating biography ever written about the 28th President, 48 pages of photos. 818 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $5.95

458943 GEORGE W. BUSH: The American Presidents. By James Mann. In this assessment of one of America's most controversial presidents, Mann sheds light on why George W. Bush made the decisions that shaped his presidency, what went wrong, and how the internal debates and fissures within his administration played out in front of the public spotlight. 185 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $25.00

559928 THE WASHINGTONS: George and Martha, Join'd by Friendship, Crown'd by Love. By Flora Fraser. Fraser paints a full-scale portrait of the father and mother of our country--and the administration of their 4th president--in vivid detail. Fraser believes a brilliant account of the public Washington and the war he waged with a rare look at the domestic Washington: before the war, during the war, and the war's end. 24 pages of photos. 440 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

579701 SAMUEL ADAMS: A Life. By Ira Stoll. In this stirring biography, Samuel Adams joins the first tier of founding fathers, a rank he richly deserved. With eloquence equal to that of Thomas Jefferson and Tom Paine, Adams helped ignite the flame of liberty and made it glow even during the Revolution’s darkest hours. Illus. 339 pages. Free Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

691263 EDWARD VII: The Prince of Wales & the Women He Loved. By Catharine Arnold. Known to be a lifelong womanizer, his lovers were beautiful and available while the scandals resulted from his affairs—from suicides to divorces—were a blight on the Royal family. Edward would become a surprisingly modern monarch. His major accomplishment was transforming the British monarchy, and ensuring its survival in a world where other European dynasties collapsed. Photos. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

683898 MADISON’S GIFT: Five Partnerships That Built America. By David O. Stewart. To reach his lifelong goal of a self-governing constitutional republic, Madison blended his talents with those of his most talented contemporaries. The authors explores Madison’s influence and impact. Outturning the conventional story that there was more to this conservative icon than the usual stereotypes. SH OPWORN. 185 pages.

579727 ALL THE GREAT PRIZES: The Life of John Hay, from Lincoln to Roosevelt. By John Falter. A look at what we know about John Hay, Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt come to us through the observations Hay made while private secretary to one and secretary of state to the other. This authoritative biography turns the lens around, rendering a rich and fascinating portrait of this brilliant mind. 673 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

667234 THOMAS CROMWELL: The Untold Story of Henry VIII’s Most Faithful Servant. By Tracy Borman. Grounded in excellent primary research material, this fascinating biography gives us a look at a man who captured the Western imagination for centuries and tells the story of a controversial and enigmatic man who forever changed the shape of the country. 450 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

184343 THE HARDING AFFAIR: Love and Espionage During the Great War. By James David Robbennalt. Based on over 800 pages of correspondence that had been placed in the archives of the Library of Congress in the 1960s, the author tells the previously unknown stories of Warren Harding’s personal and political life, including his passionate and political relationship with woman from a German countyside. 396 pages. Palgrave. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $5.95

693010 HERBERT HOOVER: A Life. By Glen Jeanesonne. A compelling and rich examination of Herbert Hoover’s character, accomplishments, and failings. Jeanesonne convincingly portrays a steadfast leader who challenged Congress on an array of legislation that laid the groundwork for the New Deal, and who became the moral voice of the GDP and a champion of Republican principles. 16 pages of photos. 455 pages. NAL. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

565218 IBN SAUD: The Desert Warrior, Who Created the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. By David Barlow & B. B. G. K. A. Al-Saud. A warrior politician who founded Saudi Arabia in 1932 and turned it into one of the world’s most powerful nations. Between 1902 and 1930 he fought and won a series of astonishing military victories over a succession of enemies much more powerful than himself, transforming his personal fiefdom into a modern, major power, and won a series of astonishing military victories over a succession of enemies much more powerful than himself, transforming his personal fiefdom into a modern, major power, and minus 6 pages of photos. 360 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

676302 THE BROTHERS BULGER: How They Terrorized and Corrupted Boston for a Quarter Century. By Howie Carr. Reveals the lives and dark deeds of the FBI's second most wanted man, William Bulger, former president of the State Senate, and his brother James. “Whitey” Bulger, a vicious and violent criminal who was the FBI’s second most wanted man, after Osama bin Laden. Photos. 358 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

669473 LINCOLN’S BOYS: John Hay, John Nicolay, and the War for Lincoln’s Image. By Joshua Zeitz. Abraham Lincoln’s presidential secretaries were his close confidants in the darkest and loneliest days. Part political drama, part coming-of-age tale, this is a story of friendship, politics, war, and the contest over history and remembrance. 390 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95
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5965303 MARY BOYLEN: The Mistresses of King. By Alison Weir. Making use of extensive original research, Weir shares revelations on the animal Boyleyn family and the little-known history of the relationship between the Boyleyn sisters. With new and compelling evidence, she presents the most conclusive answer to date on the paternity of Mary's children, long speculated to have been Henry VIII's progeny. 16 pages of illus., most in color. 375 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95
2714035 ELIZABETH OF YORK: A Tudor Queen and Her World. By Alison Weir. Drawing from a rich trove of historical records, Weir gives a long overdue and much-deserved look at this unforgettable princess whose line descends to today's British monarch—a woman who overcame tragedy and danger to become one of England's most beloved consorts. Book Club Edition, with 16 pages of photos, most color. 572 pages. Ballantine. $9.95
5910866 ELIZABETH OF YORK: A Tudor Queen and Her World. By Alison Weir. Drawing from a rich trove of historical records, Weir gives a long overdue and much-deserved look at this unforgettable princess whose line descends to today's British monarch—a woman who overcame tragedy and danger to become one of England's most beloved consorts. Book Club Edition, with 16 pages of photos, most color. 572 pages. Ballantine. $9.95
6840469 DEAN ACHESON: A Life in the Cold War. By Robert L. Bessner. Paints an indelible portrait of one of the key figures of the last half of the 20th century. Acheson was one of the most influential Secretaries of State in U.S. history, presiding over American foreign policy in the pivotal decade after WWII. Examines Acheson's major achievements, including turning our former enemies Germany and Japan into allies. SHOPWORN, 16 pages of photos. 800 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95
5731801 THE PLAYBOY PRINCES: The Apprenticeship Years of Edward VII and Edward VIII. By Peter J. Bowers. A unique portrait of Edward VII (1841-1910) and his grandson Edward VIII (1894-1972)—born in different eras, but both waiting until age 53 to become king before ascending to the British throne. Explores how the early lives of these Princes shaped their respective reigns. Photos. 320 pages. Peter Owen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 6664393 WORST. PRESIDENT. EVER.: James Buchanan, the POTUS Rating Game, and the Legacy of the Line of Lesser Presidents. By Robert Strauss. Offers an enlightening account of James Buchanan’s presidency, from his meddling in the Dred Scott Supreme Court decision to virtually inviting a half dozen states to secede from the Union, and more. Photos. 256 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95
6850170 WRESTLING WITH HIS ANGEL, VOLUME II: The Political Life of Abraham Lincoln. By A. Lincoln. Two years after the Civil War, historian A. Lincoln gives a comprehensive biography. Lincoln emerges from the wilderness to the peak of his career as he takes control of the nation's most profound spiritual crisis—slavery—and enters the battle for the nation's soul. Illus. 381 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $35.00 $8.95
5596811 ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE: Queen of the Troubadours. By Jean Markale. Chronicles the life of Eleanor (1122-1204), long noted for her political and cultural achievements that shaped 12th-century Europe. She was the inspiration of the huge diffusion of the Arthurian cycle and the Celtic myths. Her greatest influence was her role as the queen of France and England, one of the most powerful women in Western history. Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 6874622 YOUNG & DAMNED & FAIR: The Life of Catherine Howard, Fifth Wife of King Henry VIII. By Gary Russell. On the morning of July 28, 1540, as King Henry VIII’s former confident Thomas Cromwell was being led to his execution, a young woman named Catherine Howard began her reign as queen of a country simmering with rebellion. Nineteen months later she was on the scaffold, accused of adultery and high treason. Russell reveals her dramatic story in this authoritative biography. 16 pages of color illus. 436 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 6868851 JOHN MCAIN: American Maverick. Text by Elaine S. Povich. This lavishly illustrated volume looks at the life and career of Senator John McCain from his early years in the Navy, to exploring his legacy, his impact, and his place in American history. It covers his childhood, his service as a naval aviator in Vietnam and his five-year imprisonment in a POW camp. 340 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
5674750 JACK KEMP: The Bleeding-Heart Conservative Who Changed America. By M. Kendracke & B. James. Drawing on interviews, primary papers and more than one hundred Kemp Oral History Project interviews, Kendracke and Barnes trace Kemp’s life from his childhood through his pro football career to his influential years as a congressman, revealing him as a model for what politics ought to be. Photos. 390 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $29.95 $31.95
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 5658240 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. Originally published in the late 18th century, this is the story of one of America’s historic figures. Franklin’s adventures and accomplishments are told in an engaging and often humorous style. 462 pages. Pocket. 200 pages. Cartwheel. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
63463X TRUE REAGAN: What Made Ronald Reagan Great and Why It Matters. By James Rosebush. Understand the essence of this inspiring, strong, and principled leader is critical to our future. This book takes us back to Reagan’s innumerable examples which he recounts from firsthand observation as Reagan’s Deputy Assistant to show us why understanding this essence matters. 20 pages of photos, most color. 278 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95
5596111 THE LADY IN THE TOWER: The Fall of Anne Boleyn. By Alison Weir. Nearly five hundred years after her violent death, Anne Boleyn, daughter of Henry VIII, remains one of the world’s most fascinating, controversial, and tragic heroines. This study draws on myriad sources from the Tudor era to examine, in unprecedented depth, the marriage, career, and death of the nation's first queen. Photos. 16 pages of photos, most color. 440 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95
194 pages. Phoenix. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $34.95

**CD 650201 ONE MAN AGAINST THE WORLD: The Tragedy of Richard Nixon.** By Tim Weiner. Read by Holter Graham. Here is the first history of President Richard Nixon that employs all of his secret tapes and documents, many declassified in the past two years. We see a devastating portrait of a tortured and tormented man, showing how, in Nixon’s mind, the conflict in Vietnam and the crimes of Watergate were one war, fought on two fronts. Thirteen hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

**6594697 ONE MAN AGAINST THE WORLD: The Tragedy of Richard Nixon.** By Tim Weiner. Here is the first history of President Richard Nixon with all of his secret tapes and documents, many declassified in the past two years. We see a devastating portrait of a tortured and tormented man, showing how, in Nixon’s mind, the conflict in Vietnam and the crimes of Watergate were one war, fought on two fronts. 369 pages. St. Martin’s. $5.95

**6595492 CHURCHILL.** By John Keegan. Keegan examines each aspect of the character of Britain’s greatest leader, demonstrating that “the glow of his military achievement and the splendor of empire have faded almost away, but a true glory continues to gleam over Churchill’s life, words and works.” 194 pages. Phoenix. Paperbound Import. $9.95

**5855663 COUNTING ONE’S BLESSINGS: The Selected Letters of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother.** By William Shawcross. Collected from some of Queen Elizabeth’s insightful, witty letters, drawing on the vast wealth of material in the Royal Archives and at Glamis Castle. The Queen’s writings cover everything from her childhood before World War I, all the way to the end of her life at the beginning of the 21st century. 24 pages of photos. 666 pages. $5.95

**6600815 DON JUAN PACHECO: Wealth and Power in Late Medieval Spain.** By Nancy F. Marino. Presents the first book-length study of 15th-century Castilian courtier Don Juan Pacheco. Employing contemporaneous and modern histories as well as unpublished archival materials, Marino traces Pacheco’s long and controversial career at the court of Enrique IV de Castile. 206 pages. MRTS. $6.95

**7588339 MARGARET THATCHER–THE AUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY: From Grantham to the Falklands.** By Charles Moore. With unequaled authority and dramatic detail, this first volume of Moore’s authorized biography of Thatcher reveals as never before the life, rise to power, and first years as prime minister of the woman who transformed Britain and the world in the late 20th century. 24 pages of photos. 162 pages. Knopf. $7.95

**5830249 THE LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF ISABEU OF BAVARIA.** By Tracy Adams. After her death, Isabeau, the long-suffering wife of King Charles VI of France, was revered as an incorruptible regent, depraved adultress, and betrayer of the throne. Asserting that there is no historical support for this posthumous reputation, this account returns Isabeau to her rightful place in history. 338 pages. This Hegkly. Pub at $35.00 $7.95

**5731623 LUCY PARSONS: An American Revolutionary.** By Carolyn Ashbaugh. One of the most militant leaders in the radical labor movement at the turn of the century, Ashbaugh’s biography follows Parsons’s life and work through primary source materials. We see the history-from the South’s brand of slavery and the era of Reconstruction to the birth of the American labor and socialist movements. She fought for the rights of women and people of color, for the eight-hour day, and against poverty. Illus. 282 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub at $16.00 $5.95

**6864531 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS.** By Roderick Graham. Mary Queen of Scots lived during one of the most fascinating periods in history. This work paints a unique picture of this controversial woman, showing her to be neither a Catholic martyr nor murdering adulteress, but rather a young woman out of her depth caught up in the greed of the ruthless 16th century. 476 pages. Konecky & Konecky. $9.95

**7655653 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELEANOR ROOSEVELT.** First published in 1961, Eleanor’s autobiography constitutes a seminal oral history that can mark the典范 of candor and liveliness, wisdom, tolerance, and breadth of view. It is an honest self-portrait of one of the greatest American humanitarians of our time, 545 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub at $16.99 $13.95

**5788419 THE NEW TSAR: The Rise and Reign of Vladimir Putin.** By Steven Lee Myers. In this gripping narrative of Putin’s rise to power, Myers recounts the Russian president’s origins, from his childhood of abject poverty in Leningrad to his ascent to the ranks of the KGB, and the eventual consolidation of rule in the Kremlin. Photos. 572 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub at $19.00 $19.95

**665402 FRANCIS I: The Maker of Modern France.** By Leonie Friedo. Tells the extraordinary tale of King Francis of France the man who turned France into a great nation. With a view to revolutionize what we believe and think, the author delivers a comprehensive and sympathetic account that explores the life of the man who was perhaps the most influential Renaissance monarch of all time. $21.95

**6917577 CATHERINE DE MEDICI: Renaissance Queen of France.** By Leonie Friedo. Prisoner, besotted mother, despot, necromancer, engineer of a massacre—the stain on the name of Catherine de Medici is centuries old. This biography reclaims the story of this unjustly vilified queen of France. Illus. most and all of the most estigimatic. Color photos, maps, 440 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub at $15.99 $5.95

**6851586 NEMESIS: Alcibiades and the Fall of Athens.** By David Stuttard. A work of Pericles and a friend of Socrates, Alcibiades was spectacularly rich, bewitchingly handsome and charismatic, a skilled general, and a ruthless politician. He was a serial traitor. Navigating often contradictory evidence, Stuttard provides a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and audiences for more than two thousand years. 380 pages. Harper. Pub at $29.99 $24.95

**6902715 MARGARET POLE: The Countess in the Tower.** By Susan Higginbotham. From Margaret’s birth as the daughter of a royal duke to her beauf clinications centuries after her death, this examination of her life tells the story of one of the most unlikely prisoners, comprised of all the color. 214 pages. Amberley. Paperbound Import. Pub at $18.95

**6874789 RICHARD III: England’s Most Controversial King.** By Chris Skidmore. Drawing on new manuscript evidence to reassess Richard’s life and times, Skidmore examines in detail Richard’s inner nature and his complex relations with those around him to unravel the mystery of the last English monarch to die on the battlefield. 16 pages of color illus. 432 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $29.99 $24.95

**270773X THE PRUSSIAN PRINCESSES: The Sisters of Kaiser Wilhelm II.** By John Van der Kiste. Kaiser Friedrich III and his consort Victoria, Princess Royal of Great Britain, had six children who lived to man their child. The sisters of Kaiser Wilhelm II, the German younger sisters, Victoria, Sophie, and Margaret, are brought to life in this first full biography, illuminating their relationship and the sorrow that would befall them all. 16 pages of photos. 160 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub at $33.95 $24.95

**666881X HAROLD: The King Who Fell at Hastings.** By Peter Rex. A full-scale biography of England’s last Anglo-Saxon king reveals an astute political operator who, as Earl of Wessex, won the affection of the English people and the support of Edward the Confessor to succeed him. 16 pages of color illus. 287 pages. Amberley. Paperbound Import. Pub at $14.95 $11.95

**6614965 THE GOLDEN LAD.** By Eric Burns. All of Roosevelt’s sons would eagerly enlist in WWII, including his youngest, Quentin. Theodore’s grappling with the thought of his sons’ suffering reveals a largely unknown and surprisingly sensitive side, long hidden beneath the bluster of this larger-than-life figure. Photos. 201 pages. Fonthill. Pub at $26.95 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/647
bipartisan biography reveals a critical insider who had a critical hand in some of the most devastating crises of the George W. Bush presidency. Smith’s unbiased biography reveals a self-assured, politically intriguing life and was one of the most important founding fathers. This work sheds new light on this American icon. 193 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $19.95

5764122 ROBERT THE BRUCE: Pocket Giants. By Fiona Watson. He secured the Crown of Scotland against all odds. He was one of the greatest war leaders in history. He focused Scottish identity on an ideal of freedom that resonates to this day. He’s Robert the Bruce, and he’s the subject of this compact history. 126 pages. History Press. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95

587047X SUSPECTED OF INDEPENDENCE. By David McKean. The last signatory to the Declaration of Independence was one of the most important founding fathers. This work sheds new light on this American hero. 126 pages. History Press. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95

5815286 BUSH. By Jean Edward Smith. The most complete account yet of the George W. Bush presidency. Smith’s unbiased biography reveals a self-assured and autonomous leader with a number of noteworthy credits, but also one who had a critical hand in some of the most devastating crises of recent years, from the rise of ISIS to the economic near-collapse of 2008. Photos. 808 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

6551688 EISENHOWER IN WAR AND PEACE. By Jean Edward Smith. Presents an extraordinary portrait of Dwight D. Eisenhower that is as full, rich, and revealing as anything ever written about America’s 34th president. In his comprehensive scope, it renders Eisenhower as both a canny politician and a skillful, decisive leader who successfully balanced peace with enhancing America’s global prestige. Illus. 950 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $29.99

6813934 NAPOLEON AND BETSY: Recollections of Napoleon on St. Helena. By Lucia Elizabeth Abeil. The story of Napoleon and Betsy Balcombe is an unusual and fascinating tale. A fallen Emperor who once controlled most of Europe makes friends with an impudent, pretty and spirited young English girl, who had only recently celebrated her 17th birthday. The author shares an account of their friendship, in Betsy’s own words. 32 pages of photos. 144 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub. at $29.95

6871209 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS: A Study in Failure. By Jenny Wormald. Reveals Mary’s downfall was in fact due to her failure to handle problems facing the renaissance monarch. 16 pages of color photos. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $21.99

6827853 THE COWBOY PRESIDENT: The American West and the Making of Theodore Roosevelt. By Michael F. Blakesley. After losing his vision and fifty-three hours of excruciating pain, Roosevelt made a life-changing decision to explore the American West. He created places generations continue to find beauty and solace to this day. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

6819038 THE BOYHOOD AND YOUTH OF NAPOLEON. By Oscar Brown. Basing presents an English language account of the formative years between Napoleon’s birth in 1769 and when he first forced his way onto the stage as a young man of importance at the age of 21, near Toulon in 1793. Illus. 157 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub. at $21.95

5767086 THE MORTALIST: Woodrow Wilson and the Death of the American Century. By William Taubman. In the first comprehensive biography of the final Soviet leader, Taubman shows how a peasant boy became the Soviet system’s graduate, how he clambered to the top of a system designed to keep people like him down, and how he found common ground with America’s arch-conservative president Ronald Reagan. Unspiring and honest, this sweeping account has all the makings of a great Russian novel. Illus. 852 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95

5751407 PRESIDENT MCKINLEY: Architect of the American Century. By Robert W. Merry. Brings to life a sympathetic and often overlooked president. The author raises his rank to a chief executive of consequence who paved the way for the American Century. He was a transformative figure, the first modern President, who set the stage for the leadership of Theodore Roosevelt. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

363101X EMBATTLED REBEL: Jefferson Davis and the Confederate Civil War. By James M. Hargraves. In a powerful new re-evaluation of Jefferson Davis as Commander of the Confederacy, McPherson challenges popular notions to give him the definitive portrait he deserves. Despite grave illness, McPherson argues, Davis shaped and sustained the “principal pillar of the Confederacy” with clarity and force. 301 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $17.00

682451X CITIZEN NEWT: The Making of a Reagan Conservative. By Craig Shirley. A definitive account of the struggle Gingrich has had to lead the conservative revolution for most of his career. This work captures the events, ideas, and successes of Newt—one of the most complex, influential, and durable political figures of our time, and delivers a fascinating, humorous, and insightful account of his rise to power. 544 pages. Thomas Nelson. Import. Pub. at $29.99
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Sword. Import. Pub. at $27.95

**6902758 RICHARD I: The Crusader King.** By Thomas Asbridge. Asbridge’s incisive reappraisal of Richard I’s career questions whether the Lionheart really did neglect his kingdom, considers why he devoted himself to the cause of holy war and asks whether the memory of his life came to be interwoven with myth. Color illus. 119 pages. Penguin. Import. Pub at $21.95

**6886620 CROWN OF BLOOD: The Deadly Inheritance of Lady Jane Grey.** By Nicola Tallis. An important and significant retelling of an often missed and forgotten tale, using a rich abundance of primary source material in order to paint a vivid picture of Jane’s short and turbulent life. This dramatic narrative traces the dangerous plots and web of deadly intrigue in which Jane became increasingly tangled. 16 pages of color illus. 376 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**6878997 ELIZABETH’S RIVAL.** By Nicola Tallis. A gripping tale of the countess who dared cross Elizabeth I, and who survived three husbands while navigating the courts of seven very different monarchs— including Henry VIII, Elizabeth I, and Charles I. 16 pages of color illus. 400 pages. Amaggas. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**8596516 LLOYD GEORGE: Statesman or Scoundrel.** By Richard Wilkinson. David Lloyd George left a profound political legacy, he was widely regarded as the man who won WW I and his contribution to domestic politics, was similarly impressive. Provides a unique new perspective on a figure who is often seen as a symbol of political opportunism, but who was in fact a man of considerable talent, and a man whose actions were driven by a genuine desire to serve the public interest. 339 pages. Vintage. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00

**5905354 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.** The Complete Illustrated History. His writings represent a career of literary, scientific, and political efforts that spanned nearly the entire eighteenth century and the birth of the the United States. Franklin wrote his autobiography in three parts over a span of sixteen years, and it stands today as a testament of a truly great American, and one of the most important documents of the tumultuous century. Well illus., many in color. 192 pages. Voyager. 8/4/10%. Pub. at $35.00

**6616119 THE DIARIES OF JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 1779-1848.** Ed. by David W. Bartlett. Reader’s edition of an American masterpiece, based on original manuscript diaries that restore passages suppressed in earlier editions. From his marriage to Louisa Catherine Johnson to his deathbed declaration that ‘I will not die in a hospital bed’ and his involvement in the Amistad Supreme Court case, the critical dramas of Adams’s personal and political life are all here. 1,489 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Library of America. Pub. at $75.00

**6932760 LADY M: The Life and Loves of Elizabeth Labbey, Marchioness of Vescy, 1751-1818.** By Colm Brown. Based upon primary research—diaries, archives, and extensive correspondence between Lady M and Lord Byron–Brown examines the Regency period and its peculiar clash of morals from the perspective of a powerful and influential woman. 16 pages of color illus. 276 pages. Ambery. Import. Pub at $27.95

**6925251 RISING STAR: The Making of Barack Obama.** By David J. Garrow. Moving from Obama’s tumultuous upbringing in Honolulu to his college years in California and New York, this is the definitive account of one of the forty-leaf portraits of a president. Garrow reveals the political, intellectual, and personal evolution of one of the most important politicians of our time. 1460 pages. Morrow. Papback. Pub. at $34.99

**6590963 RISING STAR: The Making of Barack Obama.** By David J. Garrow. A vivid portrait of the man who forged a new kind of black leadership. Obama forged a new kind of black leadership in a nation still tied to a racial past and a political present that shaped the future president but also the ways in which he used those influences to serve his larger aspirations. Containing comprehensive research, this tome is an extraordinary biography, brilliant in its analysis of what Obama’s ascent means for the struggles of one of the most fascinating politicians of our time. 1460 pages. Morrow. Pub at $45.00

**6901484 THE LIFE OF LOUIS XVI.** By John Hardman. This dramatic reassessment of the reign of France’s last king sheds new light on the man, his actions, his world and his policies, including the king’s support of America’s War of Independence, the intricate working of his court, the disastrous Falsche Hof Affair and Louis’s famous dash to Varennes. 16 pages of illus. 499 pages. Yaniv. Import. Pub at $40.00

**6897193 RICHARD II: A True King’s Fall.** By Kathryn Warner. The author paints a portrait of Richard II with all his strengths and imperfections left on full display. An aesthetic and patron of the arts as well as a person troubled by a much malignized personally, Richard II was a complex and conflicted man thrust into a role that demanded greatness. 16 pages of color photos. 302 pages. Ambery. Import. Pub. at $28.95

**6888282 THE DARK SIDE OF SAMUEL PEPYS: Society’s First Sex Offender.** By Geoffrey Pimm. Samuel Pepys is known as the founder of the modern navy, a member of the Royal Society, and a master of all, as a unique and frank diarist. Less well known is the fact that he was a serial sexual offender, a groper and a rapist. Using Pepys’ own words, this volume describes his sexual exploits, 16 pages of illus., 182 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub at $39.95

**6873433 ON THE TRAIL OF MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS.** By Roy Calley. Takes us on a journey through the landscape of Mary’s time. In her footsteps we will visit resplendent castles, towering cathedrals, manor homes, chapels and ruins associated with Mary. Each location is brought to life through an engaging narrative and a collection of photographs and paintings. Chapels and ruins associated with Mary. Each location is brought to life through an engaging narrative and a collection of photographs and paintings. 16 pages of photos. 526 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.95
**6595251** AMERICAN ULYSSES: A Life of Ulysses S. Grant. By Ronald C. White. In his time, Ulysses S. Grant was routinely grouped with George Washington and Abraham Lincoln in the "trinity of Great American Leaders." But in the 20th century, the commander turned commander-in-chief has fallen out of public favor. In this finely honed biography, White makes a brilliant case for reviving Grant as one of our most misunderstood presidents. Illus. 828 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**6823514** MR. PUTIN: Operative in the Kremlin. By F. Hill & C.G. Gaddy. A multidimensional portrait of the man at war with the West. The authors dispel popular misconceptions about Putin and offer a clear-eyed look at his objectives. They present Putin as a reflection of deeply ingrained Russian ways of life as well as his unique personal background and experience. 335 pages. Brookings Institution. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.99 $24.95

**6826644** MOVIE NIGHTS WITH THE REAGANS: A Memoir. By Mark Weinberg. A nostalgic journey through the 1980s and its iconic films as seen through the eyes of one of Hollywood’s former stars—one who was simultaneously transforming the Republican Party, the American economy, and the course of the Cold War. A rare glimpse of the Reagans—unscripted, relaxed, and unburdened by the world. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 261 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**6814401** A REIN Hak BLANCHE: Mary Tudor, a Life in Letters. By Sarah Bryson. Using primary sources, state papers and letters, Bryson unearths the truth about this intelligent and passionate woman, daughter of Henry VII, and sister to Arthur, heir to the Tudor throne, and Henry VIII. Her story is told here through her own words for the first time—an 18 page collection of illus. 298 pages. Amity. Import. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

**6814342** ELIZABETH I: A Study in Insecurity. By Helen Casstr. An illuminating account of Elizabeth’s reign showing England’s isolation from her new, unified nation, and the enduring insecurity. From her precocious upbringing to the religious division that marred her state, and her refusal to marry that threatened her line, Castor shows how Elizabeth lived in constant danger. Color illus. 115 pages. Allen Lane. Import. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**6817806** THE LOST FOUNDING FATHER: John Jay and the Transformation of American Politics. By William J. Cooper. Remembered, if at all, as an ineffectual president in a rancorous time, Adams was humiliated in office after the contested election of 1824. Aware of this reputation, Cooper has reexamined the sixth president’s life in an entirely original way, demonstrating that Adams should be considered our lost Founding Father. Illus. 256 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**6813353** EDWARD THE EASY: A Doomed Inheritance. By Stephen Sparks. As Edward, the second son of Henry II, inherited the English throne, and exploring the conflicting influences of those around him. Sparks shows the human side of his story against a backdrop of political intrigues and betrayals. Edward’s belief in his unchallengeable right to rule and his thirst for revenge eventually helped brand him a tyrant in the eyes of his legitimate son. 187 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.95 $16.95

**6531941** THE NOTES: Ronald Reagan’s Private Collection of Stories and Wisdom. Ed. by Douglas Brinkley. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This collection offers a window into the mind of our 40th president. In over 600 pages, Reagan shares the thoughts and opinions of the man who has inspired us, humor, and hope. Collected by the Ronald Reagan Foundation, it includes Reagan’s own writing and quotations and excerpts from his unedited diaries and letters. 256 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**5988825** RICHARD III. By Michael Hicks. This biography by the leading expert on Richard strips away the propaganda of the centuries to rescue Richard from his critics and supporter alike, providing a balanced and compelling portrait of this most infamous of kings. 304 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**6744052** THE THREE LIVES OF JAMES MADISON: Genius, Parisan, President. By Noah Feldman. Delivers a sweeping reexamination of the Founding Father who transformed the United States in each of his political “lives” -- as a revolutionary thinker, as a partisan political strategist, and as a president. An illuminating portrait of a man whose creativity and tenacity gave America an inclusive government. 24 pages of illus., most color. 773 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00 $21.95

**6694975** OWEN TUDOR: Founding Father of the Tudor Dynasty. By Terry Brevett. Recounts the details of the founding father of the Tudor dynasty, a Welsh commoner who secretly married Catherine of Valois, widow of Henry V. Two sons were born through the union, Edmund Earl of Richmond and Jasper Earl of Pembroke. It would be Edmund’s son, Henry Tudor, who would lead the English throne as Henry VII, the first ever written by a female historian and to concentrate on Catherine as a Tudor woman, rather than a pawn of the dynastic power plays of men. 534 pages. Amity. Import. Pub. at $37.95 $29.95

**5989769** HENRY III: The Son of Magna Carta. By Matthew Lewis. Henry III became King of England within days of his ninth birthday. His father, King John, had overseen a disastrous period in English history and the boy king inherited a country embroiled in a bitter, entrenched war with itself. As he grew into adulthood, Henry had to manage the transition to personal rule, wrenched power from men who had held it almost unchecked for years, 16 pages of color photos. 267 pages. Amity. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6826415** ANNE BOLEYN: Adultery, Heresy, Divorce. By Amy Licence. Why did Anne Boleyn lose her beloved consort to adultery and traitor within a matter of weeks? Licence explores the nuances of this explosive and ultimately deadly relationship and vividly brings Anne to life amid the colorful and unforgiving politics of the Tudor court. 16 pages of photos, some color. 480 pages. Amity. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95


**681470X** ISABELLA OF FRANCE: The Making of Queen Kathlyn Warner. 16 pages of photos, some color. 320 pages. Amity. Import. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $18.95


**6717314** CHURCHILL WARRIOR: How a Military Life Guided Winston’ s Finest Hours. By Brian Lavery. 16 pages of photos. 569 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 $19.95


**6721060** ELEANOR OF AQUITANE: The Mother Queen of the Middle Ages. By Desmond Seward. Illus. 264 pages. Pepysian. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95
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PRICE CUT TO $11.95

PRICE CUT TO $12.95

PRICE CUT TO $14.95

PRICE CUT TO $19.95


**Directors, Screenwriters & Criminals**

6917755 THE AUTHENTIC LIFE OF BILLY THE KID. By Pat F. Garrett. At the age of 12, Billy stabbed a man in a barfight, then spent his teen years stealing horses and gamblling. He later committed his first murder and earned the nickname “Billy the Kid” from reporters. Here Garrett tells the story of the kid who became a cold-blooded outlaw. 132 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

686483X THE GRAND TURK: Sultan Mehmet II-Conqueror of Constantinople and Master of an Empire. By John Freely. Sultan Mehmet II, known to his compatriots as “the Conqueror” and to much of Europe as “the Terror of the World,” is one of history’s most notorious rulers. This biography by a leading scholar of Turkish brings to life this charismatic hero of one of the richest cultures in the world. Illus. 265 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

2594749 DOCTOR GOEBBELS: His Life and Death. By R. Manvell & H. Fraenkel. As a leader of the 20th century’s most evil regime, Joseph Goebbels’ legacy is his work constructing the mythic image of Hitler during his rise to power and his catastrophic choices. From childhood to his dramatic suicide, this biography delves deep into the mystery shrouding one of Hitler’s most evil henchmen. Illus. 298 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99


5951100 LIFE AND TIMES OF JESSE JAMES. By Frank Triplett. Reprints the classic work originally published in 1882. There is no Western outlaw more infamous than Jesse James, and no Jesse James biography more definitive than this one. This classic biography vividly captures the life of one of the frontier’s most storied legends. Photos. 344 pages. Konecky & Konecky.

6797872 THE KID. By Andy King. Here is the story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico.


6866541 THE WORLD OF RICHARD III. By Kristy Dean. 286 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $34.95

5982947 THE GRAND TURK: Sultan Mehmet II- Conqueror of Constantinople and Master of an Empire. By John Freely. Sultan Mehmet II, known to his compatriots as “the Conqueror” and to much of Europe as “the Terror of the World,” is one of history’s most notorious rulers. This biography by a leading scholar of Turkish brings to life this charismatic hero of one of the richest cultures in the world. Illus. 265 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

6156309 THE KID. By Andy King. Here is the story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico.

6818694 LIFE AND TIMES OF JESSE JAMES. By Frank Triplett. Reprints the classic work originally published in 1882. There is no Western outlaw more infamous than Jesse James, and no Jesse James biography more definitive than this one. This classic biography vividly captures the life of one of the frontier’s most storied legends. Photos. 344 pages. Konecky & Konecky.

5852526 THE PIRATE KING: The Incredible Story of the Real Captain Morgan. By Graham A. Thomas. Presents the compelling story of a Western icon who became one of the most notorious and brutal buccaneers of the golden age of piracy. Thomas dispels myths and separates fact from fiction as he presents an intriguing new portrayal of one of history’s most compelling figures.

2626290 WHAT HAPPENED TO MICKEY? The Life and Death of Donald “Mickey” McDonald. By Michael Blanding. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico. The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture of marijuana smugglers working between Texas and Mexico.
Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals

5956256 JESSE JAMES: The Last Rebel of the Civil War. By T.J. Stilley. Presents a brilliant biography of Jesse James, and a stunning reenactment of an American icon, one of the familiar myths surrounding him, James emerges a far more significant figure—ruthless, purposeful, and intensely political. 16 pages of photos, $16 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. 


5990406 FROM JAILER TO JAILED. By Bernard B. Kerik. In this hard-hitting, raw, and oftentimes politically incorrect memoir, Kerik, America’s Top Cop and decorated 9/11 hero, lays it all on the line. He details his stunning fall from grace that whipsawed him through the criminal justice system, landed him in prison for three years and eleven days, and now fuels his passion for exposing and deeply personal fight for criminal justice reform. 304 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $27.00. 


5779884 BALLS: The Life of Eddie Tolan. By K. Sano & S.M. Delichte. Chronicles the life of the gentleman gangster who stole from the Mafia, and lived to tell the story. He started his career in Vegas, moved to pre-Castro Cuba, and eventually became a prolific drug dealer and imported car dealer. In February of 2000, Tolan was shot and killed while trying to escape the drug众所 known as The Bling Ring. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. 

2732799 NUTTIE EARP: A Vigilante Life. By D. C. Hemborg. In popular culture, Nettie Earp has become a beacon of rough justice in the tumultuous American West. However, Isenberg reveals that the lawman played on stage by various actors is largely a fiction and in actuality Earp was an illiterate. In a life of tragedy and shifting identities. Photos. 296 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. 

6735169 FIDEL CASTRO IN HIS OWN WORDS. By Alex Moore. Not only a reflection of Castro’s life, triumphs, and misdeeds, but also a look at the man. Castro’s politically oriented career was a key element to his actions and decisions. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

6757863 THE HIDDEN HITLER. By Lothar Machan. While much has been written on what Hitler did, who he was has often been overlooked. Focusing on Hitler’s youth, Machan contends that Adolf Hitler’s sexuality was a key element to his actions and decisions. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

6778828 WHITE AMERICAN YOUTH: My Descent into America’s Most Violent Hate Movement—and How I Got Out. By Christian Picciolini. A former white supremacist and leader provides a chilling look inside the world of violent hate groups. Raw, inspiring, and heartbreaking, candidly, it probes the question of how so many young people lose themselves in a culture of hatred and violence, and how the extreme networks they forge terrorize and divide our nation. 275 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. 

6743870 AL CAPONE: His Life, Legacy, and Legend. By Deirdre Bair. Cuts through the myths surrounding one of the most notorious gangsters in history, uncovering a complex character who was flawed and cruel but also capable of starting nobility. At once intimate and iconoclastic, this is the definitive account of a quintessentially American figure. Photos. 395 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. 


4615441 STALIN: New Biography of a Dictator. By Oleg V. Khlevniuk. From the author whose knowledge of Soviet-era archives far surpasses that of any other scholar, this engaging biography reconstructs Stalin’s life and fully explores the bloody and indelible mark his crimes left on Russian and international politics. Photos. 392 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. 


6653518 CONFESSIONS OF A CARTEL HIT MAN. By Martin Corona with T. Rafael. The true confessions of an assassin, wherein Corona shares his chilling experiences with the Mexican Mafia and the Mexican government, and exposes the true facts of his adventures. Starting with her immigration to America from Ireland as a young girl, Tucker considers the events that led Bonnie to choose the life of piracy, which included an abduction, and a life of terror and torture. His memoir, which so ardently adheres to the confining patriarchal society of the time. Photos. 311 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback Import. Pub. at $18.00. 

6674461 ANNE BONNY: The Infamous Female Pirate. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. Tucker deciphers the myth of Anne Bonny’s adventures, and exposes the true facts of her adventures. Starting with her immigration to America from Ireland as a young girl, Tucker considers the events that led to Bonny’s life as a pirate, which included an abduction, and a life of terror and torture. His memoir, which so ardently adheres to the confining patriarchal society of the time. Photos. 311 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback Import. Pub. at $18.00. 

5802015 HITLER: Ascent, 1889-1939. By Volker Ullrich. For decades the world has grappled with how Hitler and the Third Reich would have been if he hadn’t been driven out. Shows how illuminating the psychological center of it all–how he experienced his world, formed his political beliefs, and wielded his power–this riveting and chilling biography brings us closer than ever to the answer. Photos. 998 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00. 
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2723126 CRACKING THE EGYPTIAN CODE: The Revolutionary Life of Jean-Francois Champollion. By Andrew Robinson. Despite the efforts of some of Europe’s most intelligent scholars to crack the hieroglyphic code of the Rosetta Stone, it was an impoverished, arrogant and brilliant child of the French Revolution who eventually made the initial breakthrough. This full-blooded account brings his story to life. 86 illus. 16 in color. 272 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

6537776 THE PRICE OF ALTRUISM. By Oren Harman. The moving story of the eccentric American genius George Price and his effort to answer evolution’s greatest riddle, the mystery of altruism, an evolutionary enigma that has eluded scientists since Darwin. 211 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6080107 THE MAN WHO SAW THE FUTURE. By Catherine Blackledge. A spellbinding tale of prophecy, power and politics, this volume tells the fascinating story of the 17th century revolutionary astrologer William Lilly and how his celestial forecasts of the future changed the course of the English Civil War, and the Establishment’s attempts to silence him. 230 pages. Watkins. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

6630405 THE MOST DANGEROUS COMMUNIST IN THE UNITED STATES: A Biography of Herbert Aptheker. By Gary Murrell. Provides a balanced yet unflinching assessment of the controversial figure who was branded a ‘left-wing subversive’ by the American, radical political activist, literary executor of W.E.B. Du Bois, and a lifelong member of the American Communist Party. 444 pages. UMap. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

6889091 SURELY YOU’RE JOKING, MR. FEYNMAN!: Adventures of a Curious Character. By Richard P. Feynman. In this lively work, Feynman recounts his experiences trading ideas on atomic physics with Einstein and cracking the uncrackable safes guarding the most deeply held nuclear secrets. In his stories, his life shines through as a colorful glo-ri-mixture—a high intelligence, unlimited curiosity, and raging chutzpah. 357 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6865194 MICHAEL FARADAY AND THE ELECTRICAL CENTURY. By Iwan Rhy r Muros. Tells the story of Michael Faraday, his upbringing in London and his apprenticeship there at the Royal Institution under the supervision of the flamboyant chemist, Sir Humphry Davy, and what Faraday’s role was in the science of electricity during Volta’s. Illus. 229 pages. Icon. Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95


5595119 DOC: True Tales of Mishaps, Emergencies, and Miracles from a Montana Physician. By R.E. Losee. This is an engaging memoir by Losee, a Yale Medical School graduate who, in 1949, moved to Ennis, Montana with his family to settle down and practice medicine. Losee continued to yearn for knowledge in the small town and did medical intern at the local hospital. He uses these experiences to vividly illustrate the development of the “Losee Operation.” 212 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95


4546547 STRUCK BY GENIUS: How a Brain Injury Made Me a Mathematical Marvel. By J. Padvget & M. Seaberg. The first documented case of acquired savant syndrome with mathematical synesthesia (seeing the intrinsic mathematical designs hidden in the world around us), Jason Padgett is a medical marvel. Here he tells his remarkable story of how life-threatening injuries from a violent mugging transformed his brain and life forever. Color photos. 243 pages. HMT. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95


7582995 GENIUS IN THE SHADOWS: A Biography of Leo Szilard, the Man Behind the Bomb. By William Lounette with B. Silard. Leo Szilard is best known for his role in conceiving the, plan, “the atomic bomb,” has long been overshadowed by such luminaries as Albert Einstein and J. Robert Oppenheimer. This revised and updated edition of Szilard’s acclaimed biography paints a captivating portrait of Szilard’s intellectual life, his thoughts on the future, and his world view. 613 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95


6820069 UNCLE TUNGS TEN: Memories of a Victorian Family. By Richard Dawkins. As a child, Dawkins often read pulp magazines and was enticed by the magical stories of the great adventure novelists of the time. Here Dawkins shares a fascinating story of how the novel entertained and inspired him to pursue science as a career. 243 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

5976243 ON THE MOVE: A Life. By Oliver Sacks. The brilliant mind behind The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, Awakenings, and ten other books now tells his own tale with unbridled honesty and humor. Sacks channels a restless energy to chronicle his experiences as a young neurologist in the 1960s, his struggles with drug addiction, and the other books now tells his own tale with unbridled honesty and humor. Sacks channels a restless energy to chronicle his experiences as a young neurologist in the 1960s, his struggles with drug addiction, and the profound personal insights about his condition, its gifts, and its challenges.” 397 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

6827160 ANOTHER KIND OF MADNESS: A Journey Through the Stigma and Hope of Mental Illness. By Stephen P. Hinshaw. Through a passion and a deep personal history with mental illness, Hinshaw delves deeply into his intellectual life spent kickstarting the modern movement of mental health, and the challenges that it brings with it. He share his own personal experiences with mental health conditions well into the twenty-first century. 243 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/647
**5794198 WIZARD: The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla—Biography of a Genius.** By Marc J. Seifer. Credited as the inspiration for radio, robots, and even radar, Tesla has been called the patron saint of modern electricity. Based on original material and previously unavailable documents, this is the definitive biography of the man considered by many to be the founding father of modern electrical technology. 16 pages of color. 542 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**69226EX KNOWLEDGE IS POWER: How Magic, the Government, and an Apocalyptic Vision Helped Francis Bacon to Create Modern Science.** By John Henry. A dramatic account of Bacon’s unconventional ideas, this book is filled with original suggestions and his ideas, telling us why his ideas still resonate today. 202 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

**6769994 LEO FENDER: The Quiet Giant Heard Around the World.** By P. Fender & R. Bell. Provides an unprecedented look into the wonderful world of this quiet genius. A shy, nearly deaf man with one glass eye, he built an iconic empire that is worshiped by rock stars worldwide and revolutionized the music business with his creations. Photos. Some color. 185 pages. Leadership Institute. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**5856973 TESLA FOR BEGINNERS.** By Robert I. Sutherland-Cohen. Master of invention Nikola Tesla, possessed of a prodigious memory and deep-seated phobias, had left a vast and unique legacy as a mathematician, electrical engineer, writer of verse, and an extensively published author. His nearly 300 patents resulted in an astonishing array of household and industrial inventions. Well ill. 141 pages. For Beginners. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**6846718 ISAMBARD KINGDOM BRUNEL: The Life of an Engineering Genius.** By Colin Maggs. Presents a portrait of a complex, ambitious and determined genius, not without flaws. Drawing on Brunel's diaries, letters and business papers, we see the real Isambard emerging from behind the towering structures and machines he created. Photos. 310 pages. Amberley. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $27.95 $17.95

**692218X TESLA: Man Out of Time.** By Margaret Cheney. Examines the life and career of Nikola Tesla, and the brilliant and prescient mind of one of the 20th-century's greatest scientists and inventors. He introduced such concepts as robotics, computers, and missiles. 16 pages of illus. 396 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6875971 NIEUPORT: A Biography of the Great Orneithologist.** By Howard & Bertrand Pomnier. This biography of Nieuport, written by his grandson Gerard Pomnier, details the brilliant solutions he applied to cycling and automobiles before turning to aircraft later made famous by his piloting of a plane to Switzerland in WWI. Described are the achievements of this extraordinary engineer, of his brother Charles, and of the splendid company bearing their name. Well ill. 116 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $18.95

**6943071 DARWIN: The Man, His Great Voyage, and His Theory of Evolution.** By John van Wyhe. Drawing on 25 years of research, the author reveals the famous scientist's life in compelling detail. From his expedition aboard the Beagle and his legendary research in the Galapagos Islands, to his marriage and illness, and the publication of On the Origin of Species, many of the famous stories of his life. Some color. 160 pages. Andre Deutsch. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

**5832209 LIGHTNING STRIKES: Timeless Lessons in Creativity from the Life and Work of Nikola Tesla.** By John F. Waksh. An electrifying examination of Nikola Tesla's life and mind, visions and ideas, and his never-ending quest to shape our past, present, and future. Revealing Tesla's complete legacy, including his profound impact on countless modern technologies, it's an inspiring reminder of the limitless potential of creativity. Well ill. 276 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**6941958 HEALING CHILDREN: A Surgeon's Stories from the Frontiers of Pediatric Medicine.** By Kurt Newman. In his inspiring memoir, Dr. Newman draws from his long experience at one of our nation’s top children’s hospitals to make the case that children are more than miniature adults. Through the story of his own career he reveals the revolution that is taking place in children's medicine and the knowledge of what all children need to thrive. 256 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**6769993 CHARLES DARWIN: Victorian Mythmaker.** By A.N. Wilson. A radical reappraisal of one of the great Victorians that isn’t afraid to challenge Darwinian orthodoxy while bringing us closer to the man, his revolution and the wider Victorian age. 16 pages of color. 438 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

**694325X ALL IN GOOD TIME: Reflections of a Watchmaker.** By George Daniels. The remarkable story of a master craftsman, who was characterized by his purity but raised himself to become the greatest watchmaker of the twentieth century. This revised autobiography also includes a section that discusses over thirty of the pocket and wrist-watches himself made over the years. 80 pages of photos, some color. 222 pages. Philip Wilson. Import. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**694308X EINSTEIN: The Man, the Genius, and the Theory of Relativity.** By Walter Isaacson. This fascinating work reveals the man behind the science, from his early years and experiments in Germany and Switzerland, to his radical revolution at the Swiss Patent Office, to his marriages and children, as well as his role in the development of the atomic bomb and his work for civil rights in United States. Well ill. 682 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**6874207 THE TIMOTHY LEARY PROJECT.** By Jennifer Ulrich. Offers fresh insights into Leary the highly qualified psychiatrist, working at the frontiers of thinking about the mind and consciousness. From his groundbreaking mind-expanding experiments to his experiments on himself. 353 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**6922872 THE WILDCRAFTED FARMER WILLUGHBY: The First True Ornithologist.** By Tim Birkhead. A fascinating insight into a thrilling period of scientific discovery during the seventeenth century, and a lively biography of a man who lived at its heart. 24 pages of color illus. 353 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**6821294 IN SEARCH OF SIR THOMAS BROWNE.** By Hugh Aldersey-Williams. The extraordinary ideas and ideas of one of Britain’s most misunderstood and neglected minds in history. It is more than just a biography, it is a cabinet of wonders and an argument that Browne, standing at the very gates of modern science, remains an intriguing mystery in our own time. Illus. 350 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $17.95


**5920804 SONIC WIND: The Story of John Paul Stapp and How a Renegade Doctor Became the Fastest Man on Earth.** By Craig Ryan. Photos. 411 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**6017270 HEADHUNTERS: The Search for a Science of the Mind.** By Ben Shephard. Photos. 323 pages. Bodley Head. Import. $5.95


**67217X THE GREATEST EXHIBITOR: The Life and Work of Henry Cole.** By E. Bronson & A. Burton. 16 pages of illus. Abrams. Pub. at $65.00 $51.95


668079 THE RIGHT KIND OF CRAZY. By Adam Steltzer with W. Patrick. 246 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $15.95


6736573 THE SEARCH FOR ANNE PERRY: The Hidden Life of a Bestselling Crime Writer. By Joanne Drayton. In 1994, director Peter Jackson released the movie Heavenly Creatures, based on a famous 1950s matricide committed in New Zealand by two teenage girls locked in an obsessive relationship. It forever changed the life of Anne Perry as she was ousted as one of the most successful mystery authors. This is the story of her two lives, 24 pages of photos, some in color. 352 pages. Arcade. $16.99


6740537 THE DIVINE MADNESS of PHILIP K. DICK. By Kyle Arnold. Probes the fascinating mystery of Dick’s heart and mind and explores how early traumas opened him to spiritual experiences while also predisposing his downward drug dependence and violence. Dick’s divine madness was a powerful spiritual experience conveyed in the images of science fiction. 232 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $14.95

6880339 THE STATEMANS AND THE STORYTELLER: John Hay, Mark Twain, and the Rise of American Imperialism. By Mark Zwonitzer. Written with the pace of a novel and the epic sweep of historical writing, this dual biography covers the final three decades of the 19th century and the years that George Henry and collaborators Samuel Clemens (aka Mark Twain) and statesman John Hay. Through their compelling stories, we are treated to a portrait of a country on the verge of emerging as a world power. 583 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $35.00. $19.95

6937711 THE HOUSE OF TWENTY THOUSAND PEPPERS. By Adam Steltzer. The story of one of the century’s most important rabbis, Chimen Abramsky, was an extraordinary polymath and bibliophile who amassed a vast collection of socialist literature and Jewish history. Sasha Abramsky brings to life the personality and the ideas that were the inheritance of his grandparents’ house. Photos. 360 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

6737331 LARA: The Untold Love Story That Inspired Doctor Zhivago. By Anna Pasternak. Tells for the first time the heartbreaking story of the passionate love affair that never was between legendary author Boris Pasternak and his muse, Olga Ivinskaya. Reveals just how critical an impact Olga had on Boris and the creation of his masterpiece, Doctor Zhivago. 310 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound Import. $6.95

6630536 BOY ERASED. By Garrard Conley. By examining and excavating his buried past and the burden of a life lived in shadow because of his homosexuality, Garrard traces the complex relationships among family, faith, and community—at times heartbreaking and at times triumphant. 340 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95


6910920 HANNAH ARENDT: A Life in Dark Times. By Anne C. Hollander. This fast-paced biography, Hollander tracks the source of Arendt’s achievements and her greatest disappointments to her sense of being what she called a “conscious pariah”—one of those few people who will not “pay any price” to gain the acceptance of others. 134 pages. New Haven. Pub. at $20.00. $4.95

6765555 CONFEDERATE BUSHWHACKER: MARK TWAIN IN THE SHADOW OF THE CIVIL WAR. By Jerome Loving. Offers a micro-biography set in the most important and pivotal year in the life of its subject. Intervened throughout are the headlines and crises of 1865: blacklynchings, Indian uprisings, and Chinese laborers, and the death of Grant. 243 pages. UPNE. Pub. at $27.95. $9.95

6817009 UPDATE. By Adam Begley. In this eye-opening, authoritative biography, Begley offers a captivating portrait of John Updike, the author who saw himself as a literary spy in a small-town American original. 468 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $15.95

691098X JANE AUSTEN: A Life. By Claire Tomalin. This deeply human portrait of the brilliant novelist, portrays the honesty and directness of her personality, examines her strength in giving up a chance at marriage to pursue her writing, her close relationships  among family, faith, and community–at times heartbreaking and at times triumphant. 340 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95

6763448 LIVING WITH A DEAD LANGUAGE: My Romance with Latin. By Ann Patty. Written with humor, heart, and an infectious enthusiasm for the Latin language, Patty’s story is an exploration of how learning and literature can transform the past and lead to an unexpected future. An entertaining exploration of the richness and relevance of the Latin language. 242 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. $25.00

6621945 THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON. By James Boswell. The text of this complete and unabridged edition is that of the 1791 first edition biography. Boswell, (1740-1795), drew Johnson out as one of the last writers to record his thoughts and ideas about the world of literature. 997 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperbound Import. $5.95

6863843 WILLIAM FAULKNER: Overlook Illustrated Lives. By M. Thomas Inge. Faulkner’s novels and short stories comprise a penetrative view of the divided loyalties, hypocracies, injustices, and the complex moral ideas that were the inheritance of the post-Reconstruction South. This volume is an invitation to this master of modern fiction. Well illus., many in color. 104 pages. Overlook. Paperbound. $19.95

6680207 MELVILLE IN LOVE: The Secret Life of Herman Melville and the Muse of Moby-Dick. By Michael Sheldon. Filled with the rich detail and immense drama of Melville’s secret life, this biography tells the gripping account of how one of our greatest novelists found his muse, and how he corresponded with the heart of the creation of Moby-Dick. Photos. 271 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95
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691778X THE BLASPHEMER: The Price I Paid for Rejecting Islam. By Waleed Al-Hussini. Over an eleven month period the author was tortured and suffered unimaginable mental and physical deprivations simply for having the audacity to speak his mind. This memoir is a sobering, impassioned recounting of this Kafkaesque experience as well as a searing polemic against the corruption and hypocrisy that define contemporary Palestine. 147 pages. Arcade. $4.95

189620 MAEVE BINCHY: The Biography. By Piers Dudgeon. Her heartwarming tales of love, life, and loss made her one of the world’s best loved storytellers. In this extraordinary biography, Dudgeon reveals that the inspiration for many of her stories came from Maeve’s own hard-won experience growing up in Ireland. SHOPWORN. Photos. 335 pages. St. Martin’s Press. $4.95

687259 NABOKOV IN AMERICA: A Road to Lolita. By Robert Roper. Vladimir Nabokov, who came to America to escape the Nazis, grew to think of this time here as the richest of his life. The heart of this story is the writer’s many sojourns to the wilds of the American West, where his heart was set on one passion: butterfly hunting. This biography is also a love letter to American literature. Illus. 354 pages. Bloomsbury. $28.00

6994880 THE GIRL FROM THE METROPOL HOTEL: Growing Up In Communist Russia. By Ludmilla Petrushevskaya. One of the world’s great writers, Petrushevskaya unravels the threads of her itinerant upbringing—of feigned orphandom and of sleeping in freight cars—we see both, in her remarkable memoir, only briefly. $5.95. The story is told in photos throughout the text, her feral instinct and the crucible in which her gift for giving voice to a nation of survivors was forged. 149 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $16.00 $4.95

6800505 THE GREAT GOOD THING: A Secular Jew Comes to Faith in Christ. By Andrew Klavan. The dramatic soul-searching story of a man born into an age of disbelief who had to abandon everything he thought he knew in order to find his way to the truth. 269 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

368138 THE ASTOR ORPHAN. By Alexandra Aldrich. Reaching back to the Gilded Age, when the Astor legacy first began to come undone, Aldrich’s narrative is an unsparing, mordantly funny account of neglect and class warfare amid the dealings of a once prominent family. An insider’s look at a decaying American institution unfolds here. Photos. 259 pages. Ecco. Paperback. $17.00 $4.95


588592 THE LOST LANDSCAPE: A Writer’s Coming of Age. By Joyce Carol Oates. One of our finest writers vividly re-creates the early years of her life and her personal circumstances of the American frontier in the twentieth century. Photos. 338 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95

6933505 CURSED LEGACY: The Tragic Life of Klaus Mann. By Frederic Spotts. Novelist, playwright, essayist and journalist, Klaus Mann was one of the most provocative German writers of the last century. This biography tells the story of a talent destroyed by political circumstances of the twentieth century. Photos. 338 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95

6823335 JACK LONDON ON ADVENTURE: Words of Wisdom from an Expert Adventurer. With quotes from the full array of London’s writings, readers will get a sense of his life as well as a keen yearning to undertake their own adventures. “You can’t wait for inspiration. You have to go after it with a club” wrote 126 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

6750338 DISEMSTORE: A Writer’s Life. By Lee Smith. Smith has created both a moving personal portrait and a testament to embracing one’s heritage. It’s also an incisive story of the birth of a writer and a poignant look at a way of life that has all but vanished. Includes 15 essays that are honest, wise, and superbly entertaining. 202 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6798802 PATRICK O’BRIAN: The Making of the Novelist, 1914-1949. By Nikolai Tolstoy. A complete, layered portrait of the man considered by many to be the greatest British novelist of the 20th century. His twenty Autobi/Maturin novels, set in the Royal Navy at the beginning of the 19th century, have been hailed by the New York Times as “historical novels ever written.” 16 pages of photos. 512 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95 $8.95

6936148 AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JACK LONDON. Ed. by Stephen Brennan. Tells the full story of Jack London, author of the world’s most well-loved stories of adventure such as The Call of the Wild, and The Sea Wolf. This is a revealing portrait of the man in his own words, that gives real insight into the personality of this uniquely American literary icon. Photos. 436 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

6629579 DICKENS AND MASSACHUSETTS. Ed. by D.C. Archibald & J.J. Brattin. The story of Dickens’s North American travels in the nineteenth-century. From the mills of Lowell to the Peabody School for the Blind, Massachusetts and Charles Dickens an alternate vision of America that influenced his future writings, while the deep and lasting friendships he formed with Bostonians gave his autobiographical works more personal color. 209 pages. UMP. Paperback. At $28.95 $5.95


6830730 FAMILY HISTORY OF FEAR. By Agata Tuszynska. One of Poland’s most admired poets and cultural historians writes of the stories she heard from her mother about her secret past. A beautiful narrative of discovery and acceptance, a searing, insightful portrait of Polish Jewish life, lived before and after Hitler’s THIRD REICH. 381 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

6817165 DONATIEN ALPHONSE FRANCOIS DE SADe. By Jean-Pascal Hesse. The Marquis de Sade was one of the most controversial figures since the eighteenth century. A man of letters, philosopher and politician who spent a great portion of his life incarcerated. Hesse examines the Marquis de Sade’s story through previously unpublished documents. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Assouline. 9½x12 Pub. at $70.00 $39.95

4580923 THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. DOYLE: A Journey into Madness & Mayhem. By Daniel & Eugene Friedman. In the spring of 1905, Arthur Conan Doyle joined an exclusive club of crime enthusiasts that were taken on an excursion through Whitechapel, one of London’s most notorious districts. Here the authors explore Doyle’s fascination with the Jack the Ripper case and expose the similarities of these two strange men. Book Club Edition. 339 pages. Square One Publishers. $5.95

6869882 THE AMBULANCE DRIVERS: Hemingway, Dos Passos, and a Friendship Made and Lost in War. By James McGrath Morris. A brilliant, binge reading biography of the friendship between two of the century’s greatest writers, Hemingway and Dos Passos, and an illustration of how both inspire and destroy, unite and divide all 16 pages of photos. 312 pages. Ed. at $27.00 $7.95

3605779 DASHIELL HAMMETT: Man of Mystery. By Sally Cline. The first new biography in more than 25 years on this American master. Hillerman’s heir, to reexamine the life and works of the enigmatic writer who gave us Sam Spade and the Thin Man. Photos. 234 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $22.95 $5.95

6917844 DASHIELL HAMMETT: Man of Mystery. By Sally Cline. In this compact biography, Cline uses fresh research, including interviews with Hammett’s family and friends, to reconstruct the enigmatic writer who gave us Sam Spade and the Thin Man. Photos. 234 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $22.95 $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/647
6929931 **BY WOMEN POSSESED: A Life of Eugene O’Neill.** By Arthur & Barbara Gelb. The authors collaborated on two previous books about O’Neill, *The Final Word on O’Neill: 1928 and His Death in 1953,* a period in which he was married to his third wife, Carlotta Monterey. The Gelbs offer a masterfully poignant, emotionally damaged and insightful portrait of his troubled life and work. Photos. Ed. by B. & A. Gelb. Pub. at $50.00  
$12.95 ★ **69229TX** **GEORGE ORWELL ILLUSTRATED.** By David Smith, illus. by M. Mosher. No other twentieth-century writer remains so vividly etched in the public imagination than George Orwell, and 300 original drawings by Orwell to life as never before in this entertaining volume. Included is Orwell’s human rights manifesto coauthored with Bertrand Russell and Arthur Koestler, along with a wealth of fresh biographical insights and literary insights. Fully illustrated. Publisher. Pub. at $17.95.  
$12.95 ★ **6896537 THE LIFE AND HAZARDOUS TIMES OF CHARLES BUKOWSKI.** Charles Bukowski is hailed as one of America’s greatest post-war writers. This recording profiles the man who Jean-Paul Sartre described as “America’s greatest poet.” A spoken-word biography and analysis of Bukowski, it is interspersed with recordings he made during his life, discussing his work, his gambling, his bowling, and his drinking. 70 minutes. Chicago Dreams. Pub. at $9.99  
$7.95 ★ **688768X THE LIFE AND LEGEND OF WALLACE WOOD.** Volume 2. By B. Stephen Hall and J. Charles Paden. With a cornucopia of gorgeous artwork, this second of two volumes also features the vivid personal recollections of the friends, colleagues, and assistants who knew Wood best. This work completes this revealing, intimate portrait of the brilliant but troubled maverick comics creator. 272 pages. Fantagraphics. 10½x12¼. Pub. at $39.99.  
$29.95 ★ **5905699 THE BROTHERS VONNEGUT.** By Ginger Strand. Melding biography and cultural history, Ginger Strand reveals the wealth of research to tell the fascinating story of Kurt and Bernard Vonnegut–two ambitious men wrestling with the ethical dilemmas of their age—and reveal how the desire to control the natural world shaped one of our most inventive novelists. Photos. 304 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00.  
$5.95 ★ **4568818 MARK TWAIN’S AMERICA: A Celebration in Words and Images.** By Harry L. Katz et al. Focusing on the years 1850 to 1910, this sumptuously illustrated volume pays tribute to Mark Twain’s life and work with rare images, photographs, popular prints; a lively narrative history; and numerous excerpts from Twain’s own writing. 236 pages. Little, Brown. 8x10. Pub. at $40.00.  
$4.95 ★ **6709168 MY FATHER, THE PORNOGRAPHER.** By Chris Offutt. When Andrew Offutt died, his son, Chris, inherited a desk, a rifle—and 1,800 pounds of pornographic fiction. Here, Chris takes the reader on his strange and intriguing journey through his father’s myriad erotic works, in search of answers and insight from the man regarded as the “king of 20th-century smut.” 261 pages. Atthis. Pub. at $26.00.  
$6.95 ★ **6846698 IN SEARCH OF ANNE BRONTE.** By Nick Holland. The brilliance of her two novels—*Agnes Grey* and *The Tenant of Wildfell Hall*—and her poetry belies the quiet, yet deeply passionate woman behind the scenes of her more celebrated sisters. This revealing new biography opens Anne’s most private life to a new audience and shows the true nature of her relationships with her siblings. Illus. 288 pages. History Press. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95.  
$12.95 ★ **6629814 THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF REBECCA WEST.** By Lorna Gibb. Author of several notable works, Gibb is the foremost biographer of pre-war Yugoslavia, Black Lamb, Gray Falcon, and for her coverage of the Nuremberg Trials. Gibb’s vivid and insightful biography offers a dazzling insight into West’s life and work. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. Counterpoint. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.  
$5.95 ★ **5899125 THE IMPOSSIBLE EXILE: Stefan Zweig at the End of the World.** By George Prochnik. Tells the tragic story of author Stefan Zweig’s extraordinary rise and fall, while depicting with vivid veracity the guilt and anxiety of powerful ideas in Europe and in America, and the struggle of those forced to forsake one for the other. Photos. 390 pages. Other Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.  
$5.95 ★ **6831585 AMERICAN PHILANTHROPY: A Love Story.** By Johni Kaag. Part intellectual history, part memoir, Kaag’s thrilling journey leads him to the life-affirming tenets of American philanthropy—self-reliance, pragmatism, and transcendence—and about love, freedom, and the role that wisdom can play in turning one’s life around. 259 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00.  
$8.95 ★ **6890652 HERGE, SON OF TINTIN.** By Benoit Peeters. Peeters reveals Georges Remi as a neurotic man who sought to escape the troubles of his past by allowing Hergé’s identity to sublime his own. As Tintin’s adventures became the stuff of a lifetime version of life for Remi. Photos. 394 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $31.95.  
$4.95 ★ **5989051 FOLLIES OF GOD: Tennessee Williams and the Women of the Fog.** By James Grisson. At a period when Tennessee Williams felt he had been relegated to a “lower artery of the theatrical heart,” he enlisted author James Grissom to see if Williams or his work had mattered to those who had so deeply mattered to him. Grisson’s resulting discussions with more than 70 giants of American theater and film—chief among them the women who came to Williams out of the fog—both subject of this luminous volume. Photos. 404 pages. Pub. at $30.00.  
$6.95 ★ **4291468 GODDESS OF THE MARKET: Ayn Rand and the American Right.** By Jennifer Burns. Follows Rand from her childhood in Russia through her rise from struggling screenwriter to best-selling novelist, including the writing of *The Fountainhead* and *Atlas Shrugged.* Traces her relationships, her philosophies, and the bitter childhood under Communism that informed her writing. Photos. 369 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $27.95.  
$9.95 ★ **659624X THE MOCKINGBIRD NEXT DOOR: Life with Harper Lee.** By Mary Mills. For some 50 years Harper Lee, known to her friends as Nelle, has said almost nothing on the record. But in 2001, the Lee sisters opened their door to Chicago Tribune journalist Mary Mills. It was the beginning of a long conversation—and a wonderful friendship. Here, Mills welcomes us into that friendship, offering a portrait of one of literature’s most secretive figures. 278 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $23.95.  
$4.95 ★ **4800568 THE MOCKINGBIRD NEXT DOOR: Life with Harper Lee.** By Mary Mills. For some 50 years Harper Lee, known to her friends as Nelle, has said almost nothing on the record. But in 2001, the Lee sisters opened their door to Chicago Tribune journalist Mary Mills. It was the beginning of a long conversation—and a wonderful friendship. Here, Mills welcomes us into that friendship, offering a portrait of one of literature’s most secretive figures. 278 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.  
$4.95 ★**6626310 THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF WILDE: Oscar Wilde and His Family.** By George Prochnik. Wilde is well known that Oscar Wilde was a precociously intellectual, and hedonistic, but less so that he owed these characteristics to his parents. As a member of one of the most dazzling Anglo-Irish families of Victorian times, he is here placed in a broader social, political, and religious context. 16 pages of photos. 498 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.95.  
$9.95 ★ **2588106 THE WORLDS OF SHOLEM ALEICHEM: The Remarkable Life and Afterlife of the Man Who Created Tevye.** By Jeremy Dauber. Presents the first comprehensive biography of one of the most beloved authors of all time. Tevye lives on in the powerful collected stories that inspired Fiddler on the Roof. One of the founding giants of modern Yiddish literature, SholemAleichem’s innailed tale is every bit as compelling as those of his fictional creations. 16 pages of photos. 448 pages. Schocken. Pub. at $28.95.  
$6.95
862726 MAX PERKINS: Editor of Genius. By A. Scott Berg. Explores the fascinating life of the editor in both the professional and personal domains. Berg shows how Perkin's storytelling, marriage, eccentricities, and secret 25-year romance with Elizabeth Lemmon, and of his intensely intimate relationships with the leading literary lights of the 20th century. Includes 48 pages of new American Library. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95

586504 MAX PERKINS: Editor of Genius. By A. Scott Berg. The talents he nurtured were known worldwide: F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ernest Hemingway, Thomas Wolfe, and numerous others. But Malcolm Perkins revealed a mystery, a backstage presence who served these authors not only as editor, but also as critic, career manager, money-lender, psychoanalyst, father-confessor, and friend. Photos. 498 pages. Berkley. Paperback. $4.95


590598 MICKINGBIRD: Revised: A Portrait of Harper Lee, from Scout to Go Set a Watchman. By Charles J. Shields. Offers a richly detailed look into the life of the woman known almost solely for her masterpiece To Kill A Mockingbird. This revised edition also covers the death of Lee’s beloved sister Alice, 16 pages of photos, some color. 332 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

684393X MICKINGBIRD: A Portrait of Harper Lee. By Charles J. Shields. In this definitive biography, first published in 2006, Shields brings to life one of America’s most challenging and compelling literary figures, exploring the secrets of a life that resonated for more than half a century. The curtain is finally pulled back in this definitive biography. 320 pages. Hardcover. $4.95

590598 MICKINGBIRD: Revised: A Portrait of Harper Lee, from Scout to Go Set a Watchman. By Charles J. Shields. Offers a richly detailed look into the life of the woman known almost solely for her masterpiece To Kill A Mockingbird. This revised edition also covers the death of Lee’s beloved sister Alice, 16 pages of photos, some color. 332 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

59082430 BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West’s extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled literary person. Reveals how, from her privileged world of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

582110X BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West’s extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled literary person. Reveals how, from her privileged world of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

* 5879209 ‘OVER THE HILLS AND FAR AWAY’: The Life of Beatrix Potter. By Matthew Dennison. This captivating narrative chronicles the interaction from a young girl with a love of animals and fairy tales into a bestselling author and canny business woman–very unusual for the Victorian era in which she grew up. Includes photographs of Potter’s life as well as her own illustrations. 262 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

675435X MANUSCRIPTS DON’T BURN! Mikhail Bulgakov—A Life in Letters and Diaries, Ed. by J.A.E. Curtis. Using as source material the complete set of Bulgakov’s diaries along with his letters and the diaries of his third wife, Curtis presents a gripping biography of Bulgakov, and of the nightmarish precariousness of life during the Stalinist purges. Photos. 306 pages. Overlook Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

6666204 IN OTHER WORDS. By Jhumpa Lahiri. Investigates the process of learning to express one self in another language, and describes the journey of a writer seeking a new voice. Proceeds in the dual language format, English and Italian, this is a wholly original account about exile, linguistics, and a provocative exploration of belonging and reinvention. 233 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

6708714 EVELYN WAUGH: A Life Revisited. By Phillip Eade. Evelyn Waugh was famously difficult and yet drawing on extensive previously unseen sources, Eade brilliantly captures the myriad facets of his character even as he casts new light on the novels that have dazzled generations of readers. 463 pages. Houghton. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

6594843 THE WHOLE HARMONIUM: The Life of Wallace Stevens. By Paul Mariani. Presents a perceptive, enlightening biography of Wallace Stevens, perhaps the most important American poet of the twentieth century. Mariana shows how, over the course of his life, Stevens sought out the sun-drenched ineffable in what is often mistaken merely for the quotidian. Photos. 481 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

6924895 THE WHOLE HARMONIUM: The Life of Wallace Stevens. By Paul Mariani. A perceptive, enlightening biography of Wallace Stevens, perhaps the most important American poet of the twentieth century. Mariana shows how, over the course of his life, Stevens sought out the sun-drenched ineffable in what is often mistaken merely for the quotidian. Photos. 481 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

5724015 JOHN LE CARRE: The Biography. By Adam LeBef. A master of weaving fiction with fact, legendary spy novelist John Le Carre creates complex protagonists who expose tantalizing glimpses into the author’s own character. But the reality is that David Cornwell, the man behind the celebrated pseudonym, has remained an enigma. The author, in a psychological and cultural portrait, explores the inner world and spiritualities of the man behind the cultural icon. Photos, some in color. 652 pages. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

5987601 TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh. By John Lahr. Delivers the definitive biography of America’s greatest playwright, giving intimate access to the mind of the man whose plays reshaped American theater and the nation’s sense of itself. Lahr sheds light on Williams’s warning family, his creative triumphs and failures, his sexuality and numerous affairs, his misreported death, and much more. Illus. 765 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

5983219 TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh. By John Lahr. Delivers the definitive biography of America’s greatest playwright, giving intimate access to the mind of the man whose plays reshaped American theater and the nation’s sense of itself. Lahr sheds light on Williams’s warning family, his creative triumphs and failures, his sexuality and numerous affairs, his misreported death, and much more. Illus. 765 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

* 6359124 BEATRIX POTTER’S GARDENING LIFE: The Plants and Places That Inspired the Classic Children’s Tales. By Elitta M. Dowell. Explores the origins of Potter’s love of gardening and plants and shows how this passion came to be reflected in her work. Filled with quotations from her books, letters, and journals, this is an essential reading for anyone who wonders about the captivating and richly varied world of the beloved children’s author. Photos. Well illus., most in color. 340 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95
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his contemporaries. 32 pages of color photos. 272 pages. Duckworth.

he worked, it reveals the influence that his charismatic personality had on

thinking, artistic evolution and yearnings of a young man through his life and art. His body of work has touched millions of hearts and minds, awakening wonder and reverence for all kinds of wildlife. Illus., some in color. 310 pages. S&S. Import. Pub. at $32.00

Marvel Comics. Well illus., some in color. 256 pages. Fantagraphics.

Includes a never before seen interview with Wood about his work at the Great American Cartoonists and the story of how the Disney empire was made. Long–Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks, onetime best friend of Disney and the unknown animator.

Well illus. 536 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00

WALLACE WOOD, VOLUME 1. Ed. by B. Stewart & J.M. Catron. Learn the story of one of the most iconic figures in American comic book history through the eyes of the people who knew him best. Wood's friends and co-workers explore the triumphs and tragedies of this enormously gifted artist and discuss frankly his struggles with censorship and alcoholism.

Well illus. 536 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00

This enticing biography of a master of photography as a major art form and the formation of the gay rights movement. It is a searing portrait of a man and an era. Adults only. 32 pages of photos. 458 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00

ARTISTS & PHOTOGRAPHERS

6914780 THE GREEK HOUSE. By Christian Brechneth with T. Lovejoy. Brechneth presents a funny, touching narrative about his relationship with the Greek island of Sifnos, writing with warts–all–the–place unforgettable residence, and the house he bought in a hilltop village. It is both a celebration of place and an honest account of self-discovery. Illus. 285 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

677086X YOUNG MICHELANGELO: A Biography. By John T. Spike. Charts the early years of one of history’s great artists, exploring the thinking, artistic evolution and yearnings of a young man thoroughly convinced of his own exceptional talent. Bringing to life the age in which he worked. It reveals the influence that his charismatic personality had on his contemporaries. 32 pages of color photos. 272 pages. Duckworth. Paperbound Import.
**Artists & Photographers**

- **600798** THE LIVES OF THE SURREALISTS. By Desmond Morris. Drawing on the author’s personal knowledge of the Surrealists, this volume captures their life histories, idiosyncrasies and often complex lives. Morris takes the reader on a journey that illuminates the striking variation of the artists’ approaches to the surrealist philosophy, in their work and in their lives. Illus., many in color. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

- **657114** AVEDON: Something Personal. By Steven M. S. A. Aronson. Richard Avedon was arguably the world’s most famous photographer—as artistically influential as he was commercially successful. In this intimate portrait, Avedon’s business partner and closest confidant traces the artist’s unique story, from his oddball reminiscences by Normie Nichols, Calvin Klein, Claude Picasso, Naomi Campbell, and other fellow luminaries. Photos. 699 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $40.00 $24.95

- **662593** THE GREAT NADAR: The Man Behind the Camera. By Adam Begley. Of all the legendary figures who thrived in mid-nineteenth-century Paris, Nadar was perhaps the most innovative, the most restless, and the most modern. He was the first great portrait photographer, a celebrated caricaturist, a pioneering balloonist, the first person to take an aerial photograph, and the prime mover behind the first air mail service. Well illus. 248 pages. Tim Duggan Books. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

- **662571** VAN GOGH’S EYE. By Bernadette Murphy. Murphy reveals for the first time, the true story of this long-misunderstood incident, sweeping away the myths of myth and mystery. She discovered a troublesh artist at his breaking point. A fascinating work of detection, it is also a study of a painter creating his most iconic and revolutionary work, and one fateful sweep of the blade that would be repeated through the ages. Illus. 319 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **5654020** VAN GOGH’S EYE: The True Story. By Bernadette Murphy. In this compelling inquiry, Murphy sets out to discover exactly what happened that night in Arles, 1888, when Van Gogh cut off his ear. With exclusive revelations and new research about the ear and the mysterious Rachel, she presents a bold new hypothesis about what was occurring in Van Gogh’s heart and mind that fateful night. 16 pages of color illus. 319 pages. Random. Import. Pub. at $34.00 $9.95

**6753175** GIAMBATTISTA BODDINI: His Life and His World. By Valerie Lester. A comprehensive and repackaged biography of a restless, ambitious and incomparable talented printer, born to a printing family in the small foothill town of Saluzzo in 1740. Lester presents a complete picture of the man, his times, and the extraordinary book he created over a lifetime and fully engaged lifetime. Illus., some in color. 255 pages. Godine. Pub. at $40.00

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**PRICE CUT to $6.95**


- **6554253** THE MAN WHO DESIGNED THE FUTURE: Norman Bel Geddes and the Invention of Twentieth-Century America. By Desmond Morris. Import. Pub. at $45.00 $39.95

- **2594633** ABSOLUTE MAYHEM: Something Personal. By Larry Witham. In his funny and disarmingly candid memoir Monica Mayhem, America’s most famous porn star, reveals the ins and outs of making it big in Los Angeles, the pornography business, and of his famous friends, from Frank Sinatra to Clark Gable to Johnny Carson. Photos. 239 pages. S.S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

**PRICE CUT to $4.95**


- **5864852** YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMORROW: My Life. By Sophia Loren. In her first memoir, the Academy-Award-winning actress tells her incredible life story in the words of the woman who came from war-torn Naples to her life as a screen legend, icon of elegance, and devoted mother. 64 pages of photos, some color. 332 pages. Atira. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

- **6638201** I SAID YES TO EVERYTHING: A Memoir. By Lee Grant. Set amid the New York theater scene of the fifties and the star-studded parties of Malibu in the seventies, Grant’s memoir evokes a world of passion and movie-star glamour. After her name landed on the Hollywood blacklist, her career ground to a halt, and she lost it all. 24 pages of photos. 283 pages. Godine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

- **6917658** A LITTLE THING CALLED LIFE: On Loving Elvis Presley, Bruce Jenner, and Songs in Between. By Linda Thompson. For decades, Linda Thompson has led one of the most glamorous lives in show business as a beauty queen, award-winning songwriter, longtime love of Elvis Presley, and former wife to Bruce Jenner. She’s now opening up to tell the extraordinary story of her career, romances, and every-thing in between in 168 pages of photos and most col-ors. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95
Through his life stories, we see a family man, a father, a man of ten. Burton is a man quite different from the acclaimed actor we know. (1925-84), written between 1939 and 1983. In these intimate pages, the reader gets the full measure to a man whose joyful genius transcended age, language, geography, and culture—and continues to beguile audiences worldwide.

**7532149 DROPPED NAMES: Famous Men and Women as I Knew Them.** By Frank Langella. Rita Hayworth dancing by candlelight in a small Mexican village; Elizabeth Taylor dewrting homemade pasta and tenderly wrapping him in her pashmina scarf; terrifying a dozing Jackie Onassis. These are some of the funny, wicked, and shockingly shocking encounters that are captured in this memoir. 363 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


**6564739 YES, MY ACCENT IS REAL: And Some Other Things I Haven’t Told You.** By Kunal Nayyar. This revealing collection of essays written by Nayyar, the actor who plays the lovable misfit Raj on The Big Bang Theory, traces his journey from a young boy in New Delhi who mistakes an awkward kiss for a sacred commitment, to the grown man who meets and marries a former Miss India in an elaborate seven-day event. 245 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


**5482260 LIFE–REMEMBERING GRACE.** Photos by Howell Conant. This magical celebration of Grace Kelly represents the fruits of a 27-year collaboration between a renowned photographer and a legendary woman. It is also the story of New York and Marilyn Monroe, and a frustrating career behind, she begins to live a life behind. Photos. 263 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**6726288 MARILYN IN MANHATTAN: Her Year of Joy.** By Elizabeth Winder. A lively look at two American treasures–New York and Marilyn Monroe. She also offers his reminiscences about the fascinating characters that have crossed his path, from Hollywood legends to American cultural icons. 272 pages. Harper. Pub. at $39.99 $9.95

**6677401 THE MEN IN MY LIFE: A Memoir of Love and Art in 1950s Manhattan.** By Patricia Brill. The author shares a one of a kind life story in a voice as fresh and challenging as many of the unique characters she’s played onscreen. Sidibe’s memoir hits hard with clear-eyed dispatches on friendship, family, and all the things that are important in life–politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**5808650 HOW TO TALK DIRTY & INFLUENCE PEOPLE: An Autobiography.** By Lenny Bruce. During the course of a career that began in the late 1940s, Bruce challenged the sanctity of organized religion and other societal and political conventions; he widened the boundaries of free speech and changed the world of comedy. Photos. 186 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**5641576 Jim Henson: The Biography.** By Sally Kellerman. The “Hot Lips Houlihan” of M*A*S*H chronicles growing up in and alongside Hollywood, from the reign of Marlene Dietrich and Stepin Fetchit to current celebrity culture of today. Kellerman takes us on a ride through career highs and lows, drugs, affairs, diets, star-studded group therapy, and more. Photos. 258 pages. Weinstein. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**5687127 THIS IS JUST MY FACE: Try Not to Stare.** By Gabourey Sidibe. The Oscar-nominated actress shares a one of a kind life story in a voice as fresh and challenging as many of the unique characters she’s played onscreen. Sidibe’s memoir hits hard with clear-eyed dispatches on friendship, family, and all the things that are important in life–politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**CO 6674021 THE MIND IN MY LIFE: A Memoir of Love and Art in 1950s Manhattan.** By Patricia Brill. The author shares a one of a kind life story in a voice as fresh and challenging as many of the unique characters she’s played onscreen. Sidibe’s memoir hits hard with clear-eyed dispatches on friendship, family, and all the things that are important in life–politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**50880217 Maggie Smith: A Biography.** By Michael Coveney. Read by Sian Thomas. No CD

**6880215 THE MEN IN MY LIFE: A Memoir of Love and Art in 1950s Manhattan.** By Patricia Brill. The author shares a one of a kind life story in a voice as fresh and challenging as many of the unique characters she’s played onscreen. Sidibe’s memoir hits hard with clear-eyed dispatches on friendship, family, and all the things that are important in life–politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95
4536991 AMERICA’S MISTRESS: The Life and Times of Eartha Kitt. By John L. Williams. This moving and unsettling biography is at once a professional exploration of the destruction of the effects of fame and prejudice, and also an unforgettable portrait of an enchanting, unpredictable actress, singer, and dancer who was once, in the words of Orson Welles, “the most exciting woman in the world.” 320 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3605957 GRACE. By Thilo Wydra. Kelly appeared in classic films including Rear Window and To Catch a Thief, yet her private life remained in the shadows. This biography draws from previously unreleased photographs and documents from the Gnmaldi family archive, letters between Kelly and Hitchcock, and interviews with friends and relatives, including Prince Albert II of Monaco. 378 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

5952131 BECOMING BEYONCE: The Untold Story. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. A talented show contestant, pageant winner, and girl group singer Beyonce, shares with us her journey to becoming the vocalist, actress, pop star, businesswoman, wife, and mother she is today. It’s also the story of a darker side that is unfortunately often the price of great success. 494 pages. Grand Central. Pub at $28.00 $6.95

5906121 SINATRA: Behind the Legend. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. Pulls back the curtain on the private life of one of the 20th century’s most brilliant and enigmatic entertainers. This revamped edition features a revised narrative and newly available interviews and photos, resulting in a broad, comprehensive work that brings Sinatra convincingly to life. 16 pages of photos. 588 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

6932098 THE LIFE OF P.T. BARNUM. In this account of his life and work, written by the man himself and first published in 1855, P.T. Barnum creates an aura of excitement about himself and his enduring fame, confirming his reputation as the greatest impresario of all time. A revised edition featuring new research and revealing the controversial decisions that helped him to his fortune. 390 pages. William Collins. Paperback Import. $6.95

★ 5517664 INSIDE LINDA LOVELACE’S DEEP THROAT: Degradation, Porno Chic, and the Rise of Feminism. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. She was a sex slave, the prisoner of a sadistic monster who rented her out for rape and became the party favor of Hollywood stars. In this overview of her life and times, new insights pour forth about the bizarre sexual world of one of the most prominent women in the dark side of the American Dream. Illus. 640 pages. Blood Moon. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

★ 5715755 PAUL NEWMAN, THE MAN BEHIND THE BABY BLUES: His Secret Life Exposed. By Dan Film and Peter Peterson. Paul Newman was a mercurial hero who did more than just act. This a highly personalized biography which I pulled together over many decades, based on insider reports from Newman’s friends and enemies. It focuses mainly on Newman’s interaction, personal and professional, with the entertainment industry players during the 1950s and 1960s. It also contains some very revealing upfront material on Newman’s early life, particularly his experiences in the U.S. Navy during the 1940s.” Photos. 521 pages. Blood Moon. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $18.95

★ 6559886 MARYLYN: In Words and Pictures. By R. Havers & R. Evans. From “poor little orphan girl” to a worldwide celebrity, discover the story of how Norma Jean became Marilyn Monroe in this Latin history. Film stills, fictional photos, paparazzi images and more illustrate a chronicle of Marilyn’s glamorous but ultimately tragic Hollywood saga. 192 pages. Chartwell. $19.95


5571464 CHAPLIN: A Life. By Stephen Weissman. An authoritative new biography of the greatest cinematographic comedian of all time, tells the story of Chaplin’s life in a way that has endured for generations. With genius in fascinating detail, Contextualizes and analyzes both his politics and his scandalous sex life, both of which he was infamous for, 16 pages of photos. 315 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6250313 I’LL BE BACK RIGHT AFTER THIS: I’LL BE BACK RIGHT AFTER THIS: Golf, Life, and Lessons from Dad. By N. Crosby & J. Stengel. In celebration of a father-son collaboration, photos show the author and his son on the golf course and the lessons about the game and about life that Bing imparted. Crosby introduces a whole new generation to his father, and showcases never before told stories of father and son and an underdog that both loved to play the game. Photos. 212 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

6688276 BASED ON A TRUE STORY. By Norm Macdonald. As the title suggests, he tells the story of his life, more or less, from his origins on a farm in the backwoods of Ontario and a disastrous appearance on Star Search to his memories of Hollywood as anchor of Weekend Update on Saturday Night Live. It’s much more than a memoir–it’s the hilarious epic of Norm’s life. Photos. 240 pages. Confederation Photo. Pub. at $27.99 $11.95

2706946 MARTY FELDMAN: The Biography of a Comedy Legend. By Robert Ross. Draws on interviews with friends and family, and also from extensive, previously unpublished and often hilarious interviews with Marty himself, taped in preparation for the autobiography he never wrote. Here, Ross shares the fascinating story of a key figure in the history of comedy. Photos. 368 pages. Titan. Import. Pub. at $25.95 $11.95

674241X HOUDINI AND CONAN DOYLE: The Greatest Magician and the Creator of Sherlock Holmes. By David E. Anderson. Drawing on previously unpublished archive material, Sandford relates the story of two popular geniuses whose personalities and individual beliefs about the supernatural would eventually pull them apart. Photos. 282 pages. Duckworth. Paperback Import. $3.95

★ 6660061 SHIRLEY J. I’JESTI A Storied Life. By Cindy Atliants with D. Smithelman. One half of the comedic duo Laverne & Shirley chronicles her wild and lively career in show business. With wit and candor, Williams takes us from a struggling childhood to her rise to the glamorous world of Hollywood, highlighting her career, irony, and celebrity anecdotes every step of the way. 20 pages of photos. 166 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

565051 I SHOULD BE DEAD: My Life Surviving Politics, TV, and Addiction. By Bob Beckel with J.D. Mann. From a political consultant to a deep, soul searching memoir, Beckel’s trademark candor and humor. He charts his life as a political operative and diplomat, his long struggle with alcohol and drugs, and his unflinching journey to getting faith and redemption. Photos. 294 pages. Hatchette. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

★ 596475X FIREBALL: Carole Lombard and the Mystery of Flight 3. By Robert Matzen. Presents the page-turning story of a tragic weekend in 1942 that stunned the nation, resulting in a Hollywood mystery that has endured for decades. Matzen charts the starlet’s plummet from the sky, the desperate search that followed, and the murmurs of sabotage that were kindled in the aftermath. 32 pages of photos. 398 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $13.95
**6759513 GROWING UP FISHER: Musings, Memories & Misadventures.** By Joely Fisher. Fisher invites readers behind the curtain and into the deeper world of her career and family with this hilarious, irentent, heartfelt memoir filled with candid and sometimes painful stories about her, her famous parents, and how the loss of her sister, Carrie Fisher, ignited the writing in her. 32 pages of photos, some color. 308 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**4613023 ROOM 1219: The Life of Fatal Arbury, the Mysterious Death of Virginia Rappe, and the Scandal That Changed Hollywood.** By Greg Meiner. In 1928 Meiner reveals the biggest movie stars in the world was accused of killing a woman, triggering an avalanche of press coverage and a worldwide censorship that changed the course of filmmaking. Here is the story of Fatty Arbuckle’s improbable rise and stunning fall from one of Hollywood’s first true superstars to its first pariah. Photos. 456 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**2743817 WATCH ME: A Memoir.** By Anjelica Huston. Picking up after *A Story Lately Told*, which relayed her enchanted childhood, Huston’s second memoir discusses her turbulent 17-year relationship with Jack Nicholson; her renowned performances in films like *Prizzi’s Honor* and *The Royal Tenenbaums*; the death of her father, the great John Huston; and more. 16 pages of photos, many color. 389 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

**6604145 WATCH ME: A Memoir.** By Anjelica Huston. Picking up after *A Story Lately Told*, which relayed her enchanted childhood, Huston’s second memoir discusses her turbulent 17-year relationship with Jack Nicholson; her renowned performances in films like *Prizzi’s Honor* and *The Royal Tenenbaums*; the death of her father, the great John Huston; and more. 16 pages of photos, many color. 389 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

**6794181 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines.** By Nick Nolte. Offers a candid, unvarnished, close-up look at the man, the career, the love, and the heartbreak of a man who never learned Hollywood’s rules. Motivated by personal, edgy projects, not box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising four children of his own. Through interviews and personal stories, Nolte provides a balanced and entertaining view of one of the most beguiling men of his generation, with special attention devoted to his marriage to Virginia Nicolson; and much more. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**5713501 CHARLIE CHAPLIN: A Brief Life.** By Peter Ackroyd. In this gripping biography, Ackroyd wrests the director’s chair back where it belongs, with Chaplin as the undisputed ruler of the world of silent comedy. A fascinating look at one of the most beguiling men of his generation, with special attention devoted to his marriage to Virginia Nicolson; and much more. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**5865430 CRANE: Sex, Celebrity, and My Father’s Unresolved Murder.** By R. Crane & C. Fryer. By turns shocking and uplifting, Robert Crane’s memoir unseals the closed world of casting couches, Prizzi’s Honor’s scandalous past, and more. 16 pages of photos, many color. 389 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

**6710964 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: A Brief Life.** By Peter Ackroyd. In this gripping biography, Ackroyd wrests the director’s chair back from the master of control to reveal a jolly man fond of practical jokes. Iconic film stars make cameos throughout Hitchcock’s story, just as he did in his own films. A fascinating look at one of the most beguiling men of his generation, with special attention devoted to his marriage to Virginia Nicolson; and much more. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**6709664 HANK & JIM: The Fifty-Year Friendship of Henry Fonda and James Stewart.** By Randy L. Schmidt. Collects and presents the most intimate, telling stories that contextualize the friendship between one of Hollywood’s first true superstars to its first pariah. Photos. 289 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

**6597327 THINK BIG: Overcoming Obstacles with Optimism.** By J. Arnold & B. Klein. Drawn from more than 40 interviews with famous leaders, entrepreneurs, and other experts, the narrative is the inspirational guide from Arnold and Klein for dreaming big, setting goals, and taking the steps you need to get there. Each section includes heartwarming anecdotes full of grace, humor, and wisdom. A reader before seen tool for the personal and professional lives. Color photos. 238 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**6586430 CRANE: Sex, Celebrity, and My Father’s Unresolved Murder.** By R. Crane & C. Fryer. By turns shocking and uplifting, Robert Crane’s autobiography discusses that terrible day he was called to the crime scene of his father’s brutal murder; of growing up in Los Angeles; his struggles to reconcile the dark world of Hollywood’s scandals of the 1940s, and his eventual exile in Switzerland. Photos. 289 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

**6759513 GROWING UP FISHER: Musings, Memories & Misadventures.** By Joely Fisher. Fisher invites readers behind the curtain and into the deeper world of her career and family with this hilarious, irentent, heartfelt memoir filled with candid and sometimes painful stories about her, her famous parents, and how the loss of her sister, Carrie Fisher, ignited the writing in her. 32 pages of photos, some color. 308 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**6895972 LIFE IS SHORT (NO PUN INTENDED).** By J. Arnold & B. Klein. The stars of *The Little Couple* open up about their hardships, the struggles of their teen years, the pressures that drive their success, their romance, the joy they’ve found as parents, and what it’s like to have a camera recording your every move. 16 pages of color photos. 261 pages. Howard. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

**6586430 CRANE: Sex, Celebrity, and My Father’s Unresolved Murder.** By R. Crane & C. Fryer. By turns shocking and uplifting, Robert Crane’s autobiography discusses that terrible day he was called to the crime scene of his father’s brutal murder; of growing up in Los Angeles; his struggles to reconcile the dark world of Hollywood’s scandals of the 1940s, and his eventual exile in Switzerland. Photos. 350 pages. UPky. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**6552556 YOUNG ORSON: The Years of Luck and Genius on the Path to Citizen Kane.** By Patrick McGilligan. Drawing on years of deep research, McGilligan conjures the young Orson Welles with Dickinson richness and detail. Sifting fact from fiction, McGilligan unveils the little-known, untold stories of a man who never learned Hollywood’s rules. Motivated by personal, edgy projects, not box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising four children of his own. Through interviews and personal stories, Nolte provides a balanced and entertaining view of one of the most beguiling men of his generation, with special attention devoted to his marriage to Virginia Nicolson; and much more. 32 pages of photos. 820 pages. Harper. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95

**6904882 TOM CRUDE: Anatomy of an Actor.** By Amy Nicholson. From his humble beginnings to Hollywood stardom, Tom Cruise’s story illuminates the key elements that made the performances exceptional, carefully examining the actor’s craft for both a professional audience and movie fans alike. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8¾x10½v. Import. Pub. at $49.95 $12.95

**6568481 HE’S GOT RHYTHM: The Life and Career of Gene Kelly.** By Cynthia & Sara Brideson. Drawing on articles, recent interviews, including one with Kelly’s daughter Kerry, and other previously untapped primary sources, the authors offer a unique portrait of the consummate choreographer and perfectionist. This comprehensive biography provides a balanced and entertaining view of one of the screen’s most enduring legends. 48 pages of photos. 517 pages. Lerner. Pub. at $29.95

**5921639 ROAD DOG: Life and Reflections from the Ring of a Stand-Up Comic.** By Dox Davidson. Chronicling the highs and often very lows of performance life with honesty, clarity, and humility, this account is by turns hysterically funny and painfully honest, and Dox Davidson tells it all with an urgency and surprising literary skill. Photos, many in color. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $15.99
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and inspire readers. At $25.00

★ 367584X THE ICE CREAM BLONDE: The Whirlwind Life and Mysterious Death of Screwball Comedienne Thelma Todd. By Michelle Morgan. A beloved film comedienne who worked alongside the genre’s greats, Thelma Todd was a rare Golden Age star who successfully crossed over from silent films to talkies. She was also the focus of one of Hollywood’s most enduring murder mysteries. This authoritative biography traces her life, and offers a fresh examination of her suspicious death. Photos. 264 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $26.95

★ 558073X MY STORY. By Marilyn Monroe with B. Hecht. Written at the height of her fame but not published until a decade after her death, Marilyn’s autobiography is presented here in a new illustrated edition with exclusive photographs from the Milton H. Greene archives. 185 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $24.95

★ 677363X ANNE BANCROFT: A Life. By Douglass K. Daniel. Delivers the first biography to cover the entire scope of Bancroft’s life and career. Drawing on interviews with friends and colleagues, never-before-published photos, and material from film and theater archives to build a portrait of the consummate artist, known for classics from The Graduate to The Miracle Worker. Illus. 428 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $24.95

★ 591553X SHOCKHALOIC. By Carrie Fisher. This rollicking follow-up to Carrie Fisher’s best-selling memoir and Emmy Award-nominated one-woman Broadway show Wishful Drinking is packed with madcap memories from her star-studded life. She also provides a tender chronicle of her rollercoaster relationship with her family. Photos. 162 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

★ 592081X THE PRINCESS DIARIST. By Carrie Fisher. When Carrie Fisher discovered the journals she kept during the filming of the first Star Wars movie, she was astonished to see what they had become. Written over the course of more than fifty years, they recount conversations with some of the most famous leading men and women of the era, including Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Cary Grant, Gloria Swanson, and many more. This intimate glimpse into the life lived to the fullest. Known for her sultry screen performances, down to earth personality, and pit falls of a Hollywood life. Details the adventurous, oftentimes hilarious, and unforgettable romances, marriages, and friendships with the most distinguished luminaries in the history of American cinema this entertaining book will delight classic movie fans. Illus. 415 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $36.95

★ 674336X THE PRINCESS DIARIST. By Carrie Fisher. When Carrie Fisher discovered the journals she kept during the filming of the first Star Wars movie, she was astonished to see what they had become. Written over the course of more than fifty years, they recount conversations with some of the most famous leading men and women of the era, including Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Cary Grant, Gloria Swanson, and many more. This intimate glimpse into the life lived to the fullest. Known for her sultry screen performances, down to earth personality, and pit falls of a Hollywood life. Details the adventurous, oftentimes hilarious, and unforgettable romances, marriages, and friendships with the most distinguished luminaries in the history of American cinema this entertaining book will delight classic movie fans. Illus. 415 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $36.95

★ 6558070 KIRK AND ANNE: Letters of Love, Laughter, and a Lifetime in Hollywood. By Kirk Douglas et al. Compendium of Douglas’ private archive of letters and photographs, this intimate glimpse into the Douglasses’ courtship and marriage is a candid portrayal of the pleasures and pitfalls of a Hollywood life. Details the adventurous, oftentimes comic, and poignant reality behind the glamour—as only a couple of over six decades could tell it. Photos. Some in color. 222 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $25.00

CD 598667 Born with Teeth: A Memoir. By Kate Mulgrew. Read by the award-winning actress, this breathtaking memoir of the actress best known for her striking portrayals of strong female characters. By turns irreverent and soulful, laugh-out-loud funny and heart-piercingly sad, it’s a portrait of a woman who dares to live the fullest, and offers a fresh examination of her suspicious death. Photos. 264 pages. Running Press. 8/4/10. Pub. at $30.00

★ 5737599 BORN WITH TEETH: A Memoir. By Kate Mulgrew. Read by the award-winning actress, this breathtaking memoir of the actress best known for her striking portrayals of strong female characters. By turns irreverent and soulful, laugh-out-loud funny and heart-piercingly sad, it’s a portrait of a woman who dares to live the fullest, and offers a fresh examination of her suspicious death. Photos. 264 pages. Running Press. 8/4/10. Pub. at $30.00

★ 6624790 AVA: A Life in Movies. By K. Bean & A. Uzarowski. From the backwoods of Grabtown, North Carolina to the bullfighting rings of Spain, from the MGM back-lot to the Rome of La Dolce Vitta: this beautiful volume reveals the stunning and exciting journey of Ava Gardner, a life lived to the fullest. Known for her sultry screen performances, down to earth personality, and pit falls of a Hollywood life. Details the adventurous, oftentimes hilarious, and unforgettable romances, marriages, and friendships with the most distinguished luminaries in the history of American cinema this entertaining book will delight classic movie fans. Illus. 415 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $36.95

★ 5636414 CHARLES WALTERS: The Director Who Made Hollywood Dance. By Michelle Morgan. Originally published as Marilyn Monroe Private and Uncensored. This meticulously researched biography brings to light for the first time the remarkable career of Charles Walters, the man who crossed over from silent films to talkies. He was a rare Golden Age star who successfully made the transition from a controlled wife and contract player into a businesswoman and uniquely feminist. The ripple effects her rebellion had on Hollywood, and in trailblazing the way for women that followed, will both surprise and inspire readers. At $25.00

★ 687142X ELIZABETH TAYLOR: Tribute to a Legend. By Boze Hawkins. Celebrity, actress, siren, legend, woman—the many facets of Elizabeth Taylor come into the light with this engaging collection of quotations and photographs. 172 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $14.95

★ 6713807 CONVERSATIONS WITH CLASSIC FILM STARS: Interviews from Hollywood’s Golden Era. By J. Bawden & R. Miller. An astonishing collection of rare interviews with the greatest celebrities of Hollywood’s golden age. Conducted over the course of more than fifty years, the recollections of Hollywood’s greatest stars include conversations with some of the most famous leading men and women of the era, including Marilyn Monroe, Elizabeth Taylor, Marlene Dietrich, Humphrey Bogart, Cary Grant, and many many more. This intimate glimpse into the life lived to the fullest. Known for her sultry screen performances, down to earth personality, and pit falls of a Hollywood life. Details the adventurous, oftentimes hilarious, and unforgettable romances, marriages, and friendships with the most distinguished luminaries in the history of American cinema this entertaining book will delight classic movie fans. Illus. 415 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $36.95


★ 6871489 MIRIAM HOPKINS: Life and Films of a Hollywood Rebel. By Allan R. Ellenberger. This skillful biography treats readers to the intriguing stories and controversies surrounding Miriam Hopkins and her career. Books that look beyond her Hollywood persona to explore the star as an uncompromising artist. The result is an entertaining portrait of an under-appreciated pioneer from Hollywood’s golden age. At $25.00

★ 672423X BORN WITH TEETH: A Memoir. By Kate Mulgrew. Read by the award-winning actress, this breathtaking memoir of the actress best known for her striking portrayals of strong female characters. By turns irreverent and soulful, laugh-out-loud funny and heart-piercingly sad, it’s a portrait of a woman who dares to live the fullest, and offers a fresh examination of her suspicious death. Photos. 264 pages. Running Press. 8/4/10. Pub. at $30.00

★ 6665840 LIVING LIKE AUDREY: Life Lessons from the Fairest Lady of All. By Victoria Louiseat. Offers a fresh spin on what makes Audrey Hepburn’s charm so special and endearing. From what she had to say about living and life it fully. With seldom seen photos and quotes from Audrey, Louiseat turns the spotlight on Audrey’s defining characteristics. 191 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $18.95
Composer

1839713 THE SORCERER OF BAYREUTH: Richard Wagner, His Work and His World, By Barry Millington. Presents an in-depth but accessible overview of the life, work, and times of one of the most influential and controversial composers in the history of music. It explores his original sources of inspiration; his fetish for exotic skills; his relationship with women and his mistress; the anti-Semitism that is undeniably present in his operas; and more. Well illus., some in color. 320 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95 ★

6812503 BEING WAGNER: The Story of the Most Provocative Composer Who Ever Lived. By Simon Callow. Brings to life this towering figure and his profoundly problematic legacy, the creator of the most sublime and most controversial body of work ever known. A fresh take for seasoned acolytes and the perfect introduction for new fans. Illus. 232 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6924186 JANACEK–YEARS OF A LIFE, VOL. 1 (1854-1914): The Lonely Blackbird. By John Tyrrell. Provides the most detailed account of Czech composer Leoš Janáček’s life and offers new views of him as a composer, writer, thinker, and human being. Volume 1, which goes up to the outbreak of the First World War and Janáček’s sixtieth birthday, provides a straightforward chronological account of his life. Photos. 971 pages. Faber. Import. $14.95 ★

5998719 MOZART’S STARLING. By Lynda Lynn Haupt. On May 27, 1784, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart took home a charming starling as a pet for his father. For the rest of his life, this little bird would be Mozart’s companion, distraction, consolation, and muse. Here, Haupt explores this unlikely and remarkable bond between one of history’s most cherished composers and one of Earth’s most common birds. Illus. 278 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95 ★

6941176 VERDI: The Man Revealed. By John Suchet. Verdi remains Italy’s greatest operatic composer and a man of apparent contradictions, vividly brought to life through a number of original works and a search for Verdi’s own examination of his life and monumental music. The author reveals the true character of this great artist and the operas for which he will be forever known. Well illus., many in color. 864 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95


672793X OVER THE TOP AND BACK: The Autobiography. By Tom Jones. One of the world’s greatest singing talents reveals the stories behind the ups and downs of his remarkable life, from the early days to the sublimely tragic years to the recent period of artistic renaissance. A memoir like no other, it is a musical tale by turns raw, honest, funny, and powerful. Photos, some color. 424 pages. Blue Rider. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95


5975492 THE GRAND TOUR: The Life and Music of George Jones. By Rich Kienzle. Critics, fans, and peers have all called George Jones the greatest country singer of all time. But as his star ascended, Jones wrestled with the demons of the plague many artists—drugs, divorce, drugs, debt, arrests, and violence. Kienzle paints a rich portrait of a modest man who overcame his darkest moments to create a lasting legacy. Photos. 280 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

599232X LOBOTOMY: Surviving the Ramones. By Dee Dee Ramone with R. Hoerburger. Featured in the film Twenty Feet from Stardom, the woman who cut such classic hits as “Q.U.A.B.R.” and “She’s a Beauty” in the Ramones’ debut in 1976, tells the stage too soon. Photos. 414 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

6911455 SWEET JUDY BLUE EYES: My Life in Music. By Judy Collins. The deeply personal, honest, and revealing memoir of folk legend and relentlessly creative spirit Judy Collins. Here she talks about her alcoholism, her lasting love affair with Stephen Stills, her friendships with Joan Baez, Richard and Mimi Farina, David Crosby and Lindsey Buckingham, Cohen, 16 pages of photos. Three Rivers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

6841473 ROCKS: My Life in and Out of Aerosmith. By Joe Perry with D. Ritz. Filled with humor, insight, and brutal honesty from the guitarist and co-founder of Aerosmith, Perry’s story spans from the top of the world to the bottom of the barrel—several times over. 48 pages of photos, most color. 416 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95
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5962218 WHY SINATRA MATTERS. By Pete Hamill. In this unique homage to an American icon, journalist and award-winning author Pete Hamill takes the essence of Sinatra's songs, Sinatra enabled millions of others to tell their own stories, providing an entire generation with a sense of tradition and pride belonging distinctively to them. 187 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

6375940 BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Musician and the Myth. By John Szwed. Strips away the accumulation of myths surrounding Holiday to reveal her strength, her insecurities, her wit, her working-class heft, and the astounding musical clarity Szwed considers how the singer presented herself in both her controversial biography and in her art. 230 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95

6910742 CHINABERRY SIDEWALKS: A Memoir. By Rodeny Crowell. In a tender and upmorning memoir, the singer-songwriter reveals the good, the bad, and the ugly of a dirt-poor southeast Texas boyhood. Photos. 259 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95


5763809 ELVIS PRESLEY: Caught in a Trap. By Spencer Leigh. Instead of focusing purely on the life of Elvis Presley, Spencer takes you on an evocative journey of time and space to discuss how music became an integral part of Elvis’s birthplace. Speaking to band members, songwriters, and fans, he addresses several burning questions that encircle the King and his legacy. 361 pages. McNally. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

4542223 THE TIME OF MY LIFE: A Righteous Brother’s Memoir. By Bill Medley with M. Marino. Capturing the intersection of soul, R&B, and in the rockos, Medley’s unforgettable memoir offers an unvarnished look at his personal triumphs and tragedies as one of the Righteous Brothers, extracted from five decades of musical, television, motion picture, and live performance success. Photos. 302 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

6855881 SPIDER FROM MARS: My Life with Bowie. By Woody Woodmansey with J. McIver. Drummer Woody Woodmansey is the last surviving member of David Bowie’s band the Spiders from Mars, which helped launch Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust persona and made him a sensation. A vivid and unique evocation of a transformative musical era and the enigmatic, visionary musician at the center of it, by one of the people who knew him best. Photos, some in color. 302 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

5864534 MR. MOJO: A Biography of Jim Morrison. By Dylan Jones. In this colorful and intimate biography, Jones strips bare the skin-tight leather suit of Jim Morrison’s Lizard King persona, and offers a frank and honest appraisal of a much beloved and often romanticized counter-cultural icon. 184 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95


677394X RHYTHM IS OUR BUSINESS: Jimmie Lunceford and the Harlem Express. By Eddy Determeyer. Offers a new take on the Jimmie Lunceford Orchestra, the hottest and hippest all-black band of the 1930s. In this fascinating biography, Determeyer reveals new facts about Lunceford’s life as a musical innovator and discusses the mystery surrounding his untimely death. Photos. 331 pages. Unipub. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

5656627 SISSIERETTA JONES: The Greatest Singer of Her Race, 1868-1933. By Maureen D. Lee. Malaida Sissieretta Joyner Jones, nicknamed “Black Patti” after Spanish opera star Adelina Patti, was a distinguished African American soprano of the 19th and 20th centuries. Provided here is a comprehensive, moving portrait of Jones, as well as a vivid re-viewing of the world in which she lived. 295 pages. USCP. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

5874556 DIARY OF A MADMAN. By Brad Scarface Jordan with B. Jordan. From Geto Boys legend and renowned storyteller Scarface comes a passionate memoir about how hip-hop changed the life of a kid from the streets of Galveston, and how he rose to fame and became a music icon, ushered in a new era of rap dominance. Color photos. 223 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

5857791 NILSSON: The Life of a Singer-Songwriter. By Alyn Shipton. Paul McCartney and John Lennon described him as the Beatles’ “favorite group.” He won Grammys, recorded hit songs, and yet no figure in popular music is as much of a paradox, or as underrated, as Harry Nilsson. For the first time, the enigmatic artist comes into the light in this intimate portrait. Photos. 345 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

5836263 HI-DE-HO: The Life of Calloway. By Alyn Shipton. The first full-length biography of Calloway, whose vocal theatrics and flamboyant stage presence made him one of the highest-earning American bandleaders of his time. Drawing on firsthand accounts from Calloway’s family, friends, and fellow musicians, Shipton charts the entire path of this musical icon. Photos, 300 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

6736173 NILSSON: The Life of a Singer-Songwriter. By Alyn Shipton. Paul McCartney and John Lennon described him as the Beatles’ “favorite group,” he won Grammys, recorded hit songs, and yet no figure in popular music is as much of a paradox, or as underrated, as Harry Nilsson. For the first time, the enigmatic artist comes into the light in this intimate portrait. Photos. 345 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

6603068 HOMEBOUND BOUND: The Life of Paul Simon. By Peter Ames Carlin. Reveals one of the most influential popular artists in American history as he has never been seen before. A man of many faces, Simon was a businessman, a lover and husband, and the living animation of America’s ever-changing definitions of personal and cultural identity. Photos, 315 pages. Holt. Pub. at $32.00 $10.95

5784356 SET THE BOY FREE: The Autobiography. By Johnny Marr. Explores a musical journey that has spanned decades and genres—from forming The Smiths with Steven Morrissey to playing with Bryan Ferry, Pet Shop Boys and The Pretenders, to collaborating with Hans Zimmer and receiving acclaim and worldwide success in his own right. Here for the first time, he tells his story. 320 pages. Omnibus. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

5763975 NINA SIMONE: The Biography. By David Brun-Lambert. Presents the first full-length biography of this magnificent but tortured artist. “As harrowing as it is remarkable” (Yorkshire Post), it charts the tragic life of a musical prodigy who contended with barriers and prejudices to construct the world’s most recognizable artists. 215 pages. Medium. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


5830072 I’LL NEVER WRITE MY MEMOIRS. By Grace Jones as told to P. Morley. The legendary performer offers a revealing account of her spectacular and turbulent life, including her black and turbulent life in the 1930s, development of a persona that has made her one of the world’s most recognizable artists. 25 pages. Omnibus. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95
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Jimi's own story as only he could tell it. Illustrated 256 pages.

Intimate, funny, and poetic memoir—one that tells, for the first time, lyrics, writings, poems, diaries, and even stage raps to construct an 6621880 filled with fascinating stories and insights into the entertainment business. Harrison, Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and many others. His intriguing memoir is 6679013 has sold to some of the biggest stars in the world, including George Import. Pub. at $26.95

Memoirs of Norman Harris. * 6793374 AS TIME GOES BY. By Derek Taylor. With wit, warmth, insider knowledge and a healthy dose of self deprecation, Taylor tells the story of those extraordinary years, of the Beatles and sixties youth insider knowledge and a healthy dose of self deprecation, Taylor tells the story of those extraordinary years, of the Beatles and sixties youth.

16 pages of photos, some color. 303 pages. Polygram. Pub. at $24.95

* 6892469 SICK ON YOU: The Disastrous Story of the Hollywood Brats, the Greatest Band You’ve Never Heard Of. By Andrew Matheson. In 1970, Andrew Matheson set out to make a music history, with only a guitar, a tatty copy of The Melody Maker, and his template for the perfect band. The Brats recorded one genius but ignored album, but then fell apart after John McCreery’s real work began. Here he shares a glimpse at where he came from and the impact his faith, family, and friends had on a guy who keeps asking, “Why me?” 16 pages of photos, most in color. 200 pages. Pub. at $24.95

* 6918392 ROGER WATERS: The Man Behind the Wall. By Dave Thompson. Traces Waters’ life from his childhood in war torn England to the myriad of themes he fought since the launch of his band, with audiences, and with himself. Packed with insight and exclusive interviews with friends and associates, this account dismantles the wall between the man and reveals the man who built 25 pages of photos, many in color. 271 pages.

* 6865054 LE BRILLEAU: Rock ‘n’ Roll Gentleman. By Zoe Howe. An exhilarating compendium of exclusive interviews, memories and never before seen photos that trace the life and career of a biography—it’s a manual for those wishing to learn the ways of the ultimate rock ‘n’ roll gentleman. A volume no Dr Feelgood fan would want to be without. 261 pages. Pub. at $19.95

* 5977800 BEING ELVIS: A Lonely Life. By Ray Connolly. Takes a clear-eyed look at the most loved entertainer ever, a man who changed popular culture, but who became trapped by his own frailties in the loneliness of fame. 16 pages of photos. 362 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95


* 5928613 STEPHEN STILLS: Change Partners. By David Roberts. The first person to be interviewed, twice in one night in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Stillis’ story has seen him associated with a who’s who of musicians, including Jimi Hendrix, Neil Young, Judy Collins, Public Enemy and even the Bee Gees. Set against legendary rock ‘n’ roll, this biography explores his music, politics, childhood, and love life of one of the great songwriter/guitarists. 16 pages of photos. 326 pages. Red Planet. Import. Pub. at $26.95

* 6679013 CONFESSIONS OF A VINTAGE GUITAR DEALER: The Memoirs of Norman Harris. By Norman W. Harris with Dick Yorkin. As founder and owner of the legendary store, Norman’s Rare Guitars, Harris has sold to some of the biggest stars in the world, including George Harrison, Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and many others. His intriguing memoir is filled with fascinating stories and insights into the entertainment business. Well illus., most color. 231 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub. at $13.95


* 6678734 KILL ‘EM AND LEAVE: Searching for Beef Jerky and the American Supermarket. James McBride. Through McBride’s lens, this is an unsettling metaphor for American life—the tension between North and South, black and white, rich and poor. Traveling to forgotten corners of Brown’s never before celebrated world, McBride paints a revealing portrait of Brown’s great legacy. 232 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00

* 598601X THE MAKING OF JOHN LENNNON: The Untold Story of the Rise and Fall of The Beatles. By Francis Kenny. The author goes behind the scenes of any official Beatles story, and uncovers the different sides of John Lennon. Kenny relates Lennon’s difficult childhood to his creative processes, delving into his dark inner life and his working relationships. Photos. 320 pages. Luath. Import.

* 6933335 BOB DYLAN: The Essential Interviews. Ed. by Jonathan Cott. Features over a dozen of the most significant and revealing conversations with the singer-songwriter, gathered in a definitive collection that spans his career from street poet to Nobel Laureate. 524 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

* 6892469 SICK ON YOU: The Disastrous Story of the Hollywood Brats, the Greatest Band You’ve Never Heard Of. By Andrew Matheson. In 1970, Andrew Matheson set out to make a music history, with only a guitar, a tatty copy of The Melody Maker, and his template for the perfect band. The Brats recorded one genius but ignored album, but then fell apart after John McCreery’s real work began. Here he shares a glimpse at where he came from and the impact his faith, family, and friends had on a guy who keeps asking, “Why me?” 16 pages of photos, most in color. 200 pages. Pub. at $24.95

* 5977800 BEING ELVIS: A Lonely Life. By Ray Connolly. Takes a clear-eyed look at the most loved entertainer ever, a man who changed popular culture, but who became trapped by his own frailties in the loneliness of fame. 16 pages of photos. 362 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95


* 5928613 STEPHEN STILLS: Change Partners. By David Roberts. The first person to be interviewed, twice in one night in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Stillis’ story has seen him associated with a who’s who of musicians, including Jimi Hendrix, Neil Young, Judy Collins, Public Enemy and even the Bee Gees. Set against legendary rock ‘n’ roll, this biography explores his music, politics, childhood, and love life of one of the great songwriter/guitarists. 16 pages of photos. 326 pages. Red Planet. Import. Pub. at $26.95

* 6679013 CONFESSIONS OF A VINTAGE GUITAR DEALER: The Memoirs of Norman Harris. By Norman W. Harris with Dick Yorkin. As founder and owner of the legendary store, Norman’s Rare Guitars, Harris has sold to some of the biggest stars in the world, including George Harrison, Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and many others. His intriguing memoir is filled with fascinating stories and insights into the entertainment business. Well illus., most color. 231 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub. at $13.95


* 6678734 KILL ‘EM AND LEAVE: Searching for Beef Jerky and the American Supermarket. James McBride. Through McBride’s lens, this is an unsettling metaphor for American life—the tension between North and South, black and white, rich and poor. Traveling to forgotten corners of Brown’s never before celebrated world, McBride paints a revealing portrait of Brown’s great legacy. 232 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00

* 598601X THE MAKING OF JOHN LENNNON: The Untold Story of the Rise and Fall of The Beatles. By Francis Kenny. The author goes behind the scenes of any official Beatles story, and uncovers the different sides of John Lennon. Kenny relates Lennon’s difficult childhood to his creative processes, delving into his dark inner life and his working relationships. Photos. 320 pages. Luath. Import.
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but also a close look at the punk rock heyday in New York City. She nonfiction that is not only a deeply personal coming of age story Life with Bowie, Blondie, and the '70s Rock Scene.

* 40 pages of photos. 362 pages. Duke. Pub. at $37.95

political importance to his nation, its freedom struggle, and its twenty-five-year friendship and professional relationship between Mapfumo and the Music That

* 6614078 LION SONGS: Thomas Mapfumo and the Music That

new and unexpected voice, that of a born storyteller late-20th-century classical music. Yet in this single-handed, crafted the dominant sound of

* 6560709 WORDS WITHOUT MUSIC: A Memoir. By Philip Glass. Philip Glass has, almost single-handedly, crafted the dominant sound of

laughter, from a remarkable life. 282 pages. ECW

From Cradle to Stage. By Virginia Hanlon Graf. Graf shares personal stories about her son’s childhood and interviews with many others, including Adam Levine, Amy Winehouse, and other music stars. She asks them questions only a mom could answer: Did you encourage your child’s passions? Did you worry about the intensity and maybe more. Color photos. 224 pages. Seal. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

Bowie’s Piano Man, Revised Edition: The Life of Mike Garson. By Clifford Slapper. Explores Garson’s roots and professional relationship with David Bowie, from his early years in post-war Britain to his collaboration with John Lennon in the late 1970s, and through his tenure as a band’s music director. 382 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $25.00


** 6767176 THE ONLY PIRATE AT THE PARTY. By L. Sterling & B.S. Passey. Photos, most color. 258 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95


* 6935516 GHOST RIDER: Travels on the Healing Road. By Neil Peart. A bold, brilliantly written, intense, exciting, and ultimately triumphant narrative memoir from a gifted writer and musician, who started out as a man reduced to trying to stay alive by staying out on the move. While riding “the Healing Road,” Neil recorded in his journals his progress and setbacks in the grieving/healing process. 400 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

** 6935508 FAR AND WIDE: Bring That Horizon to Me! By Neil Peart. In an intimate narrative voice, Peart carries the reader across North America and through memories of fifty years of playing drums with the rock band Rush. Richly illustrated, this volume is an elegant scrapbook of people and places, music and laughter, from a remarkable life. 282 pages. ECW Press. 8x10/40%. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

** 6907979 THE GIRL IN THE BACK: A Female Drummer’s Life with Bowie, Led Zeppelin, the Rolling Stones, and Other Rock Scene. By Laura Love. A band’s success alone, much less Davis-Chapin. Davis-Chapin presents a rich work of narrative nonfiction that is not only a deeply personal coming of age story but also a close look at the punk rock heyday in New York City. She nonfiction that is not only a deeply personal coming of age story


6598900 SONGS WITHOUT MUSIC: A Memoir. By Philip Glass. Philip Glass has, almost single-handedly, crafted the dominant sound of


** 5867177 TESTIMONY. By Robbie Robertson. 16 pages of photos, some color. 500 pages. Crown. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

** 5822580 BORN TO RUN. By Bruce Springsteen. 510 pages. S&S. Pub. at $32.50 $19.95


** 589896X FORTUNATE SON: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty. SHOF/WORN. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95


** 6598900 SONGS WITHOUT MUSIC: A Memoir. By Philip Glass. Philip Glass has, almost single-handedly, crafted the dominant sound of

**6602916 EYE OF A HUNDRED MIDDNS:** The Star-Crossed Love Story of Two WWII Correspondents and Their Epic Escape Across the Pacific By Lynne Byk, a sailboat legend, and Annalee Jacoby. Having just married mere days after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the couple embarked on an island-hopping run for their lives across the Pacific after the fall of Manila during World War Two. Photos. 408 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $8.95

**5938299 DARKNESS DESCENDING:** By Ken Jones. On January 5, 2003, Jones was caught in an avalanche in Robert Peary’s 1913 Roosevelt Arctic Expedition. Suffering from life-threatening injuries, Ken dragged himself to safety over three agonizing days. But that was just the beginning of his ordeal. Here he shares the breathless but inspiring story of the surgery that saved his life, and of his fight to walk again. Color photos. 202 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**5937809 NO DREAM IS TOO HIGH.** By Buzz Aldrin with K. Abraham. Half a century after walking on the Moon, Aldrin speaks from the heart—to those who remember that historic moment and to the younger generations who reverberate him as an American hero. In vivid personal anecdotes, Buzz shares 13 rules to live by in this inspiring autobiographical work. 16 pages of photos, some color. 223 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $22.00 $5.95

**5852366 MASTER OF THIN AIR: Life and Death of the World’s Highest Peak.** By Andrew Lock. A seasoned climber offers his riveting, thrilling account of what it takes to challenge the earth’s highest peaks and survive. A riveting high-altitude drama brimming with danger and adventure, it is also the inspiring story of one man’s motivation to achieve his extraordinary dream—even in the most dire of moments. 16 pages photos. 332 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

**6616391 FINAL REPORT: An Archaeologist Excavates His Past.** By Michael D. Coe. The noted archaeologist—his research in the Americas and the Maya has had decisive effects on the way we think about Mesoamerican culture—looks back on a remarkably diverse life. Self-described as being much more of a sailor than an archaeologist, he takes us from boarding school to his retirement from Yale. 16 pages of photos. 224 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

**5854842 THE STORY OF MY BOYHOOD AND YOUTH.** By John Muir. An unabridged republication of the original 1913 volume. Muir’s natural curiosity shines throughout these recollections of prairie life, capturing the intelligence, imagination, and stamina that blossomed despite harsh conditions. Told in his own captivating voice, these memoirs offer fascinating insights into frontier life and the making of a great naturalist. Illus. 294 pages. Dover. Paperbound.


**5754070 WHITE ESKIMO: Knud Rasmussen’s Fearless Journey into the Heart of the Arctic.** By Stephen R. Bown. Presents the first full-scale biography of the visionary explorer and ethnographer who opened up the culture, the language, and the life of the Arctic. Lovers of extreme adventure, remote cultures and timeless legend will relish this gripping account of Rasmussen. Illus. 339 pages. Capo. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**6723756 THE NOTORIOUS CAPTAIN HAYES: The Remarkable True Story of William “Bully” Hayes, Pirate of the Pacific.** By Joan Druett. The first proper biography of this legendary 19th-century shipwrecked sailor and swashbuckling raider. Hayes was the subject of a true story of a genuine rogue and adventurer. Set against the backdrop of the Pacific during the great age of sail and trade, this swashbuckling tale will have you rapt from beginning to end. 314 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**5844685 CAPTAIN JAMES COOK.** By Rob Mundie. Introduces us to an unlikely sailor in a tale that combines the thrilling true skills as a seafarer, the talents of a self-taught navigator and surveyor, and an exceptional ability to lead and care for his men, climbed the ranks of the Royal Navy to achieve legendary status as one of the greatest navigators in history. 412 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**6628974 ON THIN ICE: An Epic Final Quest into the Melting Arctic.** By Eric Larsen with H. Lindenberger. Offers an intimate and haunting look at the rapidly changing face of the Arctic due to global climate change, as Larsen looks at the life of his and Ryan Waters journey to traverse nearly 500 miles of the melting Arctic Ocean to the geographic North Pole. Fully illust. in color. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**5744330 NO SUCH THING AS FAILURE: My Life in Adventure, Exploration, and Survival.** By David Hempleman-Adams. The author is the first person in history to achieve the Adventurer’s Grand Slam by reaching the geographic and magnetic north and south poles, as well as climbing the highest peaks on all seven continents. But just the icebergs—an iceberg he exposed in this heart-pounding memoir. 16 pages of color photos. 242 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

**6556787 A SEA DOG’S TALE: The True Story of a Small Dog on a Big Ocean.** By Pete Mullenburg. A heartwarming and heart-stirring story about the ship’s chippers brave enough to withstand anything. These are the elements of Mullenburg’s memoir of adventures living, a saga of familial love and the perils and pleasures of the open sea. 269 pages. Seaforth. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**5954525 MAN-OF-WAR LIFE.** By Charles Nordhoff. Charles Nordhoff craved excitement, and in 1844 managed to talk his way into the US Navy. He was better educated than most of his fellow seamen, and was well equipped to describe what became a three-year round-the-world adventure, presented in this narrative. 195 pages. Seaforth. Import. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

**4533933 DESPERATE STEPS: Life, Death, and Choices Made in the Mountains of the Northeast.** By Peter W. Kick. Collects 20 true tales of mountain rescue and misadventure and misfortune, including incidents along the famed Appalachian Trail, and reveals the lessons to be learned in each. From close-calls to unsolved mysteries, these stories illuminate the realities faced by mountain climbers across the east. 276 pages. Appalachian Mtn Club. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

**6922821 BATTLING THE OCEANS IN A ROWBOAT.** By Mick Dawson. The extraordinary story of Dawson’s attempt to cross the North Pacific Ocean in a rowboat. Over 4,500 miles, Dawson and his companion found themselves in a four-foot-long inflatable raft in shark-infested waters, tied to his capsized rowboat. Making use of his elite Royal Marine Commando training he survived, leaping from its raft in rough seas and scaling the side of a container ship to safety. 276 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**6882323 ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG NATURALIST: The Zoo Quest Expeditions.** By David Attenborough. Written with his trademark wit and charm, it’s not just a story of a remarkable adventure, but about the man who made us see the world’s with the natural world and taught us the importance of protecting it—and who is still doing so today. Photos. 393 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95


**4558162 THE PROMISE OF THE WEST: Young Pioneers on the Overland Trails.** By Mary Barmeyer O’Brien. Driven by the promise of prosperity and opportunity on the frontier, thousands of men and women risked their lives to forge a new life. The difficulties of overland travel forced parents to rely on their children for help. This is a collection of short episodes from the lives of these children. Photos. 180 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
Lives of Women

6857484 CONSTANCE: The Tragic and Scandalous Life of Mrs. Oscar Wilde. By Franny Moyles. When the springtime of 1895 the life of Constance Wilde changed irrevocably. Up until the conviction of her husband, Oscar, for homosexual crimes, she had a privileged position in society. But that spring Constance’s entire life was eclipsed by scandal. Forced to flee to the Continent with her two sons, her glittering literary and political career ended abruptly. Here is the emotional story of a woman who was the victim of one of the greatest betrayals of all time. 374 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $9.95

5983800 HISSING COUSINS: The Untold Story of Eleanor Roosevelt and Alice Roosevelt Longworth. By W.W. Norton. Presents a lively, provocative double biography of two extraordinary first cousins whose tangled lives provide a sweeping look at the 20th century. Vivid, intimate, and stylishly written, it studies a pair of political trailblazers who short circuited the rules of gender and power, each in her own way. Photos. 332 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95

6912974 MICHELLE OBAMA: A Photographic Journey. Text by Antonia Felix. This photographic journey takes the reader through Michelle Obama’s younger years, family, achievements, and elegant fashion while exploring her role as First Lady. In this intimate portrait, she shares her experiences in office, her glittering literary and political career ended abruptly. Here is the emotional story of a woman who was the victim of one of the greatest betrayals of all time. 202 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $26.95

6863345 CATHERINE THE GREAT: Portrait of a Woman. By Robert K. Massie. The author of Peter the Great; Nicholas and Alexandra; and The Romanovs returns with another masterpiece of narrative biography, the extraordinary story of an obscure young German princess who traveled to Russia at fourteen and became one of the most powerful and captivating women in history. 639 pages. Random. Pub. at $20.00


6564134 ON HER TRAIL: My Mother, Nancy Dickerson, TV News’ First Woman Star. By John Dickerson. Before Barbara Walters, before Katie Couric, there was Nancy Dickerson. Here her son charts his search for the story of his famous mother, unveiling the woman he never knew grew up—and an icon in TV history—and her relentless determination to reveal her talent and image. Photos. 336 pages. S&S. Pub. at $15.99

6882260 DANGER CLOSE: My Epic Journey as a Combat Helicopter Pilot in Iraq and Afghanistan. By Amber Smith. One of the few women to pilot the Kiowa Warrior helicopter, Smith flew into enemy fire in some of the most dangerous combat zones in the world. Here she recounts her remarkable journey and the obstacles she overcame as she navigates boot camp and flight training school, ultimately rising to pilot in command and air mission commander. Photos. 271 pages. Atria. Pub. at $16.00

6995880 ON THE EARTH: Memoirs of a Russian Lady Before the Revolution. By M.J. Trow. Illus. 182 pages. Pen & Sword. A unique memoir of rural Russia before the Revolution, these are the reminiscences of Marianna Davydov, born in 1875 and raised in a small village in the Ukraine. Her vivid, detailed watercolors form an enchanting and revealing counterpart to her writing, which speaks of the intimate details of life on a country estate. 159 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10/04/. Papers. Pub. at $12.95

5836780 THE GIRL WHO ESCAPED ISIS: This Is My Story. By F. Khalil & A.C. Hoffmann. As a young Yazidi woman, Khalaf was living a normal, sheltered life in northern Iraq when her village was suddenly attacked by ISIS. In unprecedented detail, she shares her story of her courageous flight to freedom in this astonishing memoir. 225 pages. Atria. Pub. at $16.00

6894042 THE TIGER’S CHILD. By Torey Hayden. When special education teacher Torey Hayden wrote her first book One Child, more than thirty-five years ago, her intensely moving story of Sheila, a profoundly disturbed little girl, touched millions. Now, for all those who have never forgotten this extraordinary child, here is the surprising continuation of Sheila’s story. 338 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $9.99

6880011 BITE ME: How Lyme Disease Stole My Childhood, Made Me Crazy, and Almost Killed Me. By Virginia Hood. Charts his search for the story of his famous mother, unveiling the woman he never knew grew up—and an icon in TV history—and her relentless determination to reveal her talent and image. Photos. 336 pages. S&S. Pub. at $15.99

5926150 THE REBELLIOUS LIFE OF MRS. ROOSEVELT. By Anne Thernwell. Presents powerful, corrective to the popular iconography of Rose Parks as the quiet seamstress who with a single act birthed the modern civil rights movement. Thernwell masterfully details the political depth of a national hero whose life was shaped by the history of American inequality. Photos. 306 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $18.00

5770270 DANCING WITH THE ENEMY. By Paul Glaser. Tells the gripping story of the author’s aunt—a Jewish dance instructor who was betrayed to the Nazis by the two men she loved, yet managed to survive WWII by teaching dance to the Auschwitz inmates and opening a window into the author’s past and the key to discovering his Jewish roots. Photos. 305 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99

6551378 GOOD CHINESE WIFE: A Love Affair With China Gone Wrong. By Susan Blumberg-Kason. In her riveting memoir, Blumberg-Kason—a White woman who married a Chinese husband—details her struggle to be the perfect traditional “Chinese” wife to her increasingly controlling and abusive Chinese husband. Moving between rural China and the bustling cities of Hong Kong and San Francisco, the author’s experiences serve as a cautionary tale of marriage and family in contemporary China and America. 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $14.99

5999723 LADY BIRD: A Biography of Mrs. Johnson. By Jan Barbo Russell. Draws from raw conversations with the former first lady to paint an intimate portrait of the private Lady Bird. Her fame is not only a passionate conservationist, but also a remarkable woman of influence and centering force for her husband Lyndon B. Johnson, his administration, and his country. 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $19.00

6571618 MY MOTHER, MARY: A Memoir. By Jennifer Worth. At the age of 22, Jennifer Worth leaves her comfortable home to move into a convent and become a midwife in London’s postwar East End slums. The colorful characters she meets while delivering babies illuminate a fascinating time in history, and the strength of remarkable and inspiring women. 340 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.00
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2700921 THE ASTRONAUT WIVES CLUB: A True Story. By Lily Koppel. As America’s Mercury Seven astronauts were launched on death-defying missions, the young wives’ lives were transformed into royalty. As their celebrity rose—and divorce and tragic death began to touch their lives—the women continued to rally together and form a real club where Koppel found the real story about the women who stood beside some of the biggest heroes in American history. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos, most color. Grand Central. Paperback. $2.95

5793616 HOPE: A Memoir of Survival in Cleveland. By Amanda Berry et al. For the first time, Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus, held captive in a Cleveland home for more than a decade, tell their harrowing story of survival. Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters Mary Jordan and Kevin Sullivan join them to explore the events with original reporting on the efforts to find the missing girls. 16 pages of photos. 321 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95

6798675 MAD MARY LAMB: Lunacy and Murder in Literary London. By Susan Tyler Hitchcock. In a fit of passion Mary Lamb killed her mother. She would spend the rest of her life in and out of madhouses. Free to read extensively she discovered her talent for writing and collaborated with her brother Charles Lamb. Hitchcock shows, through Mary Lamb’s life, the redemptive power of art and literature. 16 pages of illus. 336 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. $15.99

6756867 LOVE IN EVERY STITCH: Stories of Knitting and Healing. By Lee Gant. With two knitting needles and countless skeins of yarn, master knitter Lee Gant made her way out of enormous grief and loss to become a true good in the world. This deeply moving work explores how knitting needles and countless skeins of yarn, the written word. 16 pages of illus. 333 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5940250 THE LITTLE PRISONER. By Jane Elliott. Offers a shocking, astonishing, and ultimately uplifting true story of one woman’s shattering 20-year ordeal—and how she triumphed against an evil and violent human monster when honesty and bravery were her only weapons. 267 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

5818117 I AM MALALA: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban. By Malala Yousafzai with C. Lamb. When the Taliban seized Swat Valley in Pakistan, one girl spoke out. Malala Yousafzai decided to be silenced for her right to an education. After being shot in the head at point-blank range, Malala made a miraculous recovery and continues her advocacy. Now a Nobel Peace Prize winner, her story is told here. 16 pages of photos. Little. Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

2454181 THE FASTING GIRL: A True Victorian Medical Mystery. By Michelle Stacey. Investigates the true story of Mollie Fancher, who in 1865 was flung from a horsecar and suffered a myriad of strange symptoms, including paralysis, trance seizures and seizures, and was also reportedly able to “live on air.” For over a decade, she ate practically nothing, 336 pages. Tarcher/Fischer. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95


6722695 MY GRANDFATHER WOULD HAVE SHOT ME: A Black Woman Discovers Her Family’s Nazi Past. By J. Teego & N. Stellmair. When Teego, a German-Nigerian woman, happened to pluck a library book from the shelf, she had no idea that her life would be changed. Revisiting the memoir of her grandmother, she discovers a horrifying fact: Her grandmother was the vicious Nazi commandant who directed the experiments of hundreds of children in a notorious Nazi concentration camp. Photos. 230 pages. Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6797881 LOUISA. By Louisa Thomas. An intimate portrait of a remarkable woman, a look at a complicated marriage to one of the nation’s earliest presidents, and a snapshot of a pivotal historical moment, this biography gives the full extraordinary life of Louisa Catherine Adams its due. 500 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

5873775 DRIVING MISS NORMA: One Family’s Journey Saying Yes to Living. By T. Bauerschmidt & R. Liddle. When Miss Norma was diagnosed with uterine cancer, she was forced to undergo surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy. But at 90 years old, she told her doctor she’d rather hit the road instead. Off she went in a motor home with her husband. Miss Norma reminds us it’s never too late to live life to the fullest. 16 pages of photos. 239 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

586609X CRITICAL CARE: A New Nurse Faces Death, Life, and Everything in Between. By Theresa Brown. With great compassion and a discerning sense of humor, Brown shares her triumphs and triumphs of her patients and comes to realize that caring for a patient means much more than simply treating a disease. Deeply moving and sobering, her story sheds light on the issues of medicine and meaning in our lives. 200 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

6910998 JOAN: The Mysterious Life of the Heretic Who Became a Saint. By Donald Spoto. She was a teenager of astonishing common sense and a national heroine who led men in battle as a courageous warrior. Yet she was also abandoned by the king whose coronation she secured, and sold to the enemy. Spoto demonstrates in this fascinating biography that everyone who follows their heart has the power to change history. 222 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6838979 NOT PRETTY ENOUGH: The Unlikely Triumph of Helen Gurley Brown. By Gen Hill. In 1965, Helen Gurley Brown’s single Girl first appeared in 1962, her controversial views of sex and women’s rights helped ignite a new wave of feminism. Drawing on firsthand accounts and rare interviews, this vital biography sheds new light on Brown—critic, maverick, charismatic and supremely determined figure, whose sheer force of will electrified those around her and struck terror into the hearts of English soldiers and leaders. 16 pages of photos. 251 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

6646376 THE LADY WITH THE BORZOI: Blanche Knopf, Literary Tastemaker Extraordinaire. By Laura Claridge. Drawing on a vast cache of papers, Claridge captures Knopf’s witty, loyal, and straightforward style that made her one of America’s most influential literary figures. Alicia Ross. With great compassion and a discerning sense of humor, Brown shares her triumphs and triumphs of her patients and comes to realize that caring for a patient means much more than simply treating a disease. Deeply moving and sobering, her story sheds light on the issues of medicine and meaning in our lives. 200 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

6934048 THE VIRGIN WARRIOR: The Life and Death of Joan of Arc. By Larissa Juliet Taylor. The author paints a vivid portrait of a self-confident, charismatic and supremely determined figure, whose sheer force of will electrified those around her and struck terror into the hearts of English soldiers and leaders. 16 pages of photos. 251 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

6917003 MARGARET THATCHER: The Authorized Biography. By Charles Moore. This comprehensive look at the life of the first female prime minister of Britain, who transformed relations with Europe, privatized the commanding heights of British industry and continued the re-invigoration of the British economy during her first four years in office. 52 photos of personalities. 261 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95
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685889X STALIN’S DAUGHTER. By Rosemary Sullivan. Presents a revelatory biography of Svetlana Alliluyeva, a woman fated to live in the shadows of her father, the notorious Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin. Photos. 741 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95


5792940 BREAKING THE SILENCE. By Casey Watson. The story of two deeply troubled boys both in need of a loving home. Watson, giving up her position as a behavior manager for a local private school, now works with profoundly damaged children that she fosters, seeing each child through a specific behavioral modification program so they can hopefully be returned to their family or into a foster home. 270 pages. HarperElement. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

6689701 THE MEANING OF MICHELLE: 16 Writers on the Iconic First Lady and How Her Journey Inspires Our Own. Ed. by Veronica Chambers. Michelle Obama is unlike any other First Lady in American history. From her first moments on the public stage, she has challenged traditional American notions about what it means to be First Lady. This collection of original essays offers a diverse range of perspectives on Michelle Obama, from her influence on style and fashion to her approach to issues like education, empowerment, and engagement in the fight against obesity. Contributors include, Ava Duvernay, Veronica Chambers, and others. 220 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

6547911 THE PASSION OF MADEMOISELLE E. Ed. by Jean-Yves Berthault. This collection of letters, poems, and chronicles of the passionate life of a young woman in Paris in 1928 are an erotic tour de force. In language that is by turns elegant, impassioned, and surprisingly graphic, these love letters are a portrait of a sexual and psychological obsession. Also offers 24 pages. Special edition of Grau & Grau. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

6819592 TURNING THE TABLES: From Housewife to Inmate and Back Again. By Teresa Giudice with K. C. Baker. Teresa comes清洁 up from turmoil to foster her Italian-American, meeting the love of her life and starting a family, dealing with chaos and catfights on national television, and eventually coming to terms with the reality of life in prison. Color photos. 261 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

366371X AMERICAN QUEEN: The Rise and Fall of Kate Chase Sprague, Civil War “Belle of the North” and Gilded Age Woman of Scandal. By John Olier. The charismatic daughter of Simon F. Chase, Lincoln’s treasury secretary, Kate Chase’s dramatic story is one of ambition and tragedy set against the seductive allure of the Civil War and the Gilded Age, involving some of the most famous personalities in American history. Also offers 254 pages. Special edition of Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $8.99


6909892 MARGARET FULLER: A New Life. By Dorcas E. Marshalt. Recaptures the life of Thoreau’s first editor. Emerson’s close friend, daring war correspondent, and tragic heroine. After her untimely death in a shipwreck off Fire Island, the sense and passion of her life’s work were eclipsed by too many years of scandal and career. Marshalt’s inspired research brings her back to indebted life. Illus. 474 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5835445 THE SCARLET SISTERS: Sex, Suffrage, and Scandal in the Gilded Age. By Myra MacPherson. A fresh look at the lives and times of Victorian Woodhull, Conkling, and Du Pont and the scandals of a woman who redefined sex, suffrage, and scandal. It is a story of sex, suffrage, and scandal. A celebration of a woman who redefined sex, suffrage, and scandal. Also offers 399 pages. Twelve. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95
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6732742 HELENA RUBINSTEIN: Beauty Is Power. By Mason Klein. Traces the path of this remarkable early feminist, visionary art patron, and cosmetics entrepreneur, her blend of art and commerce, her expansive and democratic understanding of beauty, and her innovative practices. A fascinating glimpse into the effect of popular culture on women of the 20th century. Well illus. Some color. 168 pages. The Jewish Museum. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

6839134 A WOMAN ON THE EDGE OF TIME: A Son Investigates His Trailblazing Mother’s Young Suicide. By Jeremy Gavron. A brilliant young woman, a prescient advocate for women’s rights, happened to be herself a suicide note, two young sons, and a soon to be published sociological study. The author was four when his mother died. He tries to understand who his mother was and what drove her to suicide. Illus. 255 pages. The Experimental. $14.95

6818407 AND I’D DO IT AGAIN: The Extraordinary Adventures of an Edwardian Heiress. By Aimee Crocker. With the world at her feet and Californian railroad fortunes in her purse, Aimee Crocker had a tale or two to tell. Here, she delivers her hilarious memoirs of escaping headhunters in Borneo, avoiding poisoning in Hong Kong and outwitting murder in Shanghai. 312 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

594015X BLIND CURVES: A Woman, a Motorcycle, and a Journey to Reinvent Herself. By Linda Costigan. At the age of eleven Jaycee was abducted from a school bus stop and was left brain-damaged, cajoled, and jostled with the most important figures in American life. Mary McGrory reported from the front lines of American politics for five decades from the Army-McCarthy hearings to her Pulitzer-winning coverage of Watergate and another controversial campaign of President Bush after 9/11. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

6547974 STIR: My Broken Brain and the Meals That Brought Me Home. By Jaycee Dugard. After suffering a lifetime of trauma that began at the age of 28, Fechtor’s journey to recovery began in the kitchen as soon as she was strong enough to stand at the stovetop and stir. Here she shares her story along with 27 of the recipes that helped her find her own way back to health. 271 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

5798620 I’LL DRINK TO THAT. By Betty Halbreich with Rebecca Paley. The fascinating story of a meticulous, impeccable, hardworking, elegant, and most importantly, delightfully funny woman. As a personal shopper for the luxury store Bergdorf Goodman, Halbreich has never been afraid to tell it to her face. Straight. She won’t sell something just to sell it, and she helps women face their closet and their mirror every day. 272 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95 $8.95

3587994 MURDER ON THE HOME FRONT: A True Story of Morgue, Murders, and Mysteries During the London Blitz. By Molly Lefebure. The year was 1941. While WWII rages in the skies above London, a battle against violence, murder, and the criminal underworld was being fought on the streets below. With a sense of humor and a rebellious spirit, Lefebure paints a portrait of wartime London in this fast-paced story of crime and punishment. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $8.95

$6383646 JACKIE’S GIRL: My Life with the Kennedy Family. By Kathy McKeon. Jackie Kennedy’s personal assistant for the first term of her marriage, beginning in 1964, McKeon gives us a rare and engrossing look at the private life of one of the most famous women of the twentieth century. This is also the story of a young woman finding her place in life, stepping on new footing in a new country, along with the help of the most elegant woman in America. Photos, most in Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6721087 THE FIRST LADY OF RADIO: Eleanor Roosevelt’s Historic Broadcasts. Ed. by Stephen Smith, with introduction by David Vann. Roosevelt, the former First Lady, uses her career as a professional radio broadcaster to come face-to-face with current events. This collection of transcripts of her most powerful and influential radio shows in 249 pages. New Press. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

6864718 THE VOGUE FACTOR. By Kirstie Clements. A provocative memoir exposing the cutthroat culture of the world’s most revered fashion magazine. Clements started at the desk answering phones for Vogue Australia and with years of hard work and determination, she earned her place at the top as editor in chief. A fascinating read. 208 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

5961645 THE MERCY OF THE SKY: The Story of a Tornado. By Holly Bailey. A suspenseful tale of human courage in the face of natural disaster. Holly Bailey is the writing team behind the Emmy-winning Investigation Discovery television program, the principal and teachers at Plaza Tower Elementary School, struggling to calm their students as the twisters heads right for them; the mayor who knowledgeably directs the storm; and the brave safety professionals—both the heroes and the heroines—who are different. 306 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

$6939241 THE OTHER MITFORD: Pamela’s Story. By Diana Alexander. Despite shunning the bright city lights that her sisters so desperately craved, Pamela was very much involved in the action of her extraordinary family, participating in many of the many pieces when things went disastrously wrong—which they so often did. In this intriguing volume, Alexander reveals the unknown Mitford. Photos. 192 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

685897X DARLING DAYS: A Memoir. By iO Tillett Wright. At the center of Wright’s memoirs is the remarkable relationship between a fiery kid and a domineering ma—a bond defined by freedom and control, excess and sacrifice, by heartbreak, deprivation, agonizing capture, and ultimately, forgiveness. Photos. 380 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95
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**5941390 TRAPPED: My Life with Cerebral Palsy.** By Fran MacLavey. Writing the painful truth about her life to help readers understand how disabled adults really feel, MacLavey's detailing account shows just how hard it is to maintain the appearance of a “normal” life. More importantly, out of her mistakes have come lessons in real acceptance, peace, and joy, which she would like to share with her readers. 182 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**6707327 ELEANOR OF AQUITAINED.** By Alison Weir. A woman who was the wife of two kings and mother of three others, Eleanor was a queen who endured her husband’s flagrant infidelities, plotted his overthrow, and ruled England during the absence of her son, King Richard the Lion Heart, while he fought in the Third Crusade. Illus. 450 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $12.95

**5589964 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3: The War Years and After 1939-1962.** By Blanche Wiesen Cook. The third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WWII, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor Roosevelt’s death in 1962. It follows the arc of war and the evolution of a marriage, as the first lady was forced to realize the cost of maintaining her principles while her country increasingly drew away from her. 670 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**6777072 SUFFRAGETTE: My Own Story.** By Emmeline Pankhurst. Discover the original autobiography of influential and controversial suffragette Emmeline Pankhurst. Full of wit and insight, it chronicles her struggle from the beginnings of her interest in feminism through her militant fight for women’s right to vote. 336 pages. Hesperus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

**6919080 MADAMEISSUELE: Coco Chanel and the Birth of History.** By Rhonda K. Garelick. A probing, well-researched, and insightful biography of a woman whose irresistible and contagious style continues to have huge impact on the visual aesthetic of the world. Chanel’s life illustrates a fascinating tale of the 20th century, encompassing an era of war, fashion, ardent nationalism, and earth-shaking change. Photos, some in color. 576 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**5724035 MEMBER OF THE FAMILY: My Story of Charles Manson, Life Inside His Cult, and the Darkness That Ended the Sixties.** By Boleyn. When Mary was having an affair with King Henry VIII, Boleyn, when Mary was having an affair with King Henry VIII, Watkins studies Katherine’s life and times, including her intriguing relationship with Elizabeth I. 256 pages. Chronicles. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6859364 TELL ME EVERYTHING YOU DON’T REMEMBER: The Stroke That Changed My Life.** By Christine Hyung-Oak Lee. In her gripping memoir, Lee illuminates the connection between memory and identity in an honest, meditative, and truly funny manner, utterly devoid of self-pity. Her memories from before her stroke allow her to realize that this unexpected and devastating event has provided a catalyst for coming to terms with her true self. 262 pages. Ecopo. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**681073X ON MY OWN.** By Diane Rehm. NPR radio host Diane Rehm writes about the death of her husband of fifty-four years, John, and how she struggled to reconstruct her life without him. Having decided to refuse to eat, drink, or accept medication after nine years of suffering Parkinson’s, Diane’s name has also become a symbol of the struggle for end of life care and the right to die on one’s own terms. 162 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $23.95 $4.95

**6659586 CA THERINE OF BRAGANZA: A Biography.** By Diane Rehm. Catherine of Braganza, the princess member of the royal Portuguese family, was married to Charles II in 1662, who saw many trials and tribulations during her life, and who became known as the Restoration queen. 157 pages. Chronos. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6664245 LADY KATHERINE KNOLLY: The Unacknowledged Daughter of King Henry VIII.** By Sarah-Beth Watkins. The first child of Mary, three of her children in total, and the last born, while the whole world watched. With the help of Donald Jr., Ivanka, and Eric, she recounts with warmth and grace the relatable lessons she learned along the way. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 293 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $21.95 $19.95
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693412 BORN BOTH: An Intersex Life. By Hida Viloria. The story of Viloria’s lifelong journey toward finding love and embracing her authentic identity in a world that insists on categorizing people into either/or, and of her decade-long fight for human rights and equality for intersex people every-where. 339 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95 ★

6860877 A MIDWIFE’S STORY: Love, Love and Birth Among the Amish. By P. Armstrong & S. Feldman. When hospital-trained midwife Penny Nordback makes a goodwill delivering contract of the Amish, she encounters a way of life deeply rooted in the earth. As she renews her respect for nature, she discovers an approach to giving birth which would change her life forever. 368 pages. Finkel & Martin. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5764320 THE SCARLETT LETTERS: My Secret Year of Men in a L.A. Dungeon. By Jenny Nordback. Taking us to a place that few have seen but millions have fantasized about, Nordback reveals how she transformed herself from a University of Southern California grad lacking confidence to an elite professional dominatrix who finds her own voice, power, and compassion for others. Adults only. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

6819891 THE BAD BOY: Bert Hall–Aviator and Mercenary of the Skies. By Bainer. Partridge. Much of what has been written about Bert Hall has been proven over the years to be more fiction than reality. However, there has never been any question of his extraordinary charisma and zest for life. The author calls on previously untapped archival material to uncover the fascinating truth about one of America’s greatest civilian adventurers. 16 pages of photos. 224 pages. Firthill. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4509331 THUNDER DOG: The True Story of a Blind Man, His Guide Dog & the Triumph of Trust at Ground Zero. By Michael Hingston with S. Flory. Tells the amazing true story of the author, a blind man, and his courageous guide dog, who together experienced and survived the harrowing events of September 11th. It’s an inspiring tale that illustrates how the special bond between a man and his guide dog can inspire unshakable faith in each of us. 232 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $8.95

5880134 GREETINGS FROM UTOPIA PARK: Surviving a Transcendent Childhood. By Claire Hoffman. In this engrossing and intimate memoir, a youth in a spiritual community reflects on the childhood of one growing up in an isolated meditation community. She takes us deep into an unusual, fringe culture, illuminating its joys and comforts, as well as its distinctive problems. 263 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

5961971 SINGLE HANDED. By Daniel M. Cohen. From a World War II concentration camp to the Korean War to the White House, this is the incredible story of Tibor “Tedy” Rubin, the only Holocaust survivor ever to receive a Medal of Honor. Drawing on eyewitness accounts and extensive interviews, Hoffman demonstrates the strength of a true hero. Photos. 442 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

661356X SINGLE HANDED. By Daniel M. Cohen. From a World War II concentration camp to the Korean War to the White House, this is the incredible story of Tibor “Tedy” Rubin, the only Holocaust survivor ever to receive a Medal of Honor. Drawing on eyewitness accounts and extensive interviews, Cohen weaves a stirring portrait of a true hero. Photos. 442 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $27.95 $17.99 $14.95 ★


6754325 JOHN BIRCH: A Life. By Terry Lautz. The remarkable story of who Birch actually was–an American missionary turned U.S. soldier and an intelligence officer, who was eventually caught by the KGB and instead became a victim of the Communist troops just days after Japan’s surrender. Photos. 317 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

6849988 THE WAY AROUND. By David Good with D. Paisner. The son of an American anthropologist and a tribeswoman from a distant part of the Amazon, the author spent much of his young life torn between two vastly different cultures. Decades after his mother left him to return to her Yanomami tribe. Good chronicles his journey to reunite with her, to reclaim his identity, and to revisit the rainforest in the time of the indigenous peoples. 164 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

5873576 SANTA CLAUS IS FOR REAL. By Charles Edward Hall with B. Witter. A genuine, behind-the-scenes look at the joy and pageantry of the Christmas Spectacular at Radio City Music Hall. The author, who has played Santa for twenty-eight years in the Spectacular, also talks about the meaning of the holidays, friendship, giving, and especially the magic of believing. 194 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5742506 FINDING ME: A Decade of Darkness, a Life Reclaimed. By Michelle Knight with M. Burford. Heartbreaking, shocking, and ultimately triumphant, this is the harrowing firsthand account of Michelle Knight, kidnapped by Cleveland school bus driver Ariel Castro and held captive for five years.王爷, who has played Santa for twenty-eight years in the Spectacular, also talks about the meaning of the holidays, friendship, giving, and especially the magic of believing. 194 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5963679 BACKSTAIRS BILLY: The Life of William Tallon–The Queen Mother’s Most Devoted Servant. By Jenny Smith with M. Burford. Heartbreaking, shocking, and ultimately triumphant, this is the harrowing firsthand account of Michelle Knight, kidnapped by Cleveland school bus driver Ariel Castro and held captive for five years.王爷, who has played Santa for twenty-eight years in the Spectacular, also talks about the meaning of the holidays, friendship, giving, and especially the magic of believing. 194 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5800765 VILLAGE VETS: One Country Town, Two Best Mates, and a Farm Load of Animals. By J. Carroll. The endearing story of two best “mates” who both dreamed of working with animals from the time they were knee high. Finding themselves unlikely TV stars, their genuine affection for the people they meet and the animals they treat have won the hearts of Australians everywhere. 288 pages. ABC Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

6910777 THE COOL GENT: The Nine Lives of Radio Legend Herb Kent. By David Smallwood. One of radio’s most illustrious and legendary stars details both the high and low points of his life while providing a vivid picture of black music, culture, and personalities stretching from the 1950s to today. 16 pages of photos. 302 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


6780350 RUNNING WITH RAVEN: The Amazing Story of One Man, His Passion, and the Community He Inspired. By Laura Lee Huttenbach. Explores the stories of dozens of runners who have transformed miles with Robert “Raven” Hite, a high school dropout and aspiring songwriter, who has run eight miles on Miami’s South Beach each evening since 1975–never missing a sunset. In an unrelenting race against time, Raven shows up, no matter what. 164 pages of photos, most color. 224 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95 ★
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**6774180** THE ONLY GIRL IN THE WORLD: A Memoir. By Maude Julien with U. Gauthier. By turns horrifying and magical, Julien’s story will grip you from the first page and leave you astonished by its chilling exploration of psychological control that ends with a glorious escape. It will leave you astonished by the courage and creative power of even the most neglected soul. 273 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

**6770088** ALEISTER CROWLEY IN AMERICA: Art, Espionage, and Sex Magick in the New World. By Tobias Churton. Offering a 20th century history of the occult movement in the U.S., Churton shows how Crowley’s U.S. visits laid the groundwork for the establishment of his syncretic “religion” of Thelema and the now flourishing O.T.O. as well as how Crowley’s final wish to have his ashes spread from the Bosphorus to the Pacific Ocean is realized in the 499 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $40.00  $31.95

**659395X** MY FIRST LADIES. By Nancy Clarke with C. Matheson. Describes the inside story of Clarke’s remarkable life at the White House as the chief floral designer. Here she reveals the behind-the-scenes story of what it was like to help each first lady find her own personal style when it came to planning flower designs for state dinners and holiday festivities in the White House. 64 pages of color photos. 196 pages. $17.95

**6910955** HUSTLING HITLER. By Walter Shapiro. Told with cinematic verve and hilarious perspective, Shapiro offers an incredible investigation into Freeman Bernstein. By reconstructing his great-uncle’s eccentric and eclectic career, Shapiro has transformed Bernstein from a barely there footnote in history to the eternal hustler who forever changed it. Photos. 304 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5824330** DRACULA’S WARS: Vlad the Impaler and His Rivals. By James Waterston. In this full account of Vlad Dracula, Waterston details the good and the bad of this warlord prince, offering a fascinating insight into the violent end of the Middle Ages. 256 pages. History Press. Import. Pub. at $29.95  $24.95

**663736I** NAZI FUGITIVE: The True Story of a German on the Run. By Eugen Dollmann. An enemy turned ally, the riveting story of Eugen Dollmann’s life after the German surrender in 1945. After his escape from the British he was hidden in a house for drug addicts by a Catholic cardinal. Later, the CIA provided him with false papers, enlisting him for the fight against communism during the Cold War. 191 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.99  $16.95

**6935869** LIVING WITH NO EXCUSES: The Remarkable Rebirth of an American Soldier. By Noah Goodwin with R.A. Barr. Behind the photo shoots and television appearances is the real story of the horrors of war and the damage it does. There are some wounds the world doesn’t see, but they can inflict pain worse than bombs or bullets. Noah’s story is about surviving in the real world where life isn’t always fair and some wounds are self-inflicted. 256 pages. Metro Books. Pub. at $19.95

**589945X** THE MAN WHO CLIMBS TREES. By James Aldred. In this vivid account of memorable trees he has climbed, Aldred, a camerman for the BBC and National Geographic, blends incredible stories of his adventures in the branches with a fascination for the majesty of trees to show us the joy of rising above the daily grind, up into the canopy of the forest. Color photos. 240 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00  $18.95

**6872972** WHEN RABBIT HOWLS: The Troops for Trudoi Chase. The shocking story of a woman who sought explanations for her extreme anxiety, mood swings and periodic blackouts. What emerged from four years of sessions was terrifying. Chase’s mind and body became the two of 92 individual voices that had rescued her from a shattering childhood of violent, ritualized sexual abuse by her stepfather that began when she was only two. 278 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $11.95

**6544922** THE DOUBLE LIFE OF FIDEL CASTRO. By Jose Reinaldo Sanchez with A. Gylden. One of Castro’s soldiers breaks his silence and shares his memoirs of his years of service, his eventual imprisonment and torture for displeasing the notorious dictator, and his dramatic escape from Cuba. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.95  $18.95

**6665330** THE DOUBLE LIFE OF FIDEL CASTRO. By Jose Reinaldo Sanchez with A. Gylden. One of Castro’s soldiers breaks his silence and shares his memoirs of his years of service, his eventual imprisonment and torture for displeasing the notorious dictator, and his dramatic escape from Cuba. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

**6842798** HUNTING THE TRUTH: Memoirs of Beate and Serge Klarsfeld. The gripping memoirs of Beate and Serge Klarsfeld, who have hunted, confronted, and exposed Nazi war criminals, tracking them down in places as far-flung as South America and the Middle East. It is also the inspiring story of unrelenting battle against prejudice and hate. Photos. 454 pages. $21.95

**6878350** THE GERALDO SHOW: A Memoir. By Geraldo Rivera. At the vigorous twilight of a long and largely improvised lifestyle lived in plain sight, Rivera has little left to prove. Faced with a series of new personal challenges, for better and worse, and the fact that time has enlightened and humbled him, Rivera tells the unvarnished truths about the good and the bad adventures of his long career on life lessons. Photos. $36.95

**5921074** BEING A BEAST. By Charles Foster. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earthworms. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Follow Foster’s journey to survive as animals do. 238 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $28.00  $13.95

**6874614** WEST WINGING IT: An Un-Presidential Memoir. By Pat Cunnane. The hilarious and charming personal story of Cunnane’s journey from outsider to insider of a mundane job at the White House, to dream job at the West Wing. Filled with sharp observations and exclusive photos, Cunnane’s story is for anyone who has ever wanted to see behind the scenes at the White House, and for those who are curious to see how it really works. 352 pages. Pub. at $24.95

**6007362** SUGARHOUSE: Turning the Neighborhood Clock House into Our Home Sweet Home. By Matthew Boll. Heartfelt and joyous this is the story of how one young couple conquers adversity and creates an addition to their family, as well as their home. 256 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $4.95


**6997679** SIERRA TWO: A Navy SEAL’s Odyssey in War and Peace. By Marc Luttenbacher-Hertel. The story about embarking on a mission greater than oneself—a journey of finding the value in your life and the responsibility of following your true life’s path and connecting others, no matter what. 216 pages. Photos. 268 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

**6868982** ACCIDENTAL BROTHERS: The Story of Twins Exchanged at Birth and the Power of Nature and Nurture. By N.L. Segal & Y. Segal. The story of two identical Colombian twin brothers who discovered at age twenty-five that they were mistakenly reared as fraternal twins, but they were not even biological brothers. Blending great science and human interest, the authors show how the events of life events can have profound consequences on our lives. Photos. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

**6939139** BEING THERE: Eyewitness to History. By Douglas Caddy. Takes the reader on an insider’s tour of some of the most important historical events in the United States. What makes Caddy’s story unique is that he found himself thrust into these events without any action on his part—as if some cosmic power controlled his life. Well illus. 176 pages. W.W. Norton. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/647
6942911 FINDING MY VIRGINITY: The New Autobiography. By Richard Branson. Going beyond his business adventures, this title describes Branson’s evolution from hotshot entrepreneur to passionate philanthropist and public servant. It’s the story of his personal quest to become a better son, husband, father and “grand-dude” to his four grandchildren. This is a gripping account of a man who defies the stars. 48 pages of color photos. 502 pages. Portfolio. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

6757855 THE MAN WHO MADE THE MOVIES: The Meteoric Rise and Tragic Fall of William Fox. By Vanda Krefft. Offers a rich and compelling look at the life of a complex man who was emblematic of his time, one of the most fascinating and formative periods in Hollywood history. Fox, a fearless risk taker, won control of the movie industry, until a confluence of circumstances culminating with the 1929 stock market crash led to his ruin. 16 pages of photos. 927 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $44.00 $29.99

692770X THE KING OF CONTENT: Summer Redstone’s Battle for Viacom, CBS, and Everlasting Control of His Media Empire. By Keach Hagey. In this biography and corporate whodunit filled with surprising details, Hagey investigates the multifaceted impact of Sumner Redstone’s control on popular culture, as well as the family feuds, corporate battles, and questionable alliances that go back decades—all laid bare in this authoritative work. 370 pages. HarperBusiness. Pub. at $24.99 $21.95


6775705 THE MAKING OF DONALD TRUMP: By David Cay Johnston. In a deeply researched account, Johnston takes readers from the origins of the Trump family fortune all the way to the 2016 campaign, giving us a full picture of one of the most controversial figures of our time. 263 pages. McMillian House. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


672622X PAUL BROWN: The Rise and Fall of a Powerbroker. By Joseph Bruchac. Born on the Sac and Fox Reservation in 1867, Jim Thorpe was one of the greatest athletes who ever lived. He played professional football, Major League Baseball, and won Olympic gold medals in track and field, and will be forever revered by the sports community and by his fellow American community. Photos. 272 pages. Dial. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

687662X THE MAKER: A Story of Henry Ford. By Cameron Crowe. This gripping account of a man who reaches for personal quest to become a better son, husband, father and “grand-dude” to his four grandchildren. This is a gripping account of a man who defies the stars. 440 pages. Mr. Bizzle. Pub. at $22.00 $13.95

6774165 STICKY FINGERS: The Life and Times of Jann Wenner and Rolling Stone Magazine. By Joe Hagan. Tells the story of how one man’s ego and ambition captured the 1960s youth culture of rock and roll and turned it into a hothouse of fame, power, politics, and riches that would last for years. Featuring conversations with some of our greatest superheroes, it’s an unforgettable biography of one of the most significant cultural forces of our time. 16 pages of photos. 547 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

5839909 THE TRUMP FACTOR: Unlocking the Secrets Behind Trump Empire. By Brad Thomas. Donald J. Trump has a powerful combination of architectural vision, financial genius, and unparalleled persuasiveness—among immumerable other tools—to create a masterpiece that is both a once-in-a-lifetime real estate development and an unparalleled real estate branding industry. 190 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

5746484 JESSE LIVERMORE, BOY PLUNGER: The Man Who Sold America Short in 1929. By Tom Rubython. In the summer of 1929, most people thought that stock market was a place to retire to. One man disagreed and started a process that would see him sell $450 million worth of shares short. Two weeks later, the market began fluctuating for no apparent reason. From the 24th to the 29th of October, Wall Street lost $30 billion. Jesse Livermore made nearly $100 million and overnight became one of the richest men in the world. 182 pages. Myrtle. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6899889 DISMANTLED: My Misadventure in the Start-Up Bubble. By Dan Lyons. With a cast of characters that includes devilish angel investors, fat-cat venture capitalists, entrepreneurs and “wantrateurs,” bloggers and programmers, social climbers and sociopaths, this volume is a gripping and definitive account of life in the (second) tech bubble. 258 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95

5894770 CLOSING THE GAP: Lombardi, the Packers Dynasty, and the Pursuit of Excellence. By Willie Davis et al. Provides a detailed glimpse of what it was like for Davis, growing up in a poor, southern Georgia town, and how he landed on a college athlete contemplating his future. And it offers a thrilling, behind the scenes look at one of professional sports’ most iconic teams, its talented players, its successful coaches, and their revered coach. Photos. 394 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

6819950 JIM THORPE: Original All-American. By Joseph Bruchac. Born on the Sac and Fox Reservation in 1867, Jim Thorpe was one of the greatest athletes who ever lived. He played professional football, Major League Baseball, and won Olympic gold medals in track and field, and will be forever revered by the sports community and by his fellow American community. Photos. 272 pages. Dial. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

5955050 WHY I LEFT GOLDMAN SACHS: Participant’s Guide to Corporate Rebellion. By A.T. McKenna. 16 pages of photos. 276 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $45.00 $11.95
Life his way. Photos. 251 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95

Doug" relates unbelievable stories of celebrities and superstars, of fights and camaraderie and crazy nights, and of a man who lived his

into an Emmy-winning broadcaster despite a chronic stutter, and 1974 NBA Draft, his career with the Boston Celtics, his transformation to the sport. From world-class athlete to legendary professional baseball with his trademark honesty and wit. Here he gives us an in-depth look at a life lived on the edge, and the courage it's taken to climb back to grace and faith. Color photos. 222 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95

only one Tommy Lasorda! Photos. 225 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95


DOUG BUFFONE: Monster of the Midway. By Carl De Vito. Exhaustive research sheds new light on this baseball legend, exposing the Hall of Famer's moxie and lifelong dedication to the sport. From world-class athlete to legendary professional baseball with his trademark honesty and wit. Here he gives us an in-depth look at a life lived on the edge, and the courage it’s taken to climb back to baseball, family, and life itself.

BIG RED: Baseball, Fatherhood, and My Life in the Big Red Machine. By Ken Griffey with John Hancock. A moving story, told from you to Griffey's childhood friend and single mother in Donora, Pennsylvania, to being drafted by the Cincinnati Reds in 1969 and becoming a key cog in the Big Red Machine, to playing for the Yankees and finishing out his career with the world his personal experience with Hogan, gradually expanding the scope of his research to Hogan's friends and family. Along the way, a clearer picture emerges of this legendary figure.

Laying to rest the myths and misinformation that has clouded Hogan's story, De Vito reveals the real Hogan, along the way, a clearer picture emerges of this legendary figure.

The COURAGE OF Lou B RISSIE. By John O. Hannah with T. Hale. Both an inside look at the world of college and pro football in the 1970s and 1980s, and a chronicle of the ups and downs of a driver, successful athlete, ultimately and completely redeemed through grace and faith.

689750 HEAD BALL COACH: My Life in College Football, Doing It D ifferently–and Winning. By Steve Spurrier with D. Thomas. Full of inspirational insights, Michaels reveals what it is about the love of baseball, family, and life itself. From his training of champions including Evander Holyfield and Lennox Lewis to staging some of the most compelling story, from his days in the minor leagues to his legendary run with the Red Wings as well as his personal struggles with addiction, finances, and women and his daily battles to overcome them. Photos, some color. 235 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95

695709 MY LAST FIGHT: The True Story of a Hockey Rock Star. By Darren McCarty with K. Allen. McCarty recounts his time as one of the most visible and beloved members of the Detroit Red Wings as well as his personal struggles with addiction, finances, and women and his daily battles to overcome them. Photos, some color. 235 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $14.95

BY CARLO DE VITO. EXHAUSTIVE RESEARCH CLEARER PICTURE EMERGES OF THIS LEGENDARY FIGURE.

BY DANNY BOYD WITH W. ALLEN. MCCARTY RECOUNTS HIS TIME AS ONE OF THE MOST VISIBLE AND BELOVED MEMBERS OF THE DETROIT RED WINGS AS WELL AS HIS PERSONAL STRUGGLES WITH ADDICTION, FINANCES, AND WOMEN AND HIS DAILY BATTLES TO OVERCOME THEM. PHOTOS, SOME COLOR. 235 PAGES. TRiumph. PUB. AT $24.95

SPORTS STARS


TOMMY LASORDA: My Way. By Colin Gunderson. An inspiring, enlightening, heartwarming, and often hilarious look at one of the game's most popular characters. Lasorda's autobiography is a rare opportunity to celebrate the life of a man who has brought joy to the lives of so many. There is only one Tommy Lasorda! Photos. 225 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95

6830501 BIG RED: Baseba ll, Fatherhood, and My Life in the Big Red Machine. By Ken Griffey with John Hancock. A moving story, told from you to Griffey's childhood friend and single mother in Donora, Pennsylvania, to being drafted by the Cincinnati Reds in 1969 and becoming a key cog in the Big Red Machine, to playing for the Yankees and finishing out his career

GARY SPURRIER WITH D. THOMAS. FULL OF INSPIRATIONAL INSIGHTS, MICHAELS REVEALS WHAT IT IS ABOUT THE LOVE OF BASEBALL, FAMILY, AND LIFE ITSELF. FROM HIS TRAINING OF CHAMPIONS INCLUDING EVANDER HOLYFIELD AND LENNOX LEWIS TO STAGING SOME OF THE MOST UNIQUE MEN IN BASEBALL. PHOTOS. 225 PAGES. TRiumph. PUB. AT $24.95

head ball coach: my life in college football, doing it differently–and winning. by steve spurrier with b. martin. he's been called colorful, brash, cocky, arrogant and egotistical, but mostly he's known as the head ball coach. spurrier is the winningest coach at two different sUe gHools and the only person who has won both the heisman trophy as a player and a national championship as a coach. he reflects candidly, while telling countless wonderful anecdotes.

By Carl De Vito. Exhaustive research sheds new light on this baseball legend, exposing the Hall of Famer's moxie and lifelong dedication to the sport. From world-class athlete to legendary professional baseball with his trademark honesty and wit. Here he gives us an in-depth look at a life lived on the edge, and the courage it’s taken to climb back to baseball, family, and life itself.

SCOOTER: The Biography of Phil Hannah with T. Hale. Both an inside look at the world of college and pro football in the 1970s and 1980s, and a chronicle of the ups and downs of a driver, successful athlete, ultimately and completely redeemed through grace and faith.

BY CARLO DE VI TO. EXHAUSTIVE RESEARCH CLEARER PICTURE EMERGES OF THIS LEGENDARY FIGURE.

By Carl De Vito. Exhaustive research sheds new light on this baseball legend, exposing the Hall of Famer's moxie and lifelong dedication to the sport. From world-class athlete to legendary professional baseball with his trademark honesty and wit. Here he gives us an in-depth look at a life lived on the edge, and the courage it’s taken to climb back to baseball, family, and life itself.

SCOOTER: The Biography of Phil Rizzuto. By Carlo DeVito. Exhaustive research sheds new light on this baseball legend, exposing the Hall of Famer's moxie and lifelong dedication to the sport. From world-class athlete to legendary professional baseball with his trademark honesty and wit. Here he gives us an in-depth look at a life lived on the edge, and the courage it’s taken to climb back to baseball, family, and life itself.

By Carl De Vito. Exhaustive research sheds new light on this baseball legend, exposing the Hall of Famer's moxie and lifelong dedication to the sport. From world-class athlete to legendary professional baseball with his trademark honesty and wit. Here he gives us an in-depth look at a life lived on the edge, and the courage it’s taken to climb back to baseball, family, and life itself.

SCOOTER: The Biography of Phil Rizzuto. By Carlo DeVito. Exhaustive research sheds new light on this baseball legend, exposing the Hall of Famer's moxie and lifelong dedication to the sport. From world-class athlete to legendary professional baseball with his trademark honesty and wit. Here he gives us an in-depth look at a life lived on the edge, and the courage it’s taken to climb back to baseball, family, and life itself.

BY CARLO DE VI TO. EXHAUSTIVE RESEARCH CLEARER PICTURE EMERGES OF THIS LEGENDARY FIGURE.

**5847745 715: Reflections on Hammerin’ Hank & the Home Run That Made History.** By Kevin Neary. This tribute to Hank Aaron features a collection of quotes, statements, and short stories from people whose lives he touched. Includes more than 100 interviews from Hall of Famers, teammates, former and current players, and many more. Well illus., most in color. 182 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. $24.99

**6856616 MADE IN AMERICA.** By Chris Chelios with K. Allen. An irreverent, raucous account of Chelios’s life and 26 seasons in the NHL. From being inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 2013, to serving in an executive role on the Detroit Red Wings, Chelios has proven himself to be a man of many talents and in this engaging volume he tells his story. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 256 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. $16.95


**5845061 JACKIE ROBINSON IN QUOTES: The Remarkable Life of Baseball’s Most Significant Player.** By Danny Peary. The life story of arguably the most important baseball player in history with over 400 pages of quotations by and about him. It gives a first-hand account of Jackie Robinson’s career, his hardships and triumphs, the people he loved and who loved him, and how he took on all the challenges to change the face of baseball forever. 432 pages. Page Street. $19.99

**5818222 PARCELLS: A Football Life.** By Bill Parcells & N. Demasio. During his tenure, Parcells transformed teams and took players to new heights, all the way to his enshrinement in the Pro Football Hall of Fame. His life is chronicled in this insightful, nuanced portrait, including the loves, losses, and achievements at Dallas Cowboys, the New England Patriots, and the New York Giants, among others. 16 pages of photos, some color. 536 pages. Crown. Paperbound. $30.00

**5756235 THE YANKEE WAY: Playing, Coaching, and My Life in Baseball.** By Willie Randolph. For almost 30 years, Willie Randolph, All-star second baseman, World Series champion, and manager, was a part of Yankee lore and mythology. In this memoirs, he shares stories from his life in pinstripes, opening up about the team that raised him and the city that molded him. 16 pages of photos, some color. 536 pages. Crown. Paperbound. $30.00

**598355X DEREK JETER: Born to Be a Yankee.** By the New York Post. This fully illustrated commemorative edition collects articles originally published in the New York Post, covering his entire career from 1995 up to the present. 100 pages. Harper. 8x10". Paperbound. $19.99

**6855660 FORWARD: A Memoir.** By Abby Wambach. With stunning candor, the near-star shares her inspiring and brutal journey, from girl in Rochester, New York, to world-class athlete. More than a sports memoir, her’s is a tale of resilience and redemption—and a reminder that heroism is, above all, about overcoming life’s challenges with fearlessness and heart. 16 pages of color photos. 230 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. $16.99

**5750474 MR. HOCKEY: My Story.** By Gordie Howe. Known as Mr. Hockey, Gordie Howe led the Detroit Red Wings to four Stanley Cups and is the only player to have competed in the league in five different decades. Yet, the man recognized as one of the sport’s greatest all-around players has never told his story in full—until now. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 242 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. $27.95

**460777S MR. HOCKEY: My Story.** By Gordie Howe. Known as Mr. Hockey, Gordie Howe led the Detroit Red Wings to four Stanley Cups and is the only player to have competed in the league in five different decades. Yet, the man recognized as one of the sport’s greatest all-around players has never told his story in full—until now. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 242 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $17.00

**5981794 CASEY STENGEL: Baseball’s Greatest Character.** By Marty Appel. The definitive biography of one of baseball’s most endearing and influential characters. Stengel was the only person in history to wear the uniforms of all four New York teams (Dodgers, Giants, Yankees, Mets) and he also revolutionized the role of manager while winning a spectacular ten pennants and seven World Series Championships. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 410 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. $27.95

**4630418 MUNSON: The Life and Death of a Yankee Captain.** By Marty Appel. Captures the little-known details of the young man from Cincinnati who rose to stardom in baseball’s most storied franchise. In addition to examining Thurman Munson’s life and tragic death, Appel also opens a door on the Yankees of the 1970s, recounting moments and stories that have never been told before. Photos. 375 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. $26.00

**6090689 HARVEY PENICK: The Life and Wisdom of the Man Who Wrote the Book on Golf.** By Kevin Robbins. Part elegy to golf’s greatest teacher, part inquiry into his simple, impactful teachings, part history of golf over the past century, this is an exquisitely written sport biography, with new photographs and interviews. 416 pages. HMH. Paperbound. $26.99

**6906451 THE BASEBALL WHISPERER: A Small-Town Coach Who Shaped Big League Dreams.** By Michael Tackett. Traces the remarkable story of Meri Ebery and his Clarinda A’s baseball team, which he tended over the course of five decades, transforming during his time into a summer league powerhouse. Along the way Meri developed scores of major leaguers, teaching them to be men, insisting on hard work, integrity, and doing their part. Photos. 224 pages. HMH. Paperbound. $26.00

**5939097 BELLICHIQUCK AND BRADY: Two Men, The Patriots, and How They Revolutionized Football.** By Michael Holley. Belicchi and Brady have rarely been understood. Until now. Based on dozens of interviews with Belichick and Brady, and dozens of interviews with coaches that executives, this account is an eye-opening look at the minds, motives, and wild ambitions of two men who have left an indelible mark on the game of football. Color photos. 410 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. $27.00


**5935342 WAR ON THE BASEPATHES: The Definitive Biography of Ty Cobb.** By Nick Eatman. Offers a fresh look by Cobb, one of the greatest players ever to grace the baseball diamond. Sumounting Cobb’s reputation as a “dirty” player, Hombaker reveals the real person behind one of American sport’s most charismatic and controversial figures. A man who played with his heart on his sleeve, 16 pages of photos. 356 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. $16.99

**6907180 RISE: A Soldier, a Dream, and a Promise Kept.** By Daniel Rodriguez with J. Lauren Carter. Despite leaving home from Brooklyn, NY, to join the Army, Nick Rodriguez, unemployed and stuck in the clutches of PTSD, determined to fulfill a promise he made to himself—to play college football. Through a mixture of hope, determination, and the power of the human spirit, he turned his life around, becoming a star for the University football team. Photos. 236 pages. HMH. Paperbound. $19.95

**6855643 ART BRILES: Looking Up.** Nick Eatman. As his story reveals, Coach Briles has made a career of turning failing football programs around in both the high school and collegiate ranks. His accomplishments at Baylor University are also chronicled in this account of overcoming tragedy and turning personal loss into overwhelming success. 16 pages of photos, some color. 388 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. $14.95

**$9.95**

**$11.95**

**$12.95**

**$6.95**

**$4.95**

**$9.95**

**$4.95**
THE JUGGLER: The Secret Lives of Courtesans, Concubines, and Royal Mistresses. By Ian Graham. Courtesans were an elite group of talented, professional mistresses. The most successful became wealthy and famous in their own right. While they led charmed lives, they occupied a curious position: they enjoyed freedom and political power unlike that of most women, but they were ostracized by polite society.


ROYAL SEX: The Scandalous Love Lives of the British Royal Family. By Roger Powell. Provides a comprehensive history of Queen Victoria’s personal and political relationships with the emperors and empresses and kings and queens of France, Germany, Austria, and Russia. Weaves a number of interpersonal strands into a fascinating tapestry of European royalty from the 1830s to the early 1900s. 32 pages of photos. 176 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub. at $32.95.


**6778534 LIFE OF ST COLUMBA.** By Adamnan of Iona. Founding father of the famous monastery on the island of Iona. St. Columba was born in 521 and is one of the ruling families of Ireland at a time of expansion for the Irish Church. Written by the ninth abbot of Iona, this account charts St. Columba’s mission to spread Celtic Christianity. 4 CDs. Penguin. Paperback Import. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**6630826 THE REVEREND JACOB BAILEY, MAINE LOYALIST: For God, Country, and for Self.** By James S. Leamon. Refusing to renounce allegiance to King George III during the American War of Independence, Reverend Bailey and his family were driven into exile by the hostilities of those who opposed British rule. This is an intimate portrait of the complex nature and burdens of one person’s loyalty while revealing much about eighteenth-century American life and culture. Illus. 252 pages. UMP. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95


**5782770 MOTHER ANGELICA–HER GRAND SILENCE: The Last Years and Legacy.** By Raymond Arroyo. Dramatic conclusion to four previous Mother Angelica books. Arroyo completes the saga of this singular nun with his intimate look at the spiritual battles, the personal request she made to God, episodes of hilarity and inspiration, and the author’s personal relationship with her. 228 pages. Image. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95

**5911427 JOAN OF ARC: A Life Transfigured.** By Pramod Kapoor. Gandhi’s life story will enchant readers of all ages. 84 pages. Calla Editions. Orig. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

**6845222 BLOOD LETTERS: The Untold Story of Lin Zhao, a Martyr in Mao’s China.** By Lian Xi. The astonishing story of Lin Zhao, a Chinese poet, journalist, and devout Christian. With a stream of impassioned writing, Zhao declared her own beliefs and faced opposition to communism with affirmations of compassion and nonviolence. In 1968, for her refusal to recant her faith and submit to the revolution, she was silenced. 331 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

**6904722 ZEN ODYSSEY: The Story of Sokai-an, Ruth Fuller Sasaki, and the Birth of Zen in America.** By John L. Allen, Jr. With a dynamic new leader in Pope Francis, all eyes are upon the Catholic Church, as the immensely popular pope seeks to bring it back from the right to the center, blurring the lines between political, religious and culture in what could be the Church’s defining moment of modern times. Allen offers readers an intimate and surprising portrait. Illus., many in color. 276 pages. TIME Books. Pub. at $27.00 $8.95

**4590430 WOLSEY: The Life of Henry VIII’s Cardinal.** By John Fromkin-Bentano. This expertly translated and lavishly illustrated biography traces the Maid of Orleans’ progress from peasant to mystic to savior of France. Originally published in 1912, this inspiring book will captivate readers of all ages. 84 pages. Calla Editions. 9/12x1/2”. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95


**5749283 STEPDog: A Memoir.** By Mineya Navarro. When Mia moved in with Jim, the man of her dreams, she had no idea that she was taking on the Eddie, the dog of her nightmares. He was a vicious alcoholic who beat his wife and children. Fran spent her early years in a series of cars and ramshackle huts as her family followed the seasons as migrant farm workers. This is her (ultimately) inspiring story. 257 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

**6815142 A DOG CALLED HOPE: A Wounded Warrior and the Service Dog Who Saved Him.** By J. Morgan & D. Lewis. After multiple surgeries, unbearable chronic pain and setbacks, wounded warrior Jason Morgan’s wife left him with three young sons. At this very low point Morgan found light—Napali—the black Labrador who would change his life forever. Here is the intensely moving and uplifting story of Morgan and Napali’s companionship that will brighten any day and lift every heart. SHOPWORN. Color photos. 324 pages. Aria. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

**6798743 CRUEL HARVEST.** By Frances Elizabeth Grubb. Fran Grubb’s was a horrific childhood. The fifth of seven children born to a vicious alcoholic and a woman who was often traded, Fran spent her early years in a series of cars and ramshackle huts as her family followed the seasons as migrant farm workers. This is her (ultimately) inspiring story. 257 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95


**6654739 GIRL UNBROKEN.** By R. Calcaterra & R. Maloney. Rosie, a sibling of five from five different fathers and an alcoholic mother tells her harrowing story of childhood abuse, survival and ultimate triumph. Beaten physically, emotionally, and spiritually, Rosie found the friendship of a farm worker’s wife that was to be the saving grace in her life. 331 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $13.95


**6066338 BEER MONEY: A Memoir of Privilege and Loss.** By Frances Stroh. Stroh’s earlier memories in life were of shopping trips to London with her parents, and her family owned the most expensive antiques that she was forbidden to touch. But when the Stroh Brewing Company crumbled, their wealth and legacy disappeared and the family fell apart. Frances shares her struggles on her way to the top of the brewing world. 256 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

**6800106 90 CHURCH: Inside America’s Notorious First Narcotics Squad.** By Dean Unkert. Agent Dean Unkert was a naive kid with notions of justice and fair play when he joined the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. But all that changed when he got thrown into the lion’s den of 90 Church where there were few rules, almost no oversight, and the agents were often more vicious than the criminals they chased. 242 pages. $3.95

---
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5943841 THE REAL LIFE OF A SURGEON: Candid Stories Along the Path from Student to Veteran Doctor. Ed. by Arthur W. Perry. A faculty and student collection of stories from behind the scalpel. From seemingly terminal diagnoses to miraculous recoveries and everything in between, surgeons see us at our most vulnerable. They have shared it all. 204 pages. Kaplan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5570996 ROMAN’S JOURNEY: An Extraordinary Odyssey of Holocaust Survival. By Roman Halter. Roman Halter was a schoolboy in a small town in Poland when in 1939 he and his family watched their German neighbors greet the arrival of Hitler’s armies. He chronicles his six year journey through the squalor and death of Auschwitz and Stuthof concentration camps, and the fire bombing of Dresden. 338 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

4546512 SATAN IS REAL: The Ballad of the Louvin Brothers. By Charlie Louvin with B. Whitmer. The beautiful and tragic saga of the Louvin Brothers, one of the most legendary country duos of all time, is one of America’s great untold stories. Here is the epic tale of two brothers bound together by love, hate, alcohol, blood, and music—and separated by personalities divine and devilish. Photos. 297 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

6839944 NEVER QUIT: From Alaskan Wilderness Rescues to Afghanistan Firefights as an Elite Special Ops PJ. By J. R. Rearden. The epic memoir of an Alaskan pararescue jumper, special operations rescue jumper, and decorated war hero. From death-defying Alaskan wilderness training, wild rescues, and vicious battles against the Taliban to his special operations missions, this explosive special operations memoir is the true story of an American hero. 16 pages of color photos. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

4522885 CAPTIVE: 2,147 Days of Terror in the Colombian Jungle. By Clara Rojas. On a fateful day in February 2002, campaign manager Clara Rojas and her team were ambushed and her daughter and 15 year-old Betancourt were taken captive by the powerful leftist guerrilla group, FARC. FARC took them captive and held them for six years. Clara tells her story here. 243 pages. Alma. Paperback. $7.95

7668651 TO THE END OF HELL: One Woman’s Struggle to Survive Cambodia’s Khmer Rouge. By Depp Veng. Deep Veng trained as a soldier in a work camp and fled after her family was killed by Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge army. She recounts how she fought for her freedom, forged a new life for herself, and reconciled in this compelling memoir. 337 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at $12.49 $6.95

5617919 THE DIRTY LIFE: A Memoir of Farming, Food, and Love. By Kristin Kimball. When the author left New York City to interview a dynamic young farmer named Mark, her world changed in an instant. The shed her city life and started a new farm with him on 500 acres near Lake Champlain. This is the captivating chronicle of the couple’s first year on Essex Farm. 287 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6517919 THE DIRTY LIFE: A Memoir of Farming, Food, and Love. By Kristin Kimball. When the author left New York City to interview a dynamic young farmer named Mark, her world changed in an instant. The shed her city life and started a new farm with him on 500 acres near Lake Champlain. This is the captivating chronicle of the couple’s first year on Essex Farm. 287 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5867490 CRASH: A Mother, a Son, and the Journey from Grief to Gratitude. By Carolyn Roy-Bornstein. After 25 years as a nurse and pediatrician, Carolyn finds herself on the other side of the stretcher when her son and his girlfriend are hit by a drunk driver. Carolyn is now not the patient’s doctor or nurse, but his mom. Gracious that her son is alive but marked for life by the loss and by the loss of her personality, Carolyn chronicles her story here. 214 pages. Skorl! Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

5927323 THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE GRACE OF GOD. By Jep Robertson et al. The Robertson’s write about their personal trials, their earthly hopes and aspirations, and how God has destroyed them both and had the grace of God not intervened, this is their love story, but more importantly, it’s their love story for God. Color photos. 228 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

5990555 I AM A BACHA POSH: My Life as a Woman Living as a Man in Afghanistan. By Uzma Manoori with S. Lebrun. In Afghanistan, being a woman is a widespread practice of girls dressing as boys to play the roles of sons. Uzma Manoori learned that she wanted to spend her childhood as a boy, as her father’s son and her mother’s protector. This memoir chronicles her journey, her perception of gender and why she was courageous to take it to live your life to the fullest. 154 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5940058 FROM HOLOCAUST TO HARVARD. By John G. Stosselinger. The true and touching history of a survivor of two concentration camps, and the fire of pure evil. Even in Hitler-ruled Nazi Germany, there were plenty of people who refused to cower at absolute evil and who did everything they could to usher families like Stosselinger’s to freedom. Throughout this story, Stosselinger expresses his deep gratitude to those who helped him. Photos. Some color. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95

6867596 FIRST THEY KILLED MY FATHER: A Daughter of Cambodia Remembers. By Loung Ung. Ung tells her story from growing up living in Phnom Penh, one of seven children of a high-ranking government official, to how they had to flee their home when invaded by Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge army. She recounts how she fought for her freedom, forged a new life for herself. Photos. 238 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

4617975 FALLING IN HONEY: How a Tiny Greek Island Stole My Heart. By Jennifer Barclay. Breathtaking ocean views, tranquil beaches, delicious food and warmhearted people are a few of the reasons why Barclay loves the Greek islands. But her dreams of living there full time seem out of reach until a break up turns her world upside down. This memoir is a testament to the power of being good to yourself. Photos. 434 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95


6465372 FIVE FOUR WHISKEY: A Memoir of War. By Robert Swatunow. Assigned as a rifleman with a mechanized unit after being drafted in 1969, at the age of 21, Swatunow relates in this biography how ordinary civilian soldiers survived an ordeal set in one of the most turbulent periods in American military history. 16 pages of color photos. 228 pages. Westholme. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4557808 THE MAFIA HIT MAN’S DAUGHTER. By Linda Scarpa with L. Rosenzweig. Linda Scarpa had the best of everything, yet classmates avoided her, and boys wouldn’t date her. Eventually, she learned why—they were afraid of her father. To Linda, however, he was a loving father. She reveals what it was like, growing up in the violent world of the mob, and coming to grips with the truth about her father. Photos. 280 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95
**Memoirs**

6902737 **A SLIVER OF LIGHT: Three Americans Imprisoned in Iran.** By Shane Bauer et al. Three young Americans hiking in the mountains of Iraqi Kurdistan crossed into Iran and were captured by the Iranian military, and imprisoned for espionage. Here the three tell their story and offer a rare glimpse inside Islamic Iran. At a time when understanding this fractured state has never been more important, 342 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95

$4.95

4617002 **DEAD RECKONING: Navigating a Life on the Last Frontier, Courting Tragedy on Its High Seas.** By Dave Altonson. The true story of a life spent on a seaside town and the unpredictable torrent of dark escapades that accompany a life at sea. Reminiscent of The Perfect Storm and Into the Wild, this book provides an intimate look at life at sea, and an insider’s view of the intrepid communities and the myriad of upstarts, dropouts, and rogues that color its landscape, 201 pages. Skyskyhorse. Pub. at $24.95

$5.95

3694547 **THIS WON’T HURT A BIT (AND OTHER WHITE LIES): My Education in Medicine and Motherhood.** By Michelle Au. A no-holds-barred account of what a modern medical education feels like, from the grim to the ridiculous, and from the heartbreaking to the obscene. Unlike most medical memoirs, however, this one details the author’s struggle to maintain a balance between her training, 323 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $24.99

$3.95

5896681 **HER: A Memoir.** By Christa Parravani. Stories of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for the author when her twin Tara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable, 308 pages. Holt. Pub. at $26.00

$6.95

795653X **MARCUS OF UMBRIA.** By Justine van der Lelie. When leaving her New York City life, Justine moves to the small village of Collelungo Italy. When village life and romance turn out to be radically different from what she imagined, love is found with Marcus, an abandoned English pointer that she rescues, and an unconventional portrait about learning to live and love in the most unexpected ways, 218 pages.

$4.95

3615545 **THE PROMISE: A Tragic Accident, a Paralyzed Bride, and the Power of Love, Loyalty, and Family.** By Rachelle Friedman. Just weeks before her wedding, Rachelle’s friends throw her a bachelorette party. At the end of the evening, they decide to take a midnight swim. One of her friends playfully pushes her into the water. Rachelle broke her neck, and was paralyzed from the chest down. Photos. 211 pages. Skirt!. Pub. at $24.95

$6.95

6587402 **MY FAMILY AND OTHER HAZARDS: A Memoir.** By June Melby. A funny, heartbreaking portrait of an eccentric family running an unusual family business: a hand-built miniature golf course from the 1950s. Filled with a series of unforgettable and laugh-out-loud anecdotes, her story will bring you through the confusion and triumphs of growing up in a family that ran a miniature golf course. 168 pages. Norton. Pub. at $15.99

$3.95

6942547 **PATIENT H69: The Story of My Second Sight.** By Vanessa Potter. Imagine waking up, suddenly blind and paralyzed! It happened to Vanessa Potter “patient H69” in this gripping story of one woman’s quest to understand her unique neurological illness and recover from it. An inspiring and fascinating account. 226 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $16.00

$4.95

6870295 **A SPECK IN THE SEA: A Story of Survival and Rescue.** By J. Aldridge & A. Sosinski. An amazing tale of survival, perseverance, and community. In the dead of night on July 24, 2013, Aldridge was thrown off the 68-foot fishing boat, Ashcraft with S. Mcgeathart. Young and in love, their lives ahead of them, Tami Oldham and her fiance, Richard, set sail from Tahiti under brilliant blue skies, heading for San Diego. But less than two weeks into their voyage disaster struck. A tale of bound and survival on the high seas, the resilience of the human spirit. Photos. 233 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$11.95

6838995 **THE PRISONER’S WIFE.** By Asha Bandele. Volunteering to read her poetry to a group of prisoners, a young woman meets Rashid, who becomes her friend, confidant, husband, and soul mate. At the time he was serving a sentence of twenty years to life for his part in a murder. A tribute to anyone who has ever chosen, against the odds, to love. 219 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

6559565 **ALIVE, ALIVE OH! And Other Things That Matter.** By Diana Athill. The author of Somewhere Towards the End returns with another candid, beguiling, and eminently wise memoir, this time on the eve of her 98th birthday. In vivid, textured memories, she reflects on the things that matter, reminding us of the joy and richness of every stage of life. 304 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95

$3.95

6833470 **LOST ON TREASURE ISLAND: A Memoir of Longing, Love, and Lousy Choices in New York City.** By Steven Friedman. With sharp humor and startling candor, the author crafts an unforgettable portrait of making it in New York City in the 1950s. A book for those who have confronted the endless opportunities of the Big Apple, only to discover how hard it is to succeed in this city, this boisterous memoir will prove irresistible. 233 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$4.95

680061X **CALL THE MIDWIFE, VOLUME 2: Shadows of the Workhouse.** By Jennifer Worth. This second volume in the memoirs of a midwife in postwar London tells stories of unimaginable hardship alongside the joys of birth, from orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank who lived in a Dickensian workhouse to Collett, the Boer War veteran who dies there. 294 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

6849040 **SEA TRIALS: A Lone Sailor’s Race toward Home.** By Peter J. Bourke. Bourke entered the Oldest Singlehanded Trans-Atlantic Race (OSTAR) at age 57. This is his humble saga of those 40 days of racing on his 44-foot sailboat Rubicon. As he shares his highs and lows at sea, he also weaves his intimate story of grief and loss. Photos. 226 pages. Interlink. Marine. Pub. at $24.99

$6.95

6883385 **NO PLACE TO HIDE: A Brain Surgeon’s Long Journey Home from the Iraq War.** By W. Lee Warren. When Dr. Warren landed at the 332nd Air Force Hospital at Joint Base Balad, Iraq, he quickly learned that the challenges he faced as a brain surgeon in Texas were nothing compared to tent-hospital operations in a war zone. The aftermath of months of personal struggle, the home front, one hundred twenty days of combat carnage on the battlefield, and one desperate will to survive. Color photos. 350 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99

$5.95

6845010 **HOME IS BURNING: A Memoir.** By Dan Marshall. Dan is called back home to care for his sick parents, and never has there been a more reluctant family reunion. As chaos follows them, Dan steps into his role as caregiver, wheelchair wrangler, and sibling referee. He continues to reveal that the further you are from ties that bind, the tighter they hold you together.

304 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

$6.95

6903123 **I’LL BE BACK RIGHT AFTER THIS: My Memoir.** By Pat O’Brien. O’Brien reveals the highs and lows of a life spent sharing the mic with the world’s rich and famous while battling an infamous public scandal that has haunted him for years. He tells how—with laughter, tears, and incredible miracles—he learned to accept his mistakes, find redemption, and become the father he never had. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$3.95

6881034 **ADrift: A True Story of Love, Loss, and Survival at Sea.** By Tami Oldham Ashcraft with S. Mcgeathart. Young and in love, their lives ahead of them, Tami Oldham and her fiance, Richard, set sail from Tahiti under brilliant blue skies, heading for San Diego. But less than two weeks into their voyage disaster struck. A tale of bound and survival on the high seas, the resilience of the human spirit. Photos. 233 pages.

Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$11.95

680061X **CALL THE MIDWIFE, VOLUME 2: Shadows of the Workhouse.** By Jennifer Worth. This second volume in the memoirs of a midwife in postwar London tells stories of unimaginable hardship alongside the joys of birth, from orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank who lived in a Dickensian workhouse to Collett, the Boer War veteran who dies there. 294 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

680061X **CALL THE MIDWIFE, VOLUME 2: Shadows of the Workhouse.** By Jennifer Worth. This second volume in the memoirs of a midwife in postwar London tells stories of unimaginable hardship alongside the joys of birth, from orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank who lived in a Dickensian workhouse to Collett, the Boer War veteran who dies there. 294 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

680061X **CALL THE MIDWIFE, VOLUME 2: Shadows of the Workhouse.** By Jennifer Worth. This second volume in the memoirs of a midwife in postwar London tells stories of unimaginable hardship alongside the joys of birth, from orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank who lived in a Dickensian workhouse to Collett, the Boer War veteran who dies there. 294 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

680061X **CALL THE MIDWIFE, VOLUME 2: Shadows of the Workhouse.** By Jennifer Worth. This second volume in the memoirs of a midwife in postwar London tells stories of unimaginable hardship alongside the joys of birth, from orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank who lived in a Dickensian workhouse to Collett, the Boer War veteran who dies there. 294 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

680061X **CALL THE MIDWIFE, VOLUME 2: Shadows of the Workhouse.** By Jennifer Worth. This second volume in the memoirs of a midwife in postwar London tells stories of unimaginable hardship alongside the joys of birth, from orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank who lived in a Dickensian workhouse to Collett, the Boer War veteran who dies there. 294 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95
\textbf{5673704} BEYOND BELIEF: My Secret Life Inside Scientology and My Harrowing Escape. By Jenna Miscavige Hill with L. Pulitzer. As the niece of the Church of Scientology's leader, the author grew up at the center of this controversial and powerful organization. But at 21 Jenna made a break from Scientology—a stunning escape she recorded in this moving, powerful, and searing account of her life. 404 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  \hspace{0.5cm} \$11.95

\textbf{5755476} MY FAMILY AND OTHER ANIMALS. By Gerald Durrell. Offers an engaging, witty memoir of the British naturalist's young boyhood in Corfu. Durrell describes how he populated his family's home with many of the wild creatures he would later spend his life studying. This collectible volume is bound with gilded pages and includes a ribbon bookmark. 375 pages. Macmillan. Import. Pub. at $12.99  \hspace{0.5cm} \$9.95

\textbf{5766331} MY FAMILY AND OTHER ANIMALS. By Gerald Durrell. Offers an engaging, witty memoir of the British naturalist's young boyhood in Corfu. Durrell describes how he populated his family's home with many of the wild creatures he would later spend his life studying. 273 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  \hspace{0.5cm} \$4.95

\textbf{659199X} RUTHLESS RIVER: Love & Survival by the Amazon's Relentless Madre de Dios. By Holly FitzGerald. Holly FitzGerald and her new husband survive a plane crash that has landed in a Peruvian penal colony, walked in by jungle, and suddenly their year-long honeymoon adventure turns into a dangerous nightmare, as they fight off starvation while navigating down a South American river in the heart of the Amazon basin in hopes of being found. 316 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  \hspace{0.5cm} \$11.95

\textbf{6599265} THE POINT OF VANISHING: A Memoir of Two Years in Solitude. By Howard Axelrod. After losing the sight of his right eye because of an injury, Axelrod, desperate for a sense of orientation he could trust, retreated to a jury-rigged house in the Vermont woods where he lived alone, with only a computer and television; 30 years after his isolation, he needed to find a sense of meaning that couldn't be changed in an instant. 211 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  \hspace{0.5cm} \$4.95

\textbf{6685145} MICROWAVE EXPERIMENT: A Story of Government Testing on a United States Customs Officer. By Mary Esposito Gregory. Gregory's story of how she was subjected to physically and psychologically damaging stimuli for a government experiment involving microwave weapon, which subjected federal employees to microwave radiation over the course of 30 years, and then carefully gauging changes in behaviors and any manifestations of disease that occurred. Photos. 326 pages. Time Day. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  \hspace{0.5cm} \$11.95

\textbf{6902136} FURNISHING ETERNITY: A Father, a Son, a Coffin, and a Measure of Life. By David Giffels. When the author enlisted his eighty-year-old dad to help him with the unusual project of building his own casket, he thought of it mostly as an opportunity to sharpen his woodworking skills and to spend time together. But life, building his own casket, he thought of it mostly as an opportunity to sharpen his woodworking skills and to spend time together. But life, 597 pages. HarperCollins. Import. Pub. at $24.00  \hspace{0.5cm} \$5.95

\textbf{5976570} ADVENTURES OF AN ACCIDENTAL SOCIOLOGIST: How to Explain the World Without Becoming a Bore. By Peter L. Berger. In this witty, intellectually stimulating memoir of his early career, Berger explains not only how he became a social scientist, but also the myriad adventures that this calling has led to. It centers on the main intellectual issues that motivated his work and the various people and situations he encountered in the fields of sociology, art, and literature, and the colorful characters depicted in a lively narrative that is often laced with humor. 264 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00  \hspace{0.5cm} \$5.95

\textbf{5816475} UNDER ONE ROOF: How a Tough Old Woman in a Little Old House Changed My Life. By B. Martin & P. Lerman. A true story of young and old, mother and son, exasperation and affection, and the significance of what's important in life. From Martin's story we have much to learn about love, friendship and how seeing the best in other people can help us to find the best in ourselves. 262 pages. HarperCollins. Import.  \hspace{0.5cm} \$6.95

\textbf{6930379} TREFY: My Life as an Unorthodox Outlaw. By Elissa Altman. Fans of Augusten Burroughs and Jo Ann Beard will enjoy this kaleidoscopic, universal memoir in which Altman explores the tradition, religion, family expectations, and the forbidden that were the fixed points in her Queens, New York childhood. A vivid tale of what it means to come to yourself and to find a sense of solitude in a society that's lost its way. 287 pages. New American Library. Pub. at $26.00  \hspace{0.5cm} \$4.95

\textbf{5708591} MONSIEUR LE VET: My Life with Animals in Rural France. By Sylvain Baliteau. Reveals the hidden side of a vet's work and the rich variety of French rural life. Through his work with animals, Sylvain gains insight into the people he works with. In order to love animals, you can't help but love people as well. Funny, poignant, and sometimes bizarre stories from an extraordinary vet. 230 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  \hspace{0.5cm} \$11.95

\textbf{5750997} BECOMING A MOUNTAIN: Himalayan Journeys in Search of the Sacred and the Sublime. By Stephen Belknap. After being brutally attacked and badly injured, Alt took a series of treks in the high Himalayas. Weaving together observations of nature, history, legend, and mythology, and encounters with other pilgrims along the way, he gives an inspiring meditation on the solace of high places and the enduring mystery of mountains. 266 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99  \hspace{0.5cm} \$4.95

\textbf{6912451} BOUNTY HUNTER 4/3. By Jason Delgado with C. Martin. A fascinating story how Delgado’s upbringing in the school of hard knocks. Bronx, New York, led him to the U.S. Marine Corps, some of the fiercest fighting in Iraq, and into the elite MARSOC sniper community. 16 pages of photos. 338 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99  \hspace{0.5cm} \$6.95

\textbf{6939272} THE ACCIDENTAL LIFE: An Editor’s Memoir on Writing and Writing. By Terry McDonnell. McDonnell pulls back the curtain on his four-decade career as an editor, journalist, and media entrepreneur, with stops at more than a dozen magazines: from the launch of Outside, Sierra, and Sports Illustrated at Rolling Stone, to GQ, Esquire, Sports Illustrated, and most recently co-founding the literary web site LitHub. 369 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95  \hspace{0.5cm} \$3.95

\textbf{6633896} WINNING BALANCE: What I’ve Learned So Far About Love, Faith, and Living Young. By Shalva Bamman. Bamman, only how he became a social scientist, but also the myriad adventures that this calling has led to. It centers on the main intellectual issues that motivated his work and the various people and situations he encountered in the fields of sociology, art, and literature, and the colorful characters depicted in a lively narrative that is often laced with humor. 264 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00  \hspace{0.5cm} \$5.95

\textbf{6783974} COUNTRY GRT: A Farmoor of Finding Purpose and Love. By Scottie Jones. Determined to cut ties with a material and convenient suburban life that had left them feeling empty, Jones and her husband Greg moved from an upscale neighborhood to a little old house in the country. This is the story of what happened next—an honest portrait that reminds us that farming life isn't quite what it seems. Color photos. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99  \hspace{0.5cm} \$7.95

\textbf{6784321} SCHADENFREUDE: A LOVE STORY. By Rebecca Schuman. Story of a Jewish teenager who falls in love with a boy (who breaks her heart), a language (that’s nearly impossible to master), a culture (that’s nihilistic, but punctual), and a landscape (that’s breathtaking when there’s not a wall in the way). A heartfelt memoir proving that not only is the true love playing follow-the-leader, 274 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $26.99  \hspace{0.5cm} \$6.95

\textbf{6607764} CURED: The Tale of Two Imaginary Boys. By Lori Tolhurst. A story of two boys, their shared passion for music, and rise to stardom through the creation of their band The Cure—which was the catalyst of the new subculture dubbed “Goth” by the press. It recants not only the early days of the start of the band and its evolution but also the struggles of a new subculture dubbed “Goth” by the press. This is the story of what happened next—an honest portrait that reminds us that farming life isn't quite what it seems. Color photos. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99  \hspace{0.5cm} \$7.95

\textbf{662054X} UNFORGETTABLE: A Son, a Mother, and the Lessons of a Lifetime. By Scott Simon. Read by the author. The NPR host offers his moving account of his final days with his mother. Expanding upon now-famous tweets that he shares from her hospital room, it is a rich, heart-wrenching, and exhilarating portrait of one woman’s colorful life and the unique bond between mother and child. Six hours on 5 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $29.99  \hspace{0.5cm} \$6.95
6876510 THE GLASS CASTLE. By Jeannette Walls. A remarkable memoir about siblings growing up in the shadow of their parents’ mutual irresponsibility and alcoholism—which was seen by the outside world as spirtedness. 286 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $9.95

6838389 HAPINESS: The Crooked Little Road to Semi-Ever After. By Heather Harpham. Heather’s relationship with Brian comes to a halt when she becomes pregnant. She doesn’t want kids, Heather delivers their daughter. Gracie, alone. Heather’s new mom bliss is interrupted when the baby becomes perilously sick. Brian reappears and together they have to decide how their present is going to risk to save their daughter. 300 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95


6626388 THE TOAD OF DAWN: 5-3e-DMT and the Rise of Cosmic Consciousness. By Octavio Rettig Hinojosa. The story of how Hinojosa came to heal himself by employing an ancient “treasure” almost forgotten for centuries—the Sonoran Desert toad. Hinojosa has traveled extensively throughout the world and shared 5-3e-DMT, a secretion of the Sonoran Desert toad, with over 6000 people, eliminating a wide range of problems, and clearing away the Color/Red堵. $19.95

6867699 GOD IS NOT HERE. By Bill Russell Edmonds. Provides a disturbing and thought provoking account of the morally ambiguous choices faced when living with and fighting within a foreign religion and culture, as well as the resulting psychological and spiritual impacts on soldiers. 298 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $14.95

685873X FALLING: A Daughter, a Father, and a Journey Back. By Elisha Cooper. When Cooper discovers a lump in the midsection of his five-year-old daughter, everything changes. With the onset of cancer and an uncanny sense of humor, he captures his family’s journey through a perilous time and shows how we are all transformed by the fear and hope we feel for those we love. 416 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $23.95. $14.95

6979789 ALLIGATOR CANDY: A Memoir. By David Kushner. Kushner decides to revisit the episode of the disappearance of his brother a different way: through the eyes of a reporter. His investigation brings him back to the places and people he once knew, and as he throws hundreds of documents, reports, and firsthand accounts, and conducts dozens of interviews, he slowly realizes just how much his past has affected his present. 242 pages. Paperbound. $15.95

6874738 THE LAMBS: My Father, a Farm, and the Gift of a Flock of Sheep. By Carole George. Carole George’s touching memoir explores the bonds between a father, a daughter, and their thirteen pet Karakul lambs. Through her time with the lambs and her aging father, the author comes to realize the almost spiritual bond between man and animals. Color photos. 287 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $16.95

6430688 LOVE AMONG THE RUINS: A Memoir of Love and Hope in Hamburg, 1945. By Harry Leslie Smith. Stationed in occupied Hamburg, a city physically and emotionally ripped apart by bombing, Harry unexpectedly finds a reason to stay: a young German woman by the name of Friede. As their love develops, they must face both German suspicion and British disagreement of relations with “the enemy.” 271 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound import. Pub. at $17.00. $11.95


6900763 TUESDAY’S PROMISE: One Veteran, One Dog, and Their Bold Quest to Change Lives. By Luis Carlos Montalvan & E. Hernet. In this heartwarming memoir, the hero and his golden retriever, Tuesday, travel coast to coast providing solace to war heroes. The author battles his own PTSD and as he struggles with dramatic emotional and physical changes, Tuesday is by his side. An inspiring story of a remarkable bond between humans and canines. Photos. 294 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

6873642 THE ELEPHANTS IN MY BACKYARD: A Memoir. By Rajiv Surendra. In a great leap of faith, Surendra embarks on a quest to embody the sixteen year old Tamil schoolboy from Yann Martel’s Life of Pi. He quits university and buys a one way ticket from Toronto to South India. Surendra’s memoir is a story of process and determination and of finding one’s place in the world. Illus. 222 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95. $5.95

6951752 THEFT BY FINDING: Diaries (1977-2002). By David Sedaris. The first of two volumes, Sedaris shares his private writings with the world in an account of how a drug-abusing, middle-aged, and with a weakness for the International House of Pancakes and a chronic inability to hold down a real job became one of the funniest people on the planet. Written with a sharp eye and ear for the bizarre, the humor, he captures his family’s journey through a perilous time and shows how we are all transformed by the fear and hope we feel for those we love. 416 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $23.95. $14.95

6890879 FROM BROKEN GLASS: My Story of Finding Hope in Hitler’s Death Camps to Inspire a New Generation. By Steve Ross et al. From the survivor of ten Nazi concentration camps who went on to create the New England Holocaust Memorial, an inspiring memoir in the face of despair. The story of how one man survived the unimaginable and inspired a new generation to help form a more compassionate world. 264 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $19.95

6664992 ULTIMATE GLORY: Frisbee, Obsession, and My Wild Youth. By David Gessner. The author devoted his twenties to the cultist sport called Ultimate Frisbee. His only goal was to win Nationals and go down in Ultimate history as one of the greatest athletes no one had ever heard of. Gessner shares his love for this misunderstood sport. 338 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $3.95

6858899 THE AWAKENING OF HK DERRYBRY: My Unlikely Friendship with the Boy Who Returns Everything. By Jim Bradford with A. Hardin. Little did Bradford know that HK had come into this world with the odds stacked heavily against him, and he could never have fathomed how much their chance encounter would change his life. HK’s remarkable bond would transform the author as he became HK’s best friend for life. Color photos. 216 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99. $8.95

6902197 BINGE. By Tyler Oakley. For someone who made a career out of sharing their setbacks and their experiences. Tyler Oakley has a shocking number of people who admire and share his experiences. His first collection of witty, personal, and hilarious essays. He delivers his best unfiltered, sidesplitting moments with the trademark flair that made him a star. 311 photos. 200 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

6838804 THE GIRL WITH NINE WIGS. By Sophie van der Slap. 279 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95


6039560 CHAMPAGNE BABY. By Laura Dugas. 316 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $5.95. $4.95


6805671 CUTTING BACK: My Apprenticeship in the Gardens of Kyoto. By Leslie Buckley. 279 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

6743129 AN AMERICAN FAMILY: A Memoir of Hope and Sacrifice. By Khizr Khan. In this heartwarming memoir, the hero and his golden retriever, Tuesday, travel coast to coast providing solace to war heroes. The author battles his own PTSD and as he struggles with dramatic emotional and physical changes, Tuesday is by his side. An inspiring story of a remarkable bond between humans and canines. Photos. 294 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95